Be Your Own

Family Healer

Save Time - Avoid Surgeries
Save Money - No Pharmaceutical Drugs
- and Avoid their Unwanted Side Effects

Working with your Heart to access your Intuition ‘On Demand’
Understanding how invisible noxious energies affect us
- a major cause of cancer and other serious diseases
- and learning how to change them to be beneficial
Accessing your sub-conscious to Heal emotional problems
& physical diseases - even cancer and other serious diseases
‘Ladies Only’ - unwanted pregnancies, overcoming problems
due to babies that were not born or died young
Simplified ‘Radionics’ - developed for people unable to get medical
attention - just place a glass of water on a Healing Card !
Electronic devices developed to keep Russian astronauts Healthy in Space
Hints to maintain the Good Health of your Family and Friends
THE HOLISTIC INTUITION SOCIETY

http://www.in2it.ca

Our Logo is the Sign of the Heart Chakra
A Pink Triangle of Spiritual Love and a Green
Triangle of Physical Love Intermingled
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Healing Overview : Healing without unwanted side-effects !

There are many paths to good health - some are better than others !
Many people have found the system outlined below to be excellent - and we hope that you will find it useful, that it works
well for you, your family, and your friends.
Our key guide to good health is our Intuition. Our logical brain processes only a few items at a time, whereas our
intuitive mind-brain handles thousands of things extremely fast; our Heart also has its own neurons, and has special
linkages to 'All That Is'.
'Intuition Technology' (my name for Dowsing) is when we form a question in our logical mind-brain and get a reply from
our Intuitive mind-brain which then manipulates our nervous-muscular system to give a signal.
The best way to work with our Intuition is through our Heart - accepting that our Heart is the best leader/co-ordinator of
our Heart-Mind-Brain team. So when you work with your Heart to ask with 'True Holy Love' for the help of the Angelic
Beings and Healing Energies in your Healing work you will increase the effectiveness of the Healing.
The 'steps' listed on this path need not be followed in the order shown - just take appropriate steps, 'Intent' is most
important !

First Step - Noxious Energies - External Causes

Noxious Energies are invisible - but have a bad effect on your health. They need to be cleared from any place where a
person spends a long time such as sleeping, sitting, or working - else ill-health may occur.
They originate from the earth and even small underground water veins, from electrical transformers and appliances, and
sometimes from deceased people if they occupied the place, if the site was a battlefield, burial place, or had religious /
sacred aspects which are being transgressed.
Often these noxious energies act like an energetic tornado, and have been recognized in Europe as a prime cause of
cancer and other diseases, being a major contributor to 'infant sudden death syndrome'.
These need to be located and evaluated, and then removed or changed to be beneficial - such as by Blessing them !
Dowsing tools such as a Pendulum are ideal for location and evaluation, as explained in our 'Sleep Well, Be Healthy'
booklet.
The most powerful tool for their removal and/or Blessing them to be beneficial is the 'Ptah Pendulum'.
Similar tornado-like vortexes can occur from X-rays and other medical devices that disrupt the body's inter-cellular
communications. An excellent program to help with this (and other aspects of healing, such as side effects of
vaccinations and the release of toxins) is to view the Quantum K Video 'Free Healing Experience' which takes about 25
minutes to watch ( I view it about twice a week ! ) - see http://www.quantumk.co.uk to view.
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Our Sub-Conscious mind seems to be a remnant of our pre-animal reptilian physical construction (for want of better
terminology !) and it stores everything that happens to us from conception onwards.
It re-acts to situations, and seems to have little ability to think; it takes what others say as being more 'true' than our
own thoughts, and has great difficulty in telling what is real from what is imagined in our mind.
Hence it makes many mistakes (with good intent !) that cause major problems to us - and our 'body system' tries to draw
our attention to such problems by giving us hurts and pains in places that tend to to be symbolic of a problem. When
these signals are ignored then a stronger signal is sent, such as a disease.
Gary Craig developed a wonderful system of working with our sub-conscious called 'Emotional Freedom
Techniques' (EFT) where the problem is recognized and accepted, and then corrections made directly to the subconscious - all by tapping at selected meridian points whilst repeating phrases to implement the needed changes, to 'reprogram' our sub-conscious.
Although it started as dealing with just emotional problems, users have found that EFT works just as well on mental and
spiritual issues - there are many reports of almost instantaneous healing of different diseases !
In our 'Tap Troubles Away' .pdf file we have explained the basis of EFT, together with simplifications made by
experienced practitioners and further suggestions for improvements by encouraging our Heart-Mind-Brain to work as a
well-organized team.
We have added addendums to this .pdf file:
* 'Cancer, Transplants' .pdf file explains how to help in the re-establishment of inter-cellular communications
(disrupted by vortex actions) to clear cancerous cells from the body and assist with the healing of other serious diseases,
and how to help transplanted organs to be accepted by the body and so prevent rejection.
* 'Ladies Only' .pdf file: based on ancient traditional Huna practices where a lady was expected to be able to control her
own pregnancies, hints how to end unwanted pregnancies; and based on 'Cry from the Womb' (by Gwen Jones) to use
EFT to prevent attachments of deceased baby Souls to the mother (causing many emotional problems in later life) or
invasion of subsequent babies (leading to dual personalities - and sexual problems if the genders of the baby Souls
differ).
When you watch a video of an experienced practitioner using EFT (and tap along on yourself at the same time !) you can
expect to get healing on yourself - often in unexpected ways !
If you go to U-Tube and enter 'EFT' you can find many such videos - and more when you follow the 'links'; some are far
better than others.
We have put a selection of the best of these (plus some other 'goodies') on a Data DVD, and also made Gary Craig's
complete training libraries available - see 'DVD Videos from Conventions' for more details.
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One of the most experienced practitioners is Linda Wood, who teaches EFT world-wide - see her website 'Magical Tapping
Bears' for working with children using a toy bear - and for surrogate tapping !

Third Step - Radionics - Eradicating Diseases & Problems

Radionics is heavily discouraged by the medical authorities - it cannot be patented, so the pharmaceutical companies
(who, one way or another, control the medical system) cannot make a profit from it. They object as it avoids the use of
their drugs - and is free to use !
Unfortunately most of the Radionic systems tend to be expensive and rather hard to understand. The 'Paper Doctor' was
developed as a means of enabling wider use by individuals - but this was developed in the USA, and their 'Health ?'
authorities had the book banned.
Fortunately an even better Radionics system has been developed in India - it is very simple to use, and can be
downloaded (for free) from 'Sai Sanjeevini' and then the cards printed for use.
There are Radionic Healing Cards for 60 Body Parts and for 196 Diseases/Problems; they are very simple to use - just
select (by knowledge of the problem or by Dowsing) which cards are needed, then place a glass of water on a card for at
least 15 seconds, then repeat for the next card, etc. This is like making a homeopathic medicine or using Flower
Essences.
Take a sip of the treated water a few times each day (best to Dowse to find how often), or use the Radionics Distant
Broadcast Card to send the 'Vibrational Pattern' of the medicine to a person living far away (the actual distance is no
concern !)
We have prepared an even more simplified and concise version, with 9 cards fitted to a letter-sized page to save printing
(the normal layout is 6 cards/page) - just go to 'Sanjeevini' to download the .pdf file.
The .pdf file has 34 pages - Index, instructions, Radionics Broadcast Card, and 29 pages of the actual cards. You can
place the card sheets in a folder - protecting them with plastic cover sheets - or print them (by Laser printer) on special
water-resistant paper such as 'Rite in the Rain'. Alternatively you can cut them into business-card sized cards and
store in numerical order.
We have tested the 'Rite in the Rain' special paper and found it satisfactory; as a special service we can send you the
Broadcast and 29 Card sheets (printed by Laser printer on this special letter paper) for US$20 plus postage ($4 to
Canada or USA, $8 elsewhere) - email if interested, and we will send you a PayPal invoice; you can send a personal
cheque (US$ or CDN$) or money order, payable to John Living, should you not wish to use PayPal (but allow delays for
mail handling).
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Fourth Step - Electronics - Deeply Rooted Physical Problems

The Scenar DENAS battery operated electronic healing devices were developed by the Russians to keep their astronauts
healthy in space - these tools are now available for personal (and clinical) use.
The devices recover lost connections between your central nervous system and your internal organs, launching a process
of self-recovery in your body.
The DENAS can be considered to be your personal Doctor which helps to:
* Relieve Acute and Chronic Pain Quickly
* Restore Internal Bodily Functions
* Reduce Disability
* Create Prolonged and Striking Results
* Accelerate Recovery (it works synergistically with other treatments to accelerate healing)
Scenar DENAS devices act in a natural way by supporting the regenerative capacity of the body so helping the body to
release its own healing potential. DENS-Therapy has become accepted worldwide as a new form of treatment in
prevention, therapy, and rehabilitation.
The great benefits from using your Scenar DENAS Healing Device include treatment of varicose veins and the reduction
of wrinkles on your face - as well as general toning of your skin (your largest organ) with improvements to the health of
your underlying bones, muscles, and organs.

Fifth Step - Maintain Good Health
"You are what you eat" - so avoid all things that contain chemical sweeteners such as Aspartame (Diet drinks

especially), eat organic foods, cook food normally (not in any microwave - which destroys the natural good value of food),
and Bless all that is eaten. I now eat grated raw carrot when I would have cooked them previously - they taste superb !
As a test, use your Pendulum (or just 'feel') to locate the aura of food when you receive it; now Bless the food and repeat
the measurement - its aura will have increased ! If you now "Bless all that is eaten with Blessing 995 and 885, and
with Healing 997 and 887" you will find that the aura has expanded even more ! Do not bother about the meaning of
the numerics, just use them !
Increase the Radiance of your Blood by wearing a "Love Living" Bracelet - the high Radiance of your blood creates an
environment that viruses, etc, do not like - and so help you keep well !
The bracelets are based on the principles developed by Georges Lakhovsky to improve the health of humans, using his
then new theory that cells are microscopic oscillating circuits. This design was successfully used in French, Italian,
and Swedish clinics, and when Lakhovsky escaped to the USA in 1941 it proved successful in a major New York hospital.
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These bracelets are made of twisted copper wire encased in clear and unmarked vinyl (so that your skin and clothes do
not get stained by the copper), and have lead-free pewter beads at the ends to make them very sturdy. They meld-in
with the colour of your skin, so are not very noticeable - suitable for a man to wear ! They can be washed safely.
Forgiveness and Life Review are critical. When we hold anger, we seldom hurt the object of our anger, just
ourselves ! Holding such anger (and hate, etc) results in emotional problems often taking shape as diseases if not
corrected. By going through a Life Review before we die gives us the opportunity to make corrections - this seems to be
impossible to do after death.

Sixth Step - Express your Thanks and Gratitude !

Unfortunately most of us have been 'educated' to believe that only plants, insects, fish, and animals have life, that all
other forms just exist without any consciousness.
Emoto in Japan has proved that water has memory - and is conscious of thoughts sent to it. Quantum physicists have
demonstrated that sub-atomic particles are affected by thought, and that all such particles are comprised of energy.
It is logical to accept that everything is energy - and that we can communicate with all such energies, including those in
the non-physical planes such as Angelic Beings and other Healing Energies, the most powerful of all being 'True Holy
Love, Namaste'.
When we work with our Hearts and with 'True Holy Love' we can expect 'miraculous' Healings to occur - with the help of
the Angelic Beings and other Healing Energies. When we express our Gratitude and Thanks for such healings, we get
enthusiasm from them to help us more - since it is seldom that they are thanked by most people.
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We all know that our Heart is very important as the blood pump that keeps us alive, but it has other functions
too ! There are many reports of people who have had a Heart transplant changing their likes and dislikes - even their
whole attitude to Life !
It may be that our sub-conscious is controlled or guided by our Heart - or even more important, that is our 'direct link' to
our 'Higher Self' - or even all those who are 'Upstairs' such as God Energies, Angelic Beings, and all 'Meta-morphic Fields'
and 'Akashic Records' which abound with complete knowledge of 'All That Is'.
Perhaps we should recognize that all plant, animal, and insect life (and even crystals, stones, water, viruses, and
inanimate materials) are all Creations of 'The Holy Creator in Love of All Things, in All Places, in All Times, and in All
Dimensions' - doing different jobs such as keeping nature in balance.
Each example of these have a life - different in many ways from our life form, but being similar due to the fact that all
atoms and sub-atomic particles are comprised of energy that 'dances' at different speeds and in different dimensions to
form 'All That Is' - probably even Angelic Beings !
Remember when Cleve Backster's experiments were shown on television ? How plants reacted when other life form
(such as shrimps) were killed, and communicated with their caregivers (those who had them as house-plants) even when
they were thousands of miles away ?
Physicists have described sub-atomic particles as being made of 'strings'. Perhaps these strings are made of tiny baby
energies that to form the strings must each do the required dance - thinking of the dance movement, acting to make the
movement, feeling good if the result of the dance is good, and loving to feel good. If they love, feel, think, and act then
each one can be considered to be a 'Being' in their own right. I wonder if each such tiny baby energy is 'Pure Heart' ?
If this is correct, then we are 'All The Same'- just taking different forms to do different jobs. If this is so, and we are 'All
The Same' then we should be able to communicate ! And we communicate best by thought - especially 'Heart to Heart'.
Many people are now understanding that thoughts have effect - Dr Masuru Emoto has shown how thoughts and music
effect water crystals - and our bodies are over 70% water. When we think of another our thoughts affect their aura - so
always have good, loving, and kind thoughts of all people.
This can have a great effect on any meeting - imagine your interview proceeding well, exactly as you would like it to be;
the more emotion, effort, and energy that you put into the visualization, the more likely it will happen as you want. Use
as many senses as possible !
It is my personal experience that such communication is most effective when we work with our Heart - our own Heart
connecting with the Hearts of the others involved, and guiding them to respond with the required outcome.
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When we need guidance ourselves we can formulate a question in our logical mind and then ask our Heart AS IF IT
WERE A SEPARATE PERSON. This way we get correct answers - our own Heart by-passes ego, communicating 'Heart
to Heart' with the subject of our question, be it the energy of a water vein, an Angelic Being, another Soul, or even a part
of a body (our own, or that of another person); it also seems that distance is of no importance, which helps to explain
why distant Healing works so well !
I understand that when we work with our Heart we enable it to be the leader of a team - our Heart-Mind-Brain
team. This team can work with our various senses - giving a thought, a picture, a feeling, a taste, or something that we
smell,
Our Heart-Mind-Brain team can even manipulate our nervous-muscular system to give a signal by direct movement of
our muscles - but we have to agree with the team that a particular movement has a certain meaning, such as with
Kinesiology, including auto-Kinesiology where we work on ourselves (also known as Dowsing - which I call 'Intuition
Technology').
I am not a physicist or scientist - I do not need physical proof; and in any case Intuition is not directly in the physical
plane, that is just where it acts. I am a retired Royal, Chartered, and Profesional Engineer - I use what works. I may
not be completely correct in all that is written here, but I have found that these ideas work for me - and hope that they
will help you.
I hope that you enjoy this web-site, and that it helps you to improve the lives of yourself, your family, your friends, and
all who you meet in life.
Namaste

John Living
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What is "Holistic Intuition" ?

This is an abridged version of "Intuitive Techniques", a preview of the book Intuition 'On Demand'

Have you ever felt 'something is not right' - and, forewarned, avoided a problem ?
Have you lost something and then thought 'it is there' (in an unexpected place) and so looked and found it ?
Have you felt apprehensive before eating something, eaten it, and had a stomach ache ?
Sometimes when we meet a person we move forward in our body (attraction), or bend backwards slightly to get away
(something undesirable ?).
Usually we recognize our Intuition only when an especially important message is received such as not feeling 'good' about
a person or situation, or we get an impulse to take a particular action.
There have been a number of well publicized cases when a person has felt that a particular flight or journey was 'not
good' and so cancelled or changed their reservation - and avoided death or serious injury when their original plane or
train crashed.
Mothers are well known to have special 'connections' to a baby - automatically knowing if their child is in trouble, and
racing to prevent a tragedy.

How does Intuition Work ?

Some people are gifted by having a natural ability to 'see things' or 'hear messages'. Intuition also works by using our
nervous-muscular system and by manipulating our normal five senses - seeing, hearing, feeling, smelling, and tasting.
In most of us these skills are dormant - but we all have the potential to improve our abilities. This is easiest when we
first identify the Intuitive method that suits us best.
When we ask our Intuition for help on a subject, we can also define that 'all that we see' in the next few minutes has a
meaning relating to the subject. We will still see the same views as would have otherwise been seen, but our sight now
may emphasize certain shapes, colours, contrasts, or even objects.
You can ask a question, and then check: How do you feel ? What am I thinking now ? What taste is in my mouth ? What
am I smelling ? What am I seeing first when I close and then open my eyes ? Write down the first thing that comes to
mind when you think of a place, person, colour, time, town, river, food, weapon, fear, memory.
You may walk down the street and notice a particular colour, shape, or object; perhaps certain flowers in a garden 'call'
to you; or your attention may focus on something in a shop window. Yes, all these things were there before, but your
Intuition is drawing your attention to them to 'get a message across'.
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If you want, but do not 'get a picture' then imagine one ! It is easier for your thinking team to build an image based on
the intuitive answer than to build a new image from scratch - so you may be surprisingly correct !
Then we have to 'make sense' of these impressions. It helps to ask for further clarification, and a thought may 'pop' into
your mind. Now that 'first thought' is probably from your intuition, and should be taken seriously; any second thoughts
are likely to be from your logical mind, and may best be disregarded.

Practice

When you get an unexpected letter hold it to your forehead and then to your heart - notice how your senses change, the
impression that you get. You may learn much about the writer, his current mood, and the contents of the letter.
When the telephone rings, 'guess' who it might be, and the reason for the call. As you practice you will find that your
'guessing' becomes more accurate. You can even make others call you - if you 'will' that a person calls you, often the
telephone will ring in a few minutes, and it is that person on the line.
Now you are going to meet a person for the first time. "Walk a mile in my moccasins" is a well known phrase, meaning be
like that person, to better understand him. So imagine that you are that person, now ! What do you feel ? Think ? Want ?
Are there any strong emotions ? Even imagine what they look like. You will be fascinated by the accuracy of your
impressions.

Body Movements

Many therapists and medical professionals now test a person's arm strength to check if a particular part of a patients's
body is operating correctly - this is called 'Kinesiology'. They are feeling the response given by the patients nervousmuscular system as an aid to their diagnosis of a patient's problem.
You do not need another person for this - you can train your own nervous-muscular system to give you answers directly
- and this is a simple way of accessing your Intuition 'on demand' to get 'YES' or 'NO' answers.
Just teach your Heart-Mind-Brain team (& Sub-Conscious Self) the signals that you want to use - and their meaning !
Lean your body forward slightly, and explain "This is a signal for YES"; now ask that 'YES' be indicated, and your body
should lean forward. If you do not succeed the first time, repeat this lesson until you have success.
Now lean back slightly, explaining that "This is the signal for NO" and teach this signal in the same way.
Practice these by holding various items in your hand and asking your Heart "Is this good for me to consume ?".
If you have lost your glasses (purse, ring, etc.) then close your eyes, ask your Heart "Please show me where to look to find
(my glasses, etc)" and turn around until you 'get a sense' to open your eyes - and look exactly where your eyes are
focused when you open them.
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It helps when doing this to create a picture in your mind of what you seek, so as to present a clear and precise image of
the item. If your glasses are lost, picture them as spectacles - otherwise you may find your eyes focused on drinking
glasses !
You can reinforce this 'tuning' by holding a sample of it in your hand - such as a photograph, clothing, or piece of hair
from a missing person, or a lump of gold if you are prospecting !

Amplifying Our Intuitive Responses

If we consider our Heart-Mind-Brain team working with our body to be like a radio, the sound from an earphone is weak,
but when we attach a loudspeaker we hear the message 'loud and clear'.
In the same way we can train our own nervous-muscular system to be like the wires connecting the radio (the Intuitive
part of our thinking team) to a loudspeaker (a tool which magnifies the nervous-muscular signal so that we can be more
aware of the signal given).
Many ladies have used a needle on a thread to check if the baby will be a boy or a girl - a Pendulum, being some small
weight on a chain or string. Men tend to prefer their 'pipe finding tool' (the 'L'-rod) or a forked stick (historically preferred
for locating wells).
The number of people who use tools to access their Intuition 'On Demand' is far greater than those who are skilled in
clairvoyance or clairaudience ! It is so easy to learn !
This use of tools is called 'Dowsing' - it is 'Intuition Technology'.

Dowsing

Intuition Technology (aka Dowsing) is the linking of the Intuitive part of the Heart-Mind-Brain team with the nervousmuscular system to give signals without interference by the logical thinking process. Tools are often used to amplify
these signals, similar to the way a loudspeaker amplifies the sounds sent to it.
Our philosophy is to help all who wish to develop their Intuitive abilities. We encourage the use of Intuition Technology to
help others, especially in healing various forms of ill-ness and dis-ease. The ability of our Minds to create and manifest
good is usually unrecognized by most people.
As Winston Churchill said "All people are offered help by their Intuition, but most pick themselves up and escape as fast
as possible ! ".
Many claim that because Dowsing cannot be proven scientifically it cannot be accepted as genuine. But that is like trying
to prove scientifically that Angels exist. We accept it as a technology, a skill that we can use to gain help from the "Force
for Good", and we concentrate on learning to use our abilities more effectively.
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Intuition and Love

Ptah was an Egyptian King-God. Much of the early part of the bible was based on stories the Israelites learnt from the
Egyptians - and Ptah has been kept in our languages as Pater or Father, as Path or His Way....
Horus, the first Man, "... was given gifts of Intuition and Love, that he might walk towards Heaven and his Father, and
never lose his Way".
All of us have been given these gifts of Intuition and Love - but some do not know how to access them.
Perhaps our Heart-Mind-Brain teams are like radio transceivers, able to communicate with ‘Above’, to send out prayers
and listen to replies. Even if a radio is ‘on’ we cannot hear the words or music unless we have wires leading to a
loudspeaker.
In Dowsing, we tune our minds to a particular matter, use our nervous-muscular system as the wires, and have a
Dowsing tool as the loudspeaker to help us ‘hear’ (or see) the message. And since we can think, we can program this
system like a computer to define the signals to be used and their meanings.
Men use branches to find water, and bent wires to locate pipes; ladies often hang a needle on a cotton thread to ask
about the sex of an unborn child.
These are all examples of ‘Intuition Technology’ (and Dowsing is ‘IT’ !) but there are many more ways in which we can use
our Intuition to improve our lives and help others.
A most important use is to locate noxious and geopathic zones - which cause cancer, arthritis, sudden death syndrome
in babies, and problems such as poor performance at school and at work. This has been studied extensively in Central
Europe, but is almost unknown in North America.
Dowsing on health charts can indicate the cause of illness, and indicate measures needed to be taken - even pointing to
the vitamins, etc, required and showing the correct strengths and dosages.
And Dowsing can find lost articles and people, and guide us to make correct decisions on many matters !

Dowsing is IT !

---

Intuition Technology

When Dowsing your Heart-Mind-Brain team operates your nervous-muscular system to give you signals.
‘Your Pendulum’ amplifies signals - and magnifies the thoughts you send !
Did you know that Your Heart by-passes ego ? Your Heart is your ‘Direct Link’ to ‘Upstairs’ !
When you Pray, you ask - When you Dowse, you Listen !
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Your Pendulum

How to ask questions - and get true answers from
Your Pendulum

Abstracted from `The American Dowser', Volume 23, No.1 - February 1983
by Barbara Prisbe, a Director of CSQ, and Editor of `The American Dowser'

BRAIN PATTERNS CHARACTERISTIC OF DOWSERS

As Measured on the Mind Mirror, by Edith M. Jurka, M.D.
Diplomate of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
The Mind Mirror is an instrument designed in London by Dr. C. Maxwell Cade FlEE., F.I.Physics. FI.Bio., awarded the
Oliver Lodge Research Grant of the College of Psychic Studies, and Geoffrey Blundell, electronics designer.
The Mind Mirror consists of two electroencephalographs which record both sides of the brain instantaneously. The brain
frequency analysis consists of 14 different frequency ranges, from 075 Hz to 38 Hz.
Five original patterns were established. When checking Dowsers
it was found that a sixth and different pattern emerged... see
diagrams below; which show the left and right brain wave
patterns for various slates in normal people, and those observed
in meditative people and in experienced Dowsers.
Concerning the very high delta amplitude in all the Dowsers. Dr.
Cade said it correlates with higher levels of consciousness and a
reaching out to the unknown. Certainly this is the essence of
what a Dowser does - reach out for information not available to
the 5 ordinary senses. A confirmation of this interpretation is
that the delta frequencies are absent in the 5th State pattern of
yogis. whose practice does not include a search.
The increased beta amplitude (which yogis do not have) could
come from both sides of the Dowser's brain concentrating hard
on the object of the search.
Perhaps the varying amplitudes of theta in the different Dowsers reflect in some way a degree of spirituality for want of a
better word. It may be that tlus tends to increase in such a person as he or she lives longer.
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INTRODUCTION

Using the message chart I was told this definition of NAMASTE:
I recognize in you myself - I see in you my image;
I am trying to be helpful to you in your mission;
I wish you well in life and will help you as best I can;
- For the Highest and Best Good of All Creation.
and this is the meaning of ‘True Holy Love’.

My Personal View - Dowsing and God

Please accept that although this booklet has been written based on my own beliefs. I do not intend to force the same
beliefs on you ! This introduction is to help you to understand my beliefs about Dowsing, not to convert you.
I am certain that there is some ‘Force for Good’ which tries to help us and that Dowsing is one way that we can get that
help. Perhaps it is just ‘universal intelligence’ which is there to help us all. How does a human being describe such a
force ? It may comprise many different ‘entities’ (capable of thinking. feeling, and loving - that is living) which are beyond
our understanding.
To me ‘God’, ‘The Great Spirit’, ‘The System’, ‘The Good God System’, ‘The Force for Good’, ‘Universal Intelligence’,
‘Angels’, ‘Spirit Guides’, and other terms used by people are all referring to aspects of the same ‘Higher Entities’ - like
different parts of a Higher Government Team: ‘The System’.
I believe in God - the Force for Good; I have had that belief justified throughout my life and recently it has been proven to
me by messages received by me using the message chart.
I have been told what to do, warned of events before they happen, and been given names of people who I will meet (and
the time and place) who were unknown to me. And these were proven correct. Perhaps when we pray we talk to God;
and when we Dowse we listen to God.
Einstein's famous equation E= MC2 equates energy and matter. All living things arc a mixture of energy and matter.
Gravity holds matter together; I believe there is a similar force that binds energies and matter together, and pervades the
whole universe. It is called `Love'.
The Eskimo have over 50 words for ‘snow’ - and we have but one word for ‘Love’. The Love that is a ‘Force for Good’ is
the Love of helping others - not only humans, but the whole of creation. It is the ‘True Holy Love, Namaste’.
I suggest that God wants us to display our Love of God by helping others, and that it is more important to do this all the
time than to just attend church.
Irrespective of the religion that an individual follows, ‘Others’ includes all forms of life, not just mankind; we should work
to improve life for all creation.
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This idea is supported by Dowsing - you will often find that you get the most accurate results when helping others giving your help to the ‘Force for Good’.
Why is this not done anyway, without your request ? Because people are expected to do their ‘own thing’, to learn their
lessons with the minimum help.
But ‘The System’ loves to be asked to help, since that gives it the ‘excuse’ to make things better.
Namaste,

John Living.

More on Conversations

Do not send frivolous messages or time wasters. If you feel that ‘I Love You’ is not appropriate to the message that you
are sending, then the message should not be sent. It is as simple as that.
Not only can you get messages in reply to yours, but messages can be sent to you when you are doing something else !
So how do you know that there is a message for you ? You can ask, and a signal can also be sent. This is something that
you must agree with The System - in my case I get ‘irritations’ on various parts of my hand, the place indicating the
message origin.
You may decide that only very special messages will cause a signal, and all others must wait for you to check for them.
Irritating my chin is ‘Emergency’.

Problems

The most common problem is when you have received part of a message which makes sense, and then you get garbled
nonsense. This is because there is interference (which should not happen often), the sender did not complete the
message, or that you have misinterpreted the message. So go back to the end of the part that made sense, read it out,
and ask if that part is correct. If not, go back to an earlier part until you do get a correct part, and then have the rest of
the message repeated.
If the message does not make sense as a whole, or seems to be telling you to do something that you believe to be wrong,
ask “Are you in the Light ?” and “Do you Love the Good God System ?” to check that another entity has not interrupted.
The System should have prevented this, but it can happen.
If the message is correct and something still seems wrong, then ask you’re the sender to confirm the message by spelling
it to you again, and then ask if the message is correct and if your understanding of the message is correct. If the sender
is your Higher Entity such as your Guardian Angel and confirms the message, then have faith that it is correct. But
know that you are still responsible for any action that you take. If it seems wrong, do not do it !
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An example of this would be telling you about reincarnation if your religion did not support the idea. It may seem wrong
to you, but it was a belief of the early Christian church - until a meeting in Rome decided that the church would not
allow the general public to have this belief.
You may well find that you start to recognize patterns of conversation, and may assume that a pattern is always used;
you may also recognize words due to the context in which they are used. But always check.
Sometimes you will find that the next letter or word does not come - and this is intentional, as a signal to you that you
have made a mistake interpreting the message. Each letter is given to you, but your hand may ‘stick’ if you have made
an error.
Be very careful with words such as no, not, and now - they can reverse the meaning of the whole message ! So always
ask “Is my understanding that blah blah blah ... Correct ?” to check that you have not only the correct words but
understand their meaning.

Some Simple Guidelines

1. Be sure that the wording of your question is clear and not ambiguous.
2. Think only of your question - get other thoughts out of the way - especially all thoughts about the answer
expected.
3. Remember to define what you are questing, why you are asking ‘May I ?, Can I?, Should I ?’ - and then to check
“Is my understanding… correct ?”, “Is the answer true ?”.
4. Ask permission to practice - and do not misuse the answers.
5. If you think that you may be influencing questions that concern yourself, get somebody else to Dowse for you.
6. Respect the privacy of others - ask if you can help them before interfering, even to give them help.
7. Tiredness, stress, noise, and interruptions may lead to unreliable answers. Always check that your answers are
correct and that you have understood them properly.
8. Dowsing to help others gets the best result - and gives you more satisfaction.
9. Never boast - be humble, and give credit (and thanks) to ‘The System’ that gave you help.
10.In all your life, only have good thoughts - always wish well for others. What you wish for others comes home - to
you
11.If ‘I Love You’ seems inappropriate in a message that you are sending, then do not send the message.
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Your Handy Chart

Since most of us have two hands, we can use the spare one (the
one not holding your Pendulum !) as a chart for many purposes.
It is best to use signals that conform to indicators that you see
often, such as the speedometer and charging gauge of your car your mind-brain team is accustomed to the signals used.
This is a quick way to check on your health or vitality, if
medications are beneficial to you, how many tablets should be
taken (dose, doses per day - these may change with effect already
achieved), percentage accuracy of a statement, etc.

The Human Being

We believe what we can see. When we see another human being we see their face, their clothes, and other parts of the
body that are not hidden. We see movements and expressions which we can interpret as signals.
But our sight is limited to a small range of the electro-magnetic spectrum, that which includes the colours of the
rainbow; we cannot see infra red or ultra violet light, although the effects of light in these colours can be observed.
Some people can see more - and they report that our bodies are surrounded by auras, and that there are flows and
patterns of different colours in the various parts of our auras.
Western medicine considers the body to be a bio-electro-chemical system, with various organs that can be dissected and
sometimes exchanged, like using spare parts to repair an automobile or computer.
Eastern wisdom accepts that there are systems that cannot be seen, but are crucial to a person’s health and well-being.
Both are correct - but the body is more than even the combination of these views. Life force is recognized as existing, but
has never been examined; and many religions believe that we ‘have a Soul’ without being able to describe it completely.
Perhaps it is more correct to know that we are Souls that are having experiences in human bodies.

We are Energy Beings !

Physicists have shown that each atom is made of sub-atomic particles, all of which are forms of energy; and the nucleus
seems to be surrounded by electrons, which are the basic form of electricity with its associated magnetism.
Such atoms combine to form molecules - and the properties of molecules differ from that of their components.
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For example, hydrogen and oxygen are gases - they combine to form water which has different freezing and boiling points
from the constituent elements, and can be drunk and used for cooking. When combined with other elements the
properties can change to be acidic or alkaline.
The cells of our body are made from molecules - and controlled by the molecular structures that form our DNA; viruses
are tiny sub-sets of DNA portions that can interfere with our own DNA in cells and cause sickness.
It seems that for animate life to exist, a form of DNA is required; conversely the DNA structure itself has a form of life and this is so for even the sub-microscopic sized viruses.
Our body cells form all our bones, flesh, organs, nerves, neurons, and blood - our physical Being is all made of these
energies doing different jobs, like teams of dancers making different (but correlated) dance patterns at varying speeds.
A body may have its full complement of DNA and cellular structures, but may not be alive - so there is more to life than
just energy cells and electro-magnetism.
This is confirmed by the auras of people; a person whose aura is badly damaged, misshapen, extremely dark, or missing
probably has little ‘life force’.
Edgar Cayce was about to enter an elevator, when he noticed that he could not see any aura around any of the other
people waiting to descend. He stood back, and so did not get killed with those who rode the elevator to their death when
it crashed.
Cayce’s record in distant Healing of people that he had never met personally also proves (to all except those who rely
totally on the ‘must be repeatable’ proofs of non-spiritual science) that energies are involved that are not of the physical
dimension, although they may operate in it.
Some people, such as Cayce, may be able to see some of these energies some of the time. Most of us do not have this
ability - but we cannot see radio waves either, yet know that they exist, because we can hear their effect on a radio
receiver.
Currently people know much more than those who lived a hundred years about the cosmos, this earth, health, and how
electro-magnetic energies work.
But we do not know it all ! And the biggest gap in our knowledge concerns other dimensions of existence.
We have a choice - we can believe that the physical dimension is the total of all creation, or we can accept that other
dimensions exist - perhaps with life forms unknown to the physical world.
If we choose to have an open mind, we can endeavour to improve our knowledge and understanding of such other
dimensions, and find ways to work with the various energies that operate in them.
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Our Heart-Mind-Brain Team

Research has shown that the Heart has its own complement of Neurons - not as many as the Brain, but enough to be
effective.
There have been a number of reports that people who have received Heart transplants become aware of memories from
the donor, even to the extent of changing likes and dislikes, and altering life patterns.
It seems that your Heart is your best access to your Intuition, your link to your ‘Soul Senses’.
Little is known about the human Mind; it has not been found within the Brain, in spite of many attempts. Perhaps the
Mind is outside the human body, and associated with the auras that surround humans.
The role of the Mind seems to be to operate the higher levels of the Brain - to decide the jobs that should be done, seek
resources that are needed, and approve decisions prior to implementation. Perhaps the Soul or Conscious Self give
leadership to the Mind.
Sometimes the Mind is by-passed, such as when an emergency occurs and the ‘flight or fight’ mechanism takes direct
control of the Brain; research has shown that such actions originate in the lower levels of the Brain before any response
can register in the higher levels.
The most important parts of the Brain (in this study) are the left and right parts of the higher Brain - sometimes labeled
our logical and intuitive parts.
It seems that the logical part of our Brain is the home of our ego - which believes that it ‘knows it all’. So one task when
using out Intuition is to prevent interference by the egoistic logical Brain.

Tuning our Heart-Mind-Brain ‘Radio’

A radio is receiving signals from all frequencies at all times - even when switched OFF.
When we switch ON and tune to a station, we are amplifying the signal received at that frequency.
We tune our Heart-Mind-Brain ‘Radio’ by thinking about a particular person, item, or thing. Each such subject has its
own frequency and ‘vibrational pattern’ - rather like an email address or radio call sign.
So by focusing our thought on such a subject, we become attuned to that subject - part of our Heart-Mind-Brain team
starts to resonate to their frequency and vibrational pattern.
Remember that even if the radio is ON, we do not hear anything unless we have earphones or loudspeakers attached. We
must have some way of getting that signal into our conscious mind.
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We are lucky ! Our Heart-Mind-Brain team has the ability to work with our nervous-muscular system to give signals to
us by moving our body or its parts. Also, we can ‘program’ our Heart-Mind-Brain team and nervous-muscular system to
specify the meaning of such bodily movements.

Operation of Noxious Energies

As discussed, the human body is an ‘energy body’ – and each cell has an energetic link to the rest of a body; when
subjected to a different high energy field (including X-rays), this link becomes weakened, and organization within the cell
depreciates.
This results in the cells and the body becoming more susceptible to influences such as viruses and non-beneficial
bacteria, so enabling illness to manifest. Because noxious energies have such a large effect on the human body, this
effect can be utilized to determine if a person is being so effected.
Experiment:
First hold your hands body width apart, palms open and facing each other; now gradually bring your palms closer
together. Be aware of any slight resistance as they become closer to each other – you are feeling your own aura.
Switch on a TV or computer having a CRT, or a microwave oven, and stand to one side and about three feet (one metre)
in front of it. Think, asking your Heart, “Is there an energy field here that has a deleterious effect on any part of my body
?” and move the open palm of one of your hands towards its front.
Did you feel a slight resistance, similar to ‘thickening of the air’, as your hand moved within the field of influence of the
CRT or microwave oven ?
Repeat this experiment standing further away and more to the side.
You will probably feel this same resistance, but at a lower level. How did this work ?
For the CRT, it is focusing a somewhat funnel shaped energy field in front of the screen. Your thought ‘tuned your mind’
to the ‘vibrational pattern’ of this field. Your Heart is the prime controller of your human being-ness – and your major
link to your Intuition.
Your Heart-Mind-Brain team co-operated with your nervous-muscular system to give you a signal – the feeling in the
palm of your hand.

Alternative Nervous-Muscular Signals

You formulate a question in your logical mind, and can define the meaning of various signals to be shown by your
nervous-muscular system. These questions should be formed so as to be clear, simple, and precise, and to get YES or
NO replies.
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Then ask your Heart the question - place your ‘awareness’ at your Heart, speak to your Heart as if it were a different
person.
Each of the signals suggested here have their strengths and weaknesses, being suitable under different conditions.
There are others that are favoured by different people, and you can design your own.
Hand Aura: This is first part of the experiment above – you felt the aura between your hands. You can define that
this aura remains for YES, and disappears to signal NO. Do not worry – it will not go very far away !
Body Sway: You stand up, and your body sways forward for YES – or backwards for NO. The greater the movement,
the stronger the signal – and the more decisive is the YES or NO. This may have happened to you many times
before, when you met someone new – you moved forward if attracted, or backwards if your auras were not
compatible.
Eye Blinks: One blink YES, two blinks NO, three blinks meaning that the question was not understood, or should not
have been asked, or that the answer was not available at this time.
Tongue Position: Hold your tongue midway between the floor and roof of your mouth; if it rises to the roof it indicates
YES, if it drops to the floor of your mouth the signal is NO. Big advantage is that nobody else knows that you are
asking a question of your Intuition.
In all these cases, the strength (or length for eye blinks) of the movement indicates the strength of the answer.
Experiment:
Choose one method of signaling that appeals to you, and practice some simple questions to which you know the answer,
such as “Is today [Monday] ?” (or other day). “Am I male ?” “Am I female ?” “Do I like [Ice Cream] ? (or broccoli, coffee,
peanut butter) “Do I now live in [name of town] ?” (try different names).
Now repeat this with the other signaling methods. Which method gave you the most correct answers ?

Pendulum Power

We can use our Intuitive abilities to locate such noxious energies; we can improve our Intuitive abilities by using
methods of amplifying the signals received - and to get more information.
When experimenting with working with our Heart-Mind-Brain team to get these signals via our nervous-muscular system
we were in the equivalent stage of using an earphone to ‘listen’ to our Intuitive ‘radio’. We can use simple tools such as
your Pendulum to amplify these signals.
One aspect of using a Pendulum that is not often realized is its ability to magnify thoughts. When a Pendulum makes a
circle (as in the suggested YES and NO signals) the form created by your hand, string and the Pendulum is a cone - a
circular pyramid.
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Pyramids have long been recognized as having a special effect on energies due to their shape - even sharpening razor
blades, and mummifying any meat product that they contain.
This effect is used in the normal loud speakers attached to your sound system - a magnet is vibrated by your amplifier,
and its vibrations are magnified by the paper cone to which it is attached.
Your Pendulum acts in exactly the same way to magnify your thoughts !
When using your Pendulum always be sincere - as in Prayer; you are working with the ‘God Energy’ and ‘Angelic Forces’.

Dowsing is ‘Intuition Technology’

In the English language the use of tools to so amplify the signals received is called ‘Dowsing’; it is not some weird gift that
a few people have, but a simple system that most people can learn.
So our next step is to work through some simple exercises; we will become able to access our Intuition ‘On Demand’ - a
skill that can be useful to us in many ways.
To become an expert Dowser needs lots of hard work, over months, maybe years. The important part is improving getting better at co-ordinating and using your skills. And you will never learn if you do not keep trying ! Even as an
expert, you may lose your skills if you do not keep on practicing.
Much of the early part of the Bible is based on stories that the Israelites learnt in Egypt - even the name of ‘Ptah’, the last
King-God before the Pharaohs, has been carried down into English (via Latin) as Pater or Father, and as Path or Way.
In ‘Awakening Osiris’, the beautiful and topical translation by Normandi Ellis of the ‘Egyptian Book of the Dead’, it tells
how Horus (Adam), the son of Osiris (Heaven/Spirit) and Isis (Earth/Physical), "... was born out of death, carrier of his
Father's wisdom. He was the living emblem of Love. He was Light triumphing over Darkness, the first man, the miracle of
nature ... he was followed by magic ... A pair of doves circled over him ... they dropped two plumes which he placed on

his forehead, two gifts that fell from the sky - Intuition and Love, gifts from the Goddesses - that he might walk
toward Heaven and his Father and never lose his Way".
Intuition, that wonderful gift, has been decried as evil, as witchcraft, as blasphemy - especially by those who would lose
power if mankind could converse directly with Above and get help when needed, who refuse to respect religions other
than their own, who forget that God existed before any religion.
We can all regain our abilities to access that gift - the Heavenly Plume of Intuition - by using ‘Intuition Technology’,
otherwise known as ‘Dowsing’.
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In France, Germany, Russia, and other countries in Europe, governments accept Dowsing - and some government
departments have Dowsing sections.
North America is far behind - mainly due to vested interests and fear of ridicule. But it is used ‘on the quiet’ by many
large organizations.
Healers use a Pendulum to find causes for illness in their patients; engineers locate errors on drawings; computer
experts find errors in computer code; gold and oil deposits are found; buried treasure and ancient artifacts are located;
water, electric, and telephone utilities use Dowsing to find their lines.
Dowsing has been used in many places to increase food crops - by helping plants grow, keeping bugs away, and even
putting a protective field around them to prevent diseases. There are many other uses of Dowsing that are not covered
here.
Dowsing goes under many names; for centuries the Chinese have used Feng Shui to decide how to place and make a
harmonious home. In Europe it is used to choose sites which will be free of cancer causing rays and to find what causes
high incidences of road accidents - and then eliminate these causes !
You can access your mind and body parts, and the creations of man such as cars and computers; you can contact
animals and vegetation !
Learning to Dowse is like learning to read. Once you have started, you can apply it to many fields. The list is endless.
And you can do a lot of good by letting others see you use your Dowsing skills in public.
People complain that businessmen, politicians, medical practitioners, and the general public do not accept Dowsing. Yet
there are many who ‘use their Pendulum’ in private - this is especially true of ladies. By letting others see that you
Dowse you are encouraging them to be Dowsers - and to Dowse in public themselves. That way Dowsing will become
accepted ! It is up to you !
Just think how much better the world would be if politicians ‘did the right thing’, if alternative medicine and spiritual
healing reduced illness, if the justice system were fair to all, and if children were not abused.
This will happen. It will happen sooner if you help - by Dowsing in public, to help get Dowsing accepted as a true ‘gift
from God’, for us all to admit that we can get help from Higher Entities, such as our Guardian Angels, Higher Selves, or
other labels that we choose to use.
You may encounter resistance and negativity from some church authorities. In some religions it has been accepted that
priests can Dowse - but not those persons not ordained. The Spanish priests used Dowsing to find treasure in the
Americas, while burning other people at the stake for using witch craft.
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When you have gained some experience as a Dowser, and have gained confidence in your ability to Dowse, then ask ‘The
System’ about any of the statements in this booklet that you find surprising - check that all this is true !

Bonding with Your Pendulum

A Pendulum can be made from a paper-clip on a piece of cotton thread, a brass eight on a string, or a cannon ball on a
chain - if you are strong enough to lift it ! Some people use key tags or a crystal on a metal chain.
A glass bead, about 3/8 inch (1 cm) diameter - spherical or pear-shaped) suspended by about 15 inches (40 cm) of
braided thread (e.g. a thin shoe lace) is a good compromise.
First bond together with your Pendulum as a team, and specify that the ‘Love of Truth’ communications channel always
be used in your Dowsing - so hold your Pendulum in your hand, and say:

“I, [your name], the owner of this Pendulum, declare that all answers shall always be given in the Love of Truth when using
this Pendulum or any other Dowsing tool; I pledge to use my Pendulum only for Good.
I hereby renounce any previous contracts which may interfere with my Dowsing or are in any way not for my Highest and
Best Good, and let my Dowsing energy be maximized.”

One of the best introductions to Dowsing is the ‘Letter to Robin’ by Walt Woods, a renowned Dowser and a Past President
of the American Society of Dowsers. It can be downloaded from www.lettertorobin.org - but many experienced Dowsers
find that the chart suggested is very difficult to use and that the signals are troublesome.
Walt’s section on programming is excellent - and should be used by every Dowser ! His section on ‘Over 100 Interesting
Areas to Explore’ is fantastic !
You should be in a state of prayer when using your Pendulum. This means being really sincere and honest,
concentrating on what you are saying and thinking - and thinking only good thoughts. Ask in your mind that you - and
your Chakras and Auras - be balanced, and check if this is so by Dowsing.
You may also find that taking a ‘Pranic Breath’ helps your Dowsing: place your conscious awareness at the top of your
nose / between your eyes; breathe deeply, feeling the breath with your conscious awareness; exhale, moving your
conscious awareness straight back into your head. You may feel yourself expand, and your ‘mind chatter’ will usually
lessen.
Because using your Pendulum is such a serious business it presents a problem: if you use your Pendulum only for
serious matters then how do you get the practice that you need to learn (and to teach others) to become proficient ?
The answer lies in asking ‘The System’ for permission to practice - like guessing the cards in a pack, telling dates of
coins, or finding non-essential things. But if you ask permission to practice and then use the results for personal gain
(like having an unfair advantage to win at cards) you may be penalized.
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The Signals that You Use

The next key to Dowsing is to make certain that your mind fully understands the signals to be used. A computer is just
a piece of furniture without a program - and in the same way your Dowsing needs to be programmed. You can have
different programs for different tools and various jobs, and can change the programming at any time, like using different
computer programs.
If you have been using a set of Dowsing signals. then you may decide to stay with them. You can also just ask for the
signals that your body and mind suggest be used. But these may not be the best signals to use in all circumstances you would not use a word processor to handle a spreadsheet, or do gardening with a table fork.
The ‘Physical Signalling System’ evolved from asking "Is this good for me (to eat, etc.) ?" with a swing
joining you and the food (drink, action, ...) indicating a good connection - YES; a swing side-to-side (like a
barrier) advising that it should be avoided - NO.
Positive energies tend to spiral clockwise - if spiraling anti-clockwise they are often negative. This can be
described as the ‘Metaphysical Signalling System’: ‘Clockwise = Positive / YES’ and ‘Anticlockwise =
Negative / NO’.
The programming (or signal system) suggested in this booklet has been found to be good for most people,
and if you are new to Dowsing, or having difficulties with your Dowsing, then you may decide to use it. If
so, then say:
‘I now cancel all previous programs that I have had for Dowsing, and state that the signals to be used are a
clockwise circle to indicate YES, an anti-clockwise circle to show NO, a to-and-fro line to signify WAITING,
and a side-to-side line to mean that an answer is NOT AVAILABLE’.

Although you can use either hand to Dowse, you may find that the best hand to use as your Dowsing
hand is the opposite hand to that which you normally use; this allows your ‘normal’ hand to be used for
writing when you are Dowsing. But if you find this difficult, use your normal hand. The term
‘other hand’ means the hand which is not holding your Pendulum.
Now hold your Pendulum as shown with the holding point between your thumb and the first
and index fingers of your hand (both fingers and your thumb on the string), with about 7 inches
(20 cm) of string to the point of your Pendulum, which should be about 1/4 inch (0.5 cm) above
a piece of blank paper. Just hold it still - this is like teaching your dog to sit !
Step 1 Hold your Pendulum above the middle of the ‘up and down’ line and make it swing along
the line - towards you and away from you; say "This is the WAITING POSITION - ready for a
question".
You can check that this is understood by holding your Pendulum still, and without making it
move ask it swing in the WAITING POSITION
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Step 2 Hold your Pendulum over the clockwise circle, and make it move in a clockwise direction telling "This is a
clockwise circle - it is the signal for YES”
Step 3 Hold your Pendulum over the YES circle (still, or in the WAITING POSITION) and ask your Pendulum to give a YES
signal.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you are getting success, and then check that you get the same signal when your Pendulum is
not over a circle - that is how you will normally use it !
Step 4 Then hold it over the counter-clockwise and NO circles, doing this routine again for NO. Practice these YES and
NO circles to make sure that you have them correct - they are the key to being able to Dowse.
Step 5 Repeat this procedure explaining that if the question is poorly worded, is not understood, is beyond your Dowsing
ability, or should not be asked, or is not available at this time, then the NOT AVAILABLE signal to be used is a swing on
the NOT AVAILABLE line.
Repeat steps 1 to 5 until you have success: then you can ask simple questions for practice, such as "Is today
Wednesday ?" - but wait until you are instructed before asking any important questions.
Now repeat these exercises - just thinking YES, and then NO.
Whenever you start a Dowsing session, it is worthwhile to ask that you be shown the YES and NO signals being used and change them if needed.
When you are satisfied that the signals are being correctly given - that your Heart-Mind-Brain team is understanding the
intention and that your nervous-muscular system is working well to implement the signals - then try simple questions
(ask them quietly, in your mind).

Using a Bobber

Some people have difficulty in getting a Pendulum to work well for them when they first start. If you are having difficulty,
use a ‘Bobber’. Get hold of a wire coat hanger, cut it on one limb at the hook, and straighten it. Hold the hooked end in
your hand (the hook is a handle) and point the free end in front of you.
You now have a ‘Horizontal Pendulum’ or Bobber which many people find very responsive; because it is springy, you can
put a great deal of effort into the practice movements for your signals, making them exaggerated, using all the muscles of
your hand and arm to get your nervous-muscular system aware of the muscular movement needed to signal - so now
practice the movements as before: up-down for WAITING, side-to-side for NOT AVAILABLE, clockwise circle for YES, anticlockwise for NO.
Your time spent learning to use a Bobber is well spent. It is a very useful tool for using outside for locating lost rings,
coins, or other small items - especially outside when it is windy.
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Directions

The other key to using your Pendulum is asking for directions; so program your Pendulum !
Tell your Heart-Mind-Brain team: “When indicating directions, make a YES circle and then swing in
the direction to be indicated. If any doubt, make a NO circle”.
Now hold your Pendulum over the centre of the ‘counting chart’ (marked ‘Start Here’) so that it is
either still or making a small circle. Now tell it to move in the direction of the line marked ‘6’.
Your Pendulum should make a small YES circle, and then move along the line leading towards the
number requested. If it makes a NO circle, be cautious - something may be wrong !
Repeat this with the other lines, marked ‘0’ to ‘9’, until it does them all correctly. You can use this
skill to find lost or stolen items, read messages, seek treasure, and find your way home.
And you can use your other hand as a counting chart - imagining your fingers and thumb to be the
odd numerals, and the gaps between to be the even ones - or to represent those numbers multiplied
by ten as percentages.
Note the importance of getting a YES circle before the direction is indicated, so as to be sure that the answer is good. If
you get a NO circle be most cautious !

Tuning Your Pendulum

A long string is more sensitive to small muscular movements but takes a longer time to complete a movement than does
a short string. When starting to Dowse you may find a long string best, changing to a shorter length as you become
more skilled and your muscle system becomes used to Dowsing.
Some people use very long strings on their Pendulums, and vary the length according to the item they are seeking; this
long type of Pendulum was developed by T.C.Lethbridge, but is not generally used today.
A light Pendulum needs less energy to respond, but is more easily blown about by the wind. You may need a heavier one
if you use it outside in strong winds.
Since your Pendulum is being used by YOU, you should choose a length that responds best to YOUR mind and body instead of the length that you used to start. This is called ‘tuning’ your Pendulum.
The most accurate way is to hold the string between your thumb and first finger of your hand, and slowly let the string
out. If you find this difficult, wrap the string around a pencil first; but be sure to hold the string (on the pencil) between
your thumb and first finger.
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Start with about 2 inches (5 cm) of string between your finger and the pendulum weight. Place your other elbow against
the side of your body, with the hand in front of you, palm upwards, pointing across your body; let your Pendulum swing
gently along the line of your hand.
Let the string out a little at a time, and soon your Pendulum will start to make a circle; continue to let out the string
slowly, and your Pendulum will go back to swinging again - let out more string until your Pendulum starts making a
circle again - note that this circle is much larger than the first circle; you have found the correct place to hold the string
of your Pendulum !
If you are very sensitive, your Pendulum may make very large circles all the time when using this length; if this is so,
then use the shorter length - when your Pendulum first started to make a circle. Mark this the ‘holding point’ by making
a simple slip knot in the string.

Training with Your Pendulum

Your Pendulum is a tool; by itself it has no magical abilities. All it does is enable you to get information from the
intuitive part of your Heart-Mind-Brain team without a lot of interference from the rational side of your brain - and
amplifies that input.
As with all tools, it is best to take good care of your Pendulum so that it is clean and in good condition when needed.
Repeat the first lesson with the YES and NO circles. Most people get a clockwise rotation for YES, and anti-clockwise for
NO. In a some cases people get signals the other way round; if this is happening to you, then go over the procedure a few
more times to make certain, and remember that for you the signals are ‘clockwise = NO, anti-clockwise = YES’.
The YES and NO directions may change depending on your body cycles (and those of any person that you are asking
about). So it is good practice to check the directions each time you Dowse, and each time you ask about any other
person. So ask “Show me the signal for YES” whenever you Dowse.
The next step is to make sure that The System agrees to the use of the signals you have declared in your programs. So
hold your Pendulum and declare:
“My Dowsing must always be guarded by The Force for Good, and obtain answers in Love of Truth from all available
sources. YES or NO signals may only be given if the question is a good, clear question, permitted to be asked by me, and if
the true answer is known. Otherwise a NOT AVAILABLE signal must be given.”

This is VERY important, so ask The System if it understands. If your Pendulum signals NO or stays still, then repeat
this part of the training until your Pendulum signals YES.
Some people consider that a ‘witness’ aids their questing. This is a sample of what you seek - held in your hand,
attached to your Pendulum, or inserted into your Pendulum (if it is hollow and can be unscrewed). This may work by
concentrating your thoughts on the task at hand.
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There are many stories of ladies holding a needle and thread over a future mother’s stomach and asking this question and they are surprisingly correct most of the time !
If there is an error, it is usually in the question asked - “Is it a boy or a girl ?” will give a YES signal, because it could be
either.

Asking Questions

There are some very important rules about the questions that you ask. While The System may be able to understand
your intention, it may still insist that you ‘cover all your bases’ to get you into a good habit.
And this habit is important, since at times you may address questions to an animal, a tree, your car or your computer:
they will respond to the exact question that you ask - even if it is not what you intended !
First, you should be in a state of meditation or prayer - be serious, concentrate.
Second, the question must be clear, so that The System really understands the question.
If you are thinking about eating more ice cream the question “Is it OK ?” is NOT clear. The System may not understand
what you mean by ‘it’ ! So ask “Is it OK for me to eat more ice cream now ?”
Imagine that you are in a car which has a broken fuel gauge; you ask “Does the car need gas ?”. The answer will always
be YES, even if the tank is full. The car needs gasoline (called ‘gas’) to make the engine work, and it needs air (another
gas) to burn with the gasoline and to fill the tyres. A better way to ask this question would be “Is the gas tank of this car
less than half full ?”.

Third, the answer must be YES or NO (if not a direction). If somebody told you a story, asking “Is the story true ?” may
not work, because some of it may be true, and some of it may not be true. So you must ask about the part of the story
that you think may be untrue.
Fourth, there are some questions which should NOT be asked - especially if the question is NOT your business ! This is
why it is very important to ask The System “May I ask about XXX ?” before asking the actual question.
Fifth, you must not try to make your Pendulum move in any way. If you try to force it to move YES because you want it
to, but think that the true answer may be NO, then you are spoiling the training that you have done. So the next time
you ask a question, The System may not give the correct answer.
Sixth, you must check that you are working within the ‘rules of the game’. This means that you must define your
question and the reason for asking it, and check with your pendulum for YES answers to ‘May I, Can I, Should I ?’:
"I am seeking to find the best way to .. . ." to define the problem.
"This is to help XXX to feel happier" to explain your reason for asking.
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"May I ask ?" to get permission to proceed, and confirm that the answer is available.
"Can I ask ?" to inquire if you have the skill to get a correct answer.
"Should I ask ?" in case your question is about a forbidden subject, an invasion of a person's privacy, or other reason why

you should not ask at this time.
And then ask your question if the replies have all been YES.
"Is my understanding that YYYY correct ?" is a good way to check that the question was what you intended, that you have
understood the answer, and that the answer given was the correct answer !
If any reply is NO, you do NOT proceed; if you are asking about someone else, and did not explain that you are asking in
order to help, you may get a NO answer; this is one time when you can explain why you are asking, and repeat your
check. It may also be the wrong time to ask the question !
Some people try and combine these, by presuming that getting a YES after asking ‘May I ?’ implies that permission would
only be granted if the ‘Can I ?’ and ‘Should I ?’ were also YES. This is logical; but your intuition is NOT logical ! You
MUST ask ALL the questions !
If you often get wrong answers after your ‘May I, Can I, Should I ?’ check, it is probably due to badly worded questions,
or your influence in wanting a particular answer. Make sure that your questions are clear and cannot be twisted (like
the gas example), and then having asked the question say to yourself “I wonder what the answer will be.. I wonder what
the answer will be.. I wonder what the answer will be..” to stop your thoughts interfering.
It also helps if you do keep your mind on what you are doing. Asking about something you do not like (broccoli ?) and
then thinking of an ice cream will be sure to give you a wrong answer ! It is good practice to always check the answers
that you get by asking “Is the answer ... YYYY ... correct?” - it may be wrong if the question was poorly worded or should
not have been asked.
Remember how to ask a question; although it may seem silly to ask permission for very simple questions, do it to build a
routine to use when asking more complicated questions - ‘get into the habit’.
“May I ask if my eyes are brown ?” then “Are my eyes brown ?” and afterwards check by asking “Is the answer that my
eyes are brown correct ?”

OK, it is time to exercise your Pendulum; try these questions:
* Are my eyes brown ?
* Did I eat an egg for breakfast today ? Ditto cereal ?
* Do I like spinach ? Ice Cream ? Broccoli ?
* Will I be rich ? Poor ?
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Did you remember to ask permission for practice questions ? Did you ask the ‘May I? Can I? Should I ?’ questions ? and did you check the answers ?
If YES to both rich and poor, remember you could be poor at one time and rich in another. Are you poor in spirit and
rich in wealth ? Try asking about wealth, and about spirit !
If you try to influence your Pendulum it could give you the answer that you want - and one that may not be true ! Try
and keep an open and inquiring mind, and always check the answer - ask “Have I correctly understood the Truth ?”
You do not have to speak aloud when you ask The System a question - it is quite OK to ‘think’ the question to yourself.
And that way, nobody else knows the question that you are asking !
If your Pendulum makes a small circle (or a small swing) or does this slowly it is indicating that there is some doubt, or
the question may be poorly worded. A very large circle (with speed) says ‘without any doubt’; usually you get a middle
sized circle, meaning that the answer is based on present data which may change in the future.
Remember that the size and speed is relative to the normal size and speed of a circle made with that same length of
string.
Another time when you may get a small circle is when your solution to a problem is workable, but not the best solution so keep refining your solution and you will get a bigger circle the closer that you come to the best solution.
Although The System is able to answer all your questions, you must not rely on it for every minor matter in your daily
life !
You must learn to make your own decisions: but it is OK to ask for training purposes, and if the matter is important.
And even then, it is best to make a decision and then ask “Did I make the correct decision ?”. If the answer is NO then
use your Pendulum to find out how you can improve your decision. Pay attention to the very first thought that ‘pops’
into your head - further thoughts may be from ego !

More Counting

Typical questions are “On a scale from 1 to 9, how fresh are these tomatoes ?”, “.. how suitable is this suit for me ?”, “..
how allergic am I to eating peanuts ?”.

For depths of water, minerals. etc., you can ask first in terms of “How many thousands of feet ?”; with an answer
between 2 and 3 .. “How many hundreds of feet over two thousand ?”; and if you get a swing between 5 and 6 .. “How
many tens of feet over 2,500 feet ?”, and narrow the search down.
You can get practice asking “How many minutes will I have to wait for the next bus to come ?” - remember that it may not
be the bus that you need, so you can ask “.. for the next #10 bus.. going in my direction”; “How many miles to the next gas
station on this road (that has gasoline for sale and is open) ?”; and you can check these answers !
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Another way of counting, useful especially if you do not have your Counting Chart with you, is to make a guess and then
split differences: “Is the depth greater than 1,000 feet ?” (YES) “Is the depth greater than 2,000 feet ?” (NO) “… greater than
1,500 feet ?” and keep narrowing this down by halves - this is the way computer searches are made. The depth may be
exactly 2,000 feet down - so remember to check!
You can also ask that your Pendulum make a number of circles to give count; but you must arrange the code beforehand
- are the first and last (small ?) circles part of the count ? Try sample counts to see what works for you.

Personal Help

You can check using your Pendulum if a particular food is good for you to eat. Perhaps you feel ill at odd times, and
wonder if you have an allergy. Ask The System “Do I have any allergies ?” and if the answer is YES then you can write
down all the things which you think may affect you, hold a pointer (a pencil will do) in your other hand and point to each
item in the list in turn, asking “Am I allergic to this ?”. Avoid that item and see if you feel better.
You can always ask how you will get on with a person. “Can I trust Pat ?”, “Is Pat telling me the truth ?”, “Will Pat be a
good friend to me ?” and “Has Pat taken my pencil ?” are all excellent questions to ask The System.
But it is wrong to ask these same questions when they concern Pat and some other person - you should only ask if YOU
are involved.
And asking about some one else, such as “Has Pat any allergies ?” is wrong unless Pat has given permission for the
question to be asked, or you are preparing food. This is like poking your nose into another person's diary !
Asking “Is my girl / boy friend interested in some other person ?” will always tell you YES - but the sort of interest may not
be what you meant ! The ‘some other person’ may be you, the interest may be for business reasons, or because they are
relatives - or they may be a fan of a film star. We are all interested in many other people.

Pointing - More Directions

Now repeat the lesson on using your Pendulum to point directions - remember to ask permission to practice. How is this
skill useful ? Well, if you cannot remember where you left your pen, glasses, or bicycle you just ask that your Pendulum
point the direction. You can even ask the direction to your dog (or cat); try and find your dog this way - if he gets lost in
the future using your Pendulum may help to find him.
‘Hide and seek’ will take on a new meaning with help through your Pendulum - for finding other people, or have someone
hide something for you to find.
If you ask your Pendulum to be pointed to north, you could be surprised when it pointed to a friend or neighbour - this
could happen if the name of the person was Pat North ! So ask for ‘the direction of polar (or magnetic) north’.
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If you are looking for a ring (lost in the grass) you can walk in the direction shown by your Pendulum, and ask that as
you approach the ring, your Pendulum will change from making a straight ‘to & fro’ motion to a clockwise ellipse, and
then to a YES circle when over the ring, and then signal with an anti-clockwise ellipse when you have gone past the ring.
It is best to check from different direction, expecting success in the centre of the area found.
This program can be used to find many things - and you may find it works best with a Bobber, which is less troubled by
the wind, and can work close to the ground without you having to bend down. Or you can tie a Pendulum to about 1
metre / 3 feet of thin bamboo /doweling and use it in the same way.
Get some pennies and ask your friend to hide then in the garden (or the beach. or even under a carpet); then use your
Pendulum to find them. Ask that your Pendulum ‘point to the nearest penny’ until you find them all.
Another way is to hold your tool when in one place and get a direction, and then move to a new position and get another
direction - the penny will be where the directions cross. Perhaps ! If you asked for the second direction to point the
same penny you will find it, but it could be pointing to another penny - so make certain that you ask it to point to the
same penny !
When your Pendulum indicates that you have found a penny, ask if there is more than one - in case your friend put a
few together. You can get an exact count by asking about increasing numbers.
Do not boast about your skills. Just use them quietly and carefully.
As an example, if a friend has lost something, you may not be able to find it for them, since it is not ‘your’ thing. But you
can try - and when you find it, you can say how pleased you are that ‘The Dowsing System’ helped you to help others.

Map Dowsing

This method of pointing can be used for map Dowsing; and a ‘map’ can be a sketch showing approximate dimensions. Is
this important ? Yes, indeed.
Practice and make perfect, and then you can help find people trapped by earthquakes - and even use your skill to
uncover landmines if needed !
If you have a map, you can search for a lost dog, stolen bicycle, or a friend's location. Just hold your Pendulum at one
corner of the map, and ask that your Pendulum show you the direction of your search object, and mark the direction on
the map.
Then go to two more places on the map, and get 2 more directions. If you draw lines on the map, they will cross to make
a triangle. This is the method used in surveying land. If the triangle is large the answer may not be accurate.
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This may be because the target (such as a car) may be moving, or perhaps your feelings for the search item may be too
weak for you to get identification.
If you are searching for another person, you may not get a good answer if the person does not want to be found - so you
may find it difficult to locate a thief. But if you concentrate on the stolen article, it may want to be found.
If a person has died in an unknown place, the Soul may have ‘moved on’ - so link to the body or an item known to be
involved - and ask in all such cases that the Soul be taken in to ‘The Light’.
Map pointing can be used to locate your next home. If you are using a map of the whole district, then the area that the
triangle covers may be large. You can reduce the search area by choosing points on the map that are close to the
triangle and getting new directions from those points.
Another way is to move a ruler down the map until you are signalled to stop, and then across on this line until the
position is given. This is not as accurate as triangulation. Or you can mark the map into squares, and Dowse “Is it in
this square ?”; but remember that your target may be in more than one square.

Tracking

Another very important skill to learn is tracking. Ask your friend to walk around the neighbourhood (or on paths in the
woods if you live in the country) and remember the route taken. Then ask that your Pendulum show the path taken. Or
you could track animals in this same way - it is the same sense that trackers use
A little hint - your friend may try to trick you by going through the same place twice ! So always ask The System “Which
direction did my friend take next ?” so that you trace the exact route. Then check with your friend to see how well you
did. Or you could play at hunting in the same way - get some bits of paper, write numbers on them, and get your friend
to leave them (in order) on his route. Then hunt for these using your Pendulum.

Exploring

When you are exploring, remember to ask The System if you will be in danger before starting out ! Next you can ask that
your Pendulum point to what you are seeking; it will swing ‘to and fro’, so check which direction to take. When seeking a
small object, ask it to make a YES circle when found.
Do not be disappointed if your direction finding does not work well the first few times - if you practice with your
Pendulum now, to improve your skills and build confidence in using your Pendulum, then you will be ready for when you
really do have a need to search.
Your Pendulum could save your life! Suppose that are camping in a place that you do not know well, and that you are
exploring some woods. Suddenly you realize that you are lost !
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Being a well trained Dowser, you are carrying the most important part of your equipment - your Pendulum ! So ask that
it point the way back to the camp site.
Remember that it swings backwards AND forwards - one direction will take you to the camp, the other away from the
camp. So if it swings left/right (or forwards/backwards) ask if left (or forward) is the direction to take.
Now it may be that the direction shown is the most direct, but not the safest (a ravine - or even a wild animal - could be
in the way); so it would be better to ask that your Pendulum show you the ‘quickest safe way’ to the camp.
But what happens if you FORGOT to take your Pendulum ? Well, you can make an emergency Pendulum to get you out
of trouble. Take a piece of string and tie it around a small stone, and use that as your Pendulum.
If you do not have a piece of string, use a length of vine or tear a length of bark from a small branch of a tree. Try not to
use your shoe lace, because if your shoe is loose then walking will be more difficult.
You use your Pendulum to find some water, but then wonder if it safe to drink. So ask via your Pendulum “Is it safe for
me to drink this water ?”.

If you ever get really lost for a long time, you may get very hungry. You can pick some leaves or pieces of grass, and ask
via your Pendulum if they are safe for you to eat. This is for emergencies only, so do not go eating leaves unless you have
a real need.
For example nettles may sting you, but are good to eat; dandelions are very good, but you may not like their taste. You
may be able to eat most snakes and bugs - so long as they do not eat you first !

Be Honest and Truthful

You must be most careful to be honest and truthful using your Pendulum.
Pretend that you are a child who does not like broccoli; if you ask The System “Should I eat my broccoli ?” and it signals
YES, and you then tell your mother “My Pendulum says I should NOT eat my broccoli” then you are spoiling the training
that you have done with your Pendulum.
You must ALWAYS be honest and truthful - especially about using your Pendulum.
Even if your Pendulum indicated ‘Eat your broccoli’ you may choose not to eat it - that is your choice ! But DO NOT
blame your Pendulum if you ignore the advice given and run into trouble.
Remember that you do not have to speak when using your Pendulum, only to THINK the question. If someone asks
“What did you ask your Pendulum ?” you can always tell them “sorry, but that is private”.
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Segment Selection

One of the benefits of pointing with your Pendulum is that you can make a segmented diagram, each segment identified
with an option - such as writing the names of various places to go on holiday in each segment.
Then ask “Which is the [best place for me to go on my next holiday] ?” and see which is
indicated by your Pendulum. It is also best to label one segment as ‘Other’ - and if that
Jamaica Canada
segment is indicated, listen for the first thought that ‘pops’ into your Mind.
This can be used to select vitamins and supplements, and make decisions quickly from a
number of alternatives.
Suppose that you want to go out, but are not sure whether you should go to the Red Wood England
Other
Park, the baseball field, the skating rink, or the swimming pool.
start
You can draw some lines on a piece of paper (like the ‘counting chart’), write the names in
the spaces, and ask your Pendulum to indicate the best place. To be really accurate, you should add ‘stay home’ and
‘somewhere else’.
You could put the names of friends instead of the names of places, or use colours to ask which one is best for a purpose.
Or if you want to know which campsite you would like most this summer, write their names and ask !
Instead of using your Pendulum to point to choices drawn in a semi-circle, you can write a list and ask The System to
show which is correct - or the best choice.
Write down all the things from which you want to choose, hold a pointer (a pencil will do) in your ‘other’ hand and point
to each item in the list, asking The System “Is this the best choice ?”.
This can be used for many purposes, such as which subjects should you study, what books to read, or where to go to eat
or for a holiday.
And you can ask what colour clothes you should wear; each colour has its frequency of vibration, as do emotions,
feelings, and the Chakras which many leading thinkers believe influence our personal life.
But ask with a purpose in mind. The colour to wear to become successful may not be the same as the colour chosen if
you want to relax !
Another major decision would be choosing a place to live. Map Dowsing can locate the neighbourhood, but there are a
lot of crucial questions which should also be addressed. “Will this house be conducive to a happy family ?”. If you just ask
“Will this house suit me ?” you may get YES while the answer for your partner or dependants would be NO.
You can also ask “Are any major repairs needed soon ?”, “Are there problems with the foundations ?” “.. the roof ?” “.. the
insulation ?” “.. the heating system ?” “.. the fire warning or prevention system ?”, “Is a zoning change likely to happen in
the next 10 years ?”, “What is the lowest price that we can negotiate to buy this house ?”.
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In Europe it's now usual to ask if there are any earth energies which would adversely affect the occupants - zones where
high incidents of cancer occur have been identified by skilled Dowsers. Skilled Dowsers can identify areas dangerous to
sleep or sit, and move these energies to make a place safe.

Dowsing for Water

Other dowsing tools like the ‘V’ and ‘Y’ rods will indicate metal pipes, electric cables, and running water - without having
to be told what to seek. Your Pendulum can be used to find these too.
As an exercise, go into your garden or the street. where you think there may be a water pipe (or electric cable) and ask
that your Pendulum “Make a YES when I am above a water pipe” - and see if you can trace where it runs.
If you just ask The System “Is water here ?” you will probably get YES since most ground has some dampness in it. You
have to ask your questions very carefully. If you are just looking for a drink, then ask “Where can I find surface water
which is safe to drink ?”.

If you are looking for a place to sink a well, then you could ask that your Pendulum “Show me where I can find an allyear round continuous 50 gallons per minute supply of good drinking water within 100 feet of the surface”: but if you start
walking to the next town you may have to revise your question.
You could say “Show me the best place to drill a well on my land to get good drinking water”, and then when you find the
spot ask “Should the well be more than 30 feet deep ?” “.. 50 feet ?” until you find the depth to drill.
And you can then ask “Will I get a continuous all-year-round supply of more than 20 gallons per minute ?”, “.. 50 gpm ?”,
until you get the correct flow.
But taking that flow may prevent the water going to another well used by someone else: this is bad practice - so you
must always ask “How much water may I extract without harming the supply of any other person ?”.
You may also need help from an experienced Dowser who is able to divert bad water away from a well, and get more good
water to flow in.

Water - the Essence of Life !

Perhaps the most useful Dowsing that you can do with water is to improve the quality of the water that you drink. A
lesson from a very experienced Dowsing Instructor, Bill Askin, is to get a glass of water and sip it to get the taste.
Then hold your Pendulum over the glass, and ask “that everything in the water that is harmful to me in any way be
removed” - and when your Pendulum stops circling taste the water again - and it may have a different taste.
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But wait - the experiment is not finished ! Now ask “that all the sustenance and nutrients that you need for your Highest
Purpose be added to the water”; wait until your Pendulum stops making a ‘virtual pyramid’ over the glass, and taste
again.
You can verify that the ‘life essence’ of the water has improved by checking with your counting chart and feeling for the
aura of the water.
If you ‘tune your mind’ to the aura (just by thinking of the aura) then you can use your hand to feel it - usually as a
slight difference in denseness or solidity. You can get your Pendulum to signal when you hand meets the aura, or move
your Pendulum towards the water until it gives a signal.
It seems that life and light are closely related - and that the life essence (or radiance) can be measured in Angstrom
units, a measurement of light.
Since you interested in the change that occurred, you do not have to concern yourself with understanding what an
‘Angstrom’ unit means; just ask “Please indicate the radiance of this water in thousands of Angstroms” at the times that
you taste it. (See the Counting section. for detailed methods)
In ‘The Secret Life of Plants’ the radiance of a normally healthy person is quoted as being about 6,500 Angstroms; food
which has a higher radiance is healthy for you, but if it has a value below yours then you may lower your own radiance
(your life force) by eating it.
The book suggests that if you eat meat, smoke, or drink alcohol then your radiance will be lower, and that the lower your
radiance the more likely that diseases will hurt you.
One way to improve the radiance of food is to bless it before you eat it. Test this by asking for the radiance value (or
checking its aura) before and after the food is blessed - and be ready for some surprises ! Then bless it: “I bless this food
and all that is in it with Blessing 995 and Healing 997” and note any further changes.
You can also ask for the relative goodness of the water or food for you using the counting scale from 0 to 9, with 0 being
very bad and 9 being the tops.
You can improve your health by increasing your own radiance. Your hands are energy transmitters, and your ears
connect to all your meridians (as known by acupuncturists).
So if you hold your hands level with your ears, and about 6 to 8 inches away, you can send Healing radiance to all parts
of your body (and to others if holding your hands to their ears) by thinking “I send High Energy Good Radiance of 12,000
Angstroms, with True Holy Love Namaste, the Light and Energy of a Brilliant Heart, with Blessing 995 and Healing 997, to
all parts of my total Being".

It may be best to check the Angstrom value that you need by Dowsing.
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There are four prime causes of health problems: physical reasons, such as having fallen down; emotions, like anger,
fear, and jealousy; mental upsets, especially worrying about situations; and spiritual causes, for example doing
something that you believe is wrong. Always use the term ‘health problems’ since it includes all sickness, disease, and
other problems.
Many people have discovered that some of these are carried on from previous lives. If this is so in your case, the help of a
good psychic should be considered. Check by Dowsing which person is the best one for you.
It is important to realize that a health problem may have more than one cause - an emotional problem may reduce your
defence capabilities so that physical exposure enables the disease to take root.
Carolyn Myss has written a number of books on this aspect of health, seen as a ‘medical intuitive’. Her first book is
perhaps the best one, dealing with a number of cases. She explains, for example, that people with anger often have
heart problems or arthritis. But heart problems can also occur due to old age.
Her later books concentrate on another factor - the refusal of people to get well - for reasons such as enjoying the
sympathy of others, or the misused power that being an invalid gives to control the lives of others !
To help yourself (or others with the approval of The System) first ask “How many serious health problems do I have ?”.
For each one, ask if the cause is physical, emotional, mental, or spiritual - remembering that there could be more than
one cause.
Now go through each type of cause of each health problem, asking “Is XXX the cause ?”. And be guided by your thoughts
- it is probably intuitive thought assisting you in your search. This routine takes time - but is worthwhile to do properly.
Later you can use the Message Chart to get details - for example ‘Worry about who cares for me if my wife died’ or ‘Anger
to my father who abused me’.
You may be able to help reduce pain or put a disease into remission with the help of The System, but it may well return
unless the cause is eradicated; this is the really hard part - especially dealing with anger.
Note that this discussion has nothing to do with medical support; your doctor may well be giving you the best treatment
to cure symptoms - here we are trying to eliminate the causes of disease that doctors are not removing.
Do not expect that all cures will lead to perfect health. In the view of The System forgiveness may be all that is needed
before a human evolves to a higher form - the Healing of Heaven is a different healing from that of earth !
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Perhaps the hardest anger to overcome is that which you harbour against a parent who abused you when you were a
helpless infant in their care. Indeed, nothing can justify that sort of behaviour. The resulting anger. however, can do far
more damage to you than did the abuse - you must learn to deal with it.
From your point of view the case is quite clear - and you can never forgive and forget. So you must look at it from the
other person's point of view - by no means an easy task
Perhaps the parent was abused; it could be physical or vocal. The parent may have been brought up believing that such
behaviour was normal. In fact, you might be having just that same problem, and be restraining yourself because you do
believe it to be wrong.
Perhaps your father did not have the same will-power to restrain himself, or lacked the support coming from other
members of your family that you enjoy.
It may even be that this was a lesson that both of you had decided to work out together to overcome the ‘Karma’ perhaps in a previous life you had abused him ! There are many people who believe in this sort of karma - and they may
be right.
What you are doing here is trying to find some excuse, however far fetched and ridiculous, that explains your father's
actions and allows you to forgive him.
That is all. You are in this for yourself, not him ! It does not matter what you think to anyone else - only to yourself !
If you can do this, and genuinely say “Father, I forgive you”, then the memory of that abuse will cease to pester you, it
will stop making you ill. It is past; it is finished; you can concentrate on what is happening in your life today - not events
of long ago !
Another major problem of forgiveness is forgiving oneself. Perhaps you have been angry with a person for some series of
events that happened years ago; you want to rid yourself of the troubles caused by anger, and this is one of the cases
that comes to mind.
You examine the events from your view, and it seems as if you were right. So look at them from the viewpoint of the
other person; perhaps some thing that was said was completely misunderstood, and this error started all the negative
behaviour. You may have been at fault; and even if you are not sure where to put the blame, it is better to accept it than
to have the problem continue. So apologize to the other person. You do not even have to do it to their face - although it
may help them if you do, and be more meaningful to you. But they may have moved away or died. So say the apology and really mean it.
Now you can start the forgiveness. To forgive oneself is often completely overlooked ! But it can be the key to clearing
anger - and other emotions - from your system, so you can again become healthy.
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When you were young you assimilated the life around you; the behaviour patterns you observed helped you to fit into
your family and society. But the family may not have been the best, society has changed, and the patterns may have
been misformed anyway.
Please excuse a couple of examples from my own life !
The night after I wrote the previous piece on anger, I had a dream about my first wife and three non-existent daughters
who were riding bicycles. My wife and one daughter yelled ‘go away’ as I rode to them.
In my dream I took this as being rejected, and got most upset. In a later scene I showed anger, to their surprise - they
had wanted me to keep clear of their bicycle race.
This dream set me thinking. It seemed to be tied into the piece on anger. Did it have any real life significance?
I had lived in a very sheltered environment as a small child, and did not meet any girls of my own age.
When I was 7 years old, I liked a girl and wanted to go to her birthday party. I was not invited. I took this as rejection.
All through my youth and my adult life, including two failed marriages, I saw myself stamped with a ‘REJECT’ label
So it was 60 years later that I was able to tear this label from myself. I realized that the little girl could have been given a
limited number of friends to invite, or had a boy friend to whom she was loyal. I had been suffering from her action - but
it was my mistake in putting a wrong reason to that action. So I apologized to her (imagining that she was there to
listen) and forgave myself for being such an idiot.
Looking at ME, without carrying the ‘REJECT’ label, allowed me to see a person who actually had a lot of good points,
and had always been approached by women - but had ‘succeeded’ in rejecting them first !
When I very young I greatly admired my grandfather. He was a very kind and generous man, about 90 years old - and I
wanted to be like him. When I used my message chart to ask my subconscious why I smoked, I was told “To be like
grand dad”. I asked what this meant, and was told that I had wanted to be like my grandfather. This was true, but why
did I smoke ?
Well, he smoked cigars, and my mental picture was of this old gentleman with a cigar. So my subconscious self had
translated this into a desire to smoke - so I would be like my grandpa ! Once I explained the error, and forgave my
subconscious, I was able to reduce my smoking.
Now these events happened to me over short periods. Imagine the strength of behaviour patterns developed over a long
time, for example in a family where the husband is usually drunk, beats a nagging wife, and abuses his children.
They grow up knowing that a real adult acts in the same way ! They may also think that it is OK to act, but not to talk
about their way of life. It becomes hidden. When helping somebody who has this problem you may not be aware of it and they will avoid telling you ! So what can you do ?
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Well, The System knows it all. And it knows how to fix things. So just pass the problem to the experts ! Say “I ask in
Love of Healing, if there is any problem in their family life, please fix it. so that all in their family are helped”.

A lot of fat people would like to be slim. You can help them ! But you must start by making sure that the reason for
getting fat is really understood.
Females tend to get fat due to nature; they are ‘programmed’ to store energy as body fat so that they (and their babies)
can survive a famine. This is a safeguard to ensure that the human race survives a natural disaster. This a ‘spiritual’
reason.
A different source of ‘getting fat’ is mental - feeling insignificant. This is feeling that you do not have your rightful place
in society. So you, as a person, want to be more substantial, to ‘stand out’ more. And this may be translated by your
own body mechanisms to mean that you want to be fatter !
So use Dowsing and your message chart to discover what is causing the fatness, explain this reason to the person, and
work out with them how to remove this cause. Then you can start to get the weight reduced.
Every day, preferably before each mealtime, the person should say “I want no more fat; let slimness be implemented”.
Soon the person will be influenced to not take the extra snack, and to use the energy stored as fat. This is an expensive
process, since new clothes will be needed
Your ‘unconscious self’ is in charge of making your system work for you, so that your heart beats. etc., irrespective of
what you consciously want. It also makes you do other things like smoking, perhaps influenced by thought forms.
If you want to change a habit, you must ask your unconscious self to change its routine. And ask in Love - it does not
like to be bullied !
You may find it best to thank your unconscious self for the way it looks after you, explain that you would appreciate its
help in stopping your habit, explain why (especially if you reason with it that it likes to live, and the habit is hurting your
health and shortening your life), and praise and thank it for the result even before the result happens.
If you can discover the events that caused a particular programming of your subconscious (or the development of
thought forms) you can ‘relive’ the situation / events in your imagination, and give a different ending which is more in
line with the change that you desire to make.
It seems that if you ‘relive’ this a number of times, your subconscious will accept it as being the truth and become
‘reprogrammed’.
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Medications and Dosages

If you are going to buy herbal remedies or vitamin supplements, you can ask The System for assistance: “Do I need a
remedy ?”, “Please point to the shelf with the remedy that I need”, “Is the remedy on this shelf ?”, and “Is this the remedy
that I need ?” - or ask similar questions using your message chart.
You can ask for the strength to be purchased the dosage to be taken, and how often to take it. After this, ask if there is
another remedy that you should also take, and if so, then repeat the procedure. And you can help your medication to be
more effective, and unwanted sided-effects reduced.
Apply or take your medication, hold your Pendulum over the place that needs healing (or as close as you can get) and
imagine a golden light coming to you through your Pendulum. Say “This golden light will make my medication safer and
work better; it will heal me faster” - and it helps if you imagine the medication and healing light actually making all well.

Chakras and Spinal Systems

There are schools of thought which believe that all living bodies have auras which work with a Chakra system, connected
to pathways along the spine, to influence our actions and our bodies - the subtle systems used in acupuncture.
Each Chakra (or disc) is associated with specific colours and sounds.
The Chakras may be considered to be a sort of transceiver, transmitting and receiving not radio signals, but a higher
level system of communication which is yet to be discovered scientifically.
These Chakras may not be fully open in some people, or tuned into negative aspects instead of desired positive ones.
Perhaps you could have a happier life, and find that things ‘go your way’, if your Chakras are operating correctly ! First
of all, ask via your Pendulum “Does my body have a Chakra system ?” and if YES then ask “Is my Chakra system
important to me ?”, “Are all my Chakras operating correctly ?” and “Should I learn more about my Chakra system ?”.
There are many books on Chakras and their associated physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual characteristics - all
concerned with your health. If your Chakra system is important to you, it may be worthwhile to get some books from the
library that help you to understand Chakras, learning their location and associated colours and sounds, so that you can
improve their efficiency.
If you decide that you want to check your Chakras, you can ask for each one “On a scale from 0 to 9, how important to me
is this Chakra at the present time ?” (and use the Counting Chart to find out), “.. 0 to 9 .. what is the efficiency of this
Chakra ?”, “What colour is associated with this Chakra ?”, “Do I have any problems related to this Chakra ?” - then take
the first thought that comes that could indicate a problem and then ask “Is XXX the problem that I have to correct ?” - or
find out using your message chart.
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Then you must think of ways that could overcome or correct the problems, and check to see if you have found the right
basic intentions, such as forgiving, apologizing, leaving a bad relationship, or changing your job.
Mike Doney, one of the best Dowsers in the world, has found that there are grids for things like sadness, joy, sorrow,
happiness, hate, and love. Note that sadness is spiritual, while unhappiness is emotional - they are not the same. It
seems as if our auric systems tune our Chakras into these grids - so we choose (via our system) whether we want to
laugh or cry !
My personal investigations have led be to believe that our Chakras are like microwave dishes tuning into these energy
grids, and that they are operated by the endocrine glands of our body acting like the tuning and amplification devices of
a radio set.
It may be that the attunements performed by Reiki practitioners and the Emissaries reset these endocrine glands, so that
they tune into the beneficial aspects of these energy grids.
But if you are not prepared to release anger, greed, hate, fear, jealousy, etc., then your body will revert to the previous
noxious settings.
One of the best books on the Chakras. the Meridians, and understanding how energies work in the Being is ‘Energy
Medicine’ by Donna Eden. I learnt from every page !

Radiesthesia

The classic investigation into Dowsing and Healing was done in France by the Abbe Mermet and Louis Turenne (of the
French Military Academy). An excellent exposition of their work is in ‘Supersensonics’ by Christopher Hills.
By using Pendulums having magnets affixed which could be rotated they experimented with the ‘frequencies of vibration’
of many substances - and of diseases. Their work culminated in a ‘black box’ built by Dr Abrams.
This contained a number of dials which could be rotated to give a numeric readout of the frequency of a disease,
calibrated by rubbing your finger on a ‘sticky pad’ which indicated the correct setting of the dials.
The medicinal or herbal cure could then be found by it having a corresponding frequency. Of course, this was completely
ridiculed by the authorities, since there was no ‘scientific’ basis for its operation.
It was so stupid that it worked even with a drawing of the wiring and battery, without even having to have the real thing.
Quite utterly ridiculous. But it worked !
In fact it worked just like any other form of Dowsing - by using the Power of Thought and the help of The System.
It is much simpler to use Dowsing charts - you can make your own or buy special books of charts. They can even have a
chart which is an index “For this person, which chart should I use to help improve his health ?”.
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And going to that page, ask which problem needs attention - checking to see if there is more than just one problem.
Then you may be led to further pages to determine the cause, and more pages to learn the cures, including strength and
dosages to be used.
But always remember that there is privacy involved - always ask permission before starting, using ‘May I ?, Can I ?,
Should I ?’
Remember that this sort of thing will work for all life - you can build similar charts for use with animals and with plants.
A very good use is in agriculture, to send the ‘Essence’ of a herbicide (such as Round-Up) instead of the actual killer. A
thimbleful set in a Radionics Box can charge a tanker full of water with the essence, and it will work just as well as the
herbicide - but not damage the earth by leaving harmful residuals. And the cost is greatly reduced, helping farmers to
increase their profits.

Making your Home Safe

It is amazing that so few people know that it needs to be done ! Dowsers can clear their own house or office, and help
others by clearing theirs. First Dowse to locate any ‘thought forms’ or other ‘entities’ that are in the space. Ask that your
Pendulum “... point to any entities and thought forms that are detrimental to the inhabitants and occupants of this house (or
office), and circle when at the location”.
At each location, ask The System “... in Love of Healing and Helping Others, and getting all specialist help required, now
please help all negativity at this location by removing it and taking it into the Light with Love” - and expect to see your
Pendulum go anti-clockwise while it is removing negativity, and then make a big YES circle, possibly making a ‘Big Kiss’
when finished.
Make certain that each room is completely cleared before moving to the next room - ask The System “... is this room clear
of all negativity ?” and expect to see your Pendulum make a search (pointing in various directions) but staying in one
direction if it finds another to be cleared. If it makes a YES circle then the room is clear. Then thank The System for the
help given.
Occasionally the clearing will not be done, and in such a case there will be a very good reason why not; you can ask The
System for this reason (and what must be done to allow clearing of the house) using your message chart.

Feng Shui

From ancient times in China Feng Shui (meaning wind and water) ‘the art of placement’ has been used to site homes and
public buildings, and to protect them from spirits and dragons. Understand that by dragons is meant the power of hills,
mountains, rivers, and growth such as trees to influence homes.
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Nowadays land space is at a premium. and most of us do not have the choice of building homes in the most desirable
places, such as having a mountain behind with a specifically shaped stream nearby. We may have to buy an existing
building. So the accent is on “How can we make this place safer ?”
I understand that the special Dowsing charts, in circular format and having numerous rings, are used in Feng Shui to
determine the needed actions.
If you cannot move a mountain, you can build a small mound to be an imaginary mountain, and place gates, ponds,
trees and gravel to represent blocking and welcoming features.
Spirits are welcomed (if good) or else repelled by the placement of doors, windows, mirrors, furniture, and ornaments
within the dwelling. Perhaps it is the thought associated with the placement that is more important than the actual
article used.
I have no experience of Feng Shui, and suggest that you contact experienced Feng Shui practitioners for their specialist
advice. But make certain that the practitioner is also a Dowser aware of geopathic zones and how to overcome them and (if possible) find a person who is clairvoyant and able to actually see the energies involved; you can Dowse to check if
their abilities are suitable.

Geopathic Energies

The next task is to deal with earth energies. Many people sleep, or sit for long periods such as at work, in places that
have energy fields or rays that are not good for them. The result is often cancer, tumour, or other disease.
Walter Woods, Past President of the ASD, a renowned and greatly respected Dowser, has identified the identification and
neutralization of geopathic zones as the most important use of Dowsing in the current world. ‘Geo’ relates to the earth,
and ‘pathic’ means detrimental to health.
The earth energies may be detrimental to some, and beneficial to others.
Those which are noxious to humans are loved by cats - so if your cat likes to sleep on your bed or favourite chair beware !
The energies come from a number of sources. A particularly bad one is ‘black water’ veins, where very potent
emanations occur over water flows deep in the earth.
The Hartmann (N-S & E-W) and Currie (NE-SW & NW-SE) grids occur in all parts of the earth at about 2rn - 3m spacing.
Some Dowsers consider that they can be bad or good, depending if Yin or Yang in direction and type, and that their
intensity can vary with the time of day, sunspot activity, eclipses, and the phases of the moon.
And there are the human created electro-magnetic effects. If you are close to electrical power lines and even house
service transformers you can be affected. Perhaps radios should not be placed too close to your head in your bedroom.
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Where these energies cross the effect is often magnified - causing vortexes of energies spiraling to the sky - often causing
trees to grow twisted. Such vortexes are like tornadoes - and they interfere with your own energies in the same way.
People can still suffer from an overdose of good energies, or find that a small dose of bad medicine can have beneficial
effects. The effect of exposure varies between people depends on the strength of the energies, the length of exposure, and
the person's resilience - babies being very sensitive.
Cats, ants, bees, and many insects like the energies which are noxious to humans. Dogs, horses, cattle, pigs, and mice
act in the same way as humans when subject to the energies.
Trees and plants are affected in the same way, some loving one sort, and others hating that sort. Beekeepers eliminate
mites by placing the hives on Yang lines - which bees love but is death to mites.
The effect on humans is to increase the chances of suffering from diseases such as multiple sclerosis, asthma,
depression, heart trouble, rheumatism, insomnia, cancer and other tumors, mental disease and nervous system
disorders, chronic fatigue syndrome, Alzheimer's, anxiety and hypertension, allergies, and epilepsy. It may well increase
the chance of a baby dying due to the sudden death syndrome.
Accuracy would be useful when adding various different energetic effects, and crucial in better understanding the
relationship between different energies - evaluating the changes in energy strength of two Curry Grid lines due the effect
of the vortex caused at the crossing, or the effect of a noxious water vein.
Accordingly I have designed a Logarithmic Numeric Chart specially for the Dowsing of the lower values encountered in
handling noxious energies:
Unity (the value of 1.0 on the chart) represents the ‘Average
input of Beneficial Life Force/Energy that you receive in an
hour from all sources’ - or ‘Hourly Input’ for short.
Extremely durable Vinyl-Plastic business cards printed with
this chart are available (with a glass bead Pendulum) from the
Holistic Intuition Society - to purchase one, see our web site:
www.in2it.ca/tools.htm - or see our other contact information
in this book.
To use the chart, ask your Heart-Mind-Brain team to signal
the amount of your ‘Hourly Input’ that would be used by you if
you were to remain in the spot below the centre point of the
card.
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In most places this will be in the range from 0.2 to 0.4, signifying that it is a good position for you. Any value below 1.0
indicates that you have a net gain of beneficial energy, but the closer to 1.0 the less spare energy is available for other
normal activities.
Any value greater than 1.0 means that you would have a net loss of energy if remaining in that place. The greater the
value, the more detrimental is the noxious energy.
Any position giving a reading above 0.4 is best avoided.
You can go around your bed or chair (and elsewhere in the room) to get an idea of where the energy lines are running,
and then plot the values on a sketch of the room to give you a ‘map’ of the energetic situation.
Using this map you can decide the best location for your chair or bed.
If you wish to identify the underlying causes of any noxious energy, you can ask your Heart to indicate YES or NO to the
various types of causes.
The order of asking about depletion energies may best be:
1.Earthbound Energies (Souls, Spirits - of all types) - since they are so strong that their effect ‘blankets out’ other
readings.
2.Curses - because they are usually covering a very large area.
3.EMF Radiations - often being noxious over a large area (from transformers), or very local (electric appliances).
4.Noxious Water Veins - they wander across the grids.
5.Curry Lines - easily identifiable, known spacing.
6.Pollution in Hartmann Grid - perhaps more common in rural areas, due to unbalanced electrical distribution systems.
7.Other Sources - and ask as guided by your Intuition.
Remember that there may be more than one type of energy in these places that is noxious for you.

Methods of Transmuting Noxious Energies

There are very simple, exceedingly effective, and remarkably inexpensive ways to transmute noxious energies to become
beneficial.
Earthbound Energies
If you get a reading of 5 or more at any point, it may be the effect of a ‘Lost Soul’ - if so, ask your Heart to get Angelic
Assistance for the Lost Soul, or take any other appropriate action.
Then ask your Heart if this has been done, and if so then recheck the values at that place - they may well now be at
normal good levels.
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Curses
These may not have been placed intentionally ! Just ‘wishing’ that ‘something bad’ happen to a person, family, or
community could be the cause. This may have happened many centuries (or even millennia) ago, and the person who
placed the curse may have departed.
The energies involved in any curse do not like their job, but are ‘stuck with it’ since nobody has freed them. This is a job
that you can do very easily - just tell “All involved in all curses in all times on this land and buildings are now free ! So
now go ‘into the Light’ !” and ask the Angelic Forces to help them on their way. Note: ‘times’ is plural !
EMF Radiations
Gary Skillen, a past president of the Canadian Society of Dowsers, has found that crushed calcite crystals are excellent
for absorbing the EMF radiations.
I experimented with placing thought forms of such crystals at a few electrical outlets and in front of my sound system,
and found that they worked well; but after a couple of days the effect returned, so I asked why this happened. I was told
“We are overloaded. We need to be grounded.” - so I placed a grounding thought form in the piles of metaphysical calcite
crystals, and they are doing a good job again.
The effectiveness of the calcite crystals seems to be enhanced by placing a sodalite crystal on top; if you placed a thought
form of calcite crystals, then use another thought form for the sodalite (or add it to the calcite thought form).
How do you place a ‘Thought Form’ ? You just picture it being built - using your Heart-Mind-Brain team ! You explain
the job, the length of time for the job to be done, charge the energies involved to do the job by sending them ‘True Holy
Love’, and send your gratitude and thanks to all involved in this task.
Ray Machell reports on his testing of this method:
“The first item to be cleared was my new 21” computer monitor. Before starting I measured the distance that the monitor
radiated energy that was detrimental to me. It was 64”, much more than I expected.
With thought I placed crushed calcite crystals around the base, the edges of the screen, and on top of the monitor.
Measurement showed that the radiation had been reduced to 40”. I then imagined a sodalite crystal on top of each pile of
calcite crystals - the radiation was now reduced to only 18” !
I then grounded each pile of crystals with by thinking that each was connected by wire to an imaginary ground rod driven
into the earth. Incredible - the radiation was now only 2½” !!
In all this procedure I asked permission by Dowsing to do the work, indicated the purpose of the request and the length of
time needed to be effective - in this case the time that I owned the monitor.
Upon completion, I gave thanks to all involved.”
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Noxious Water Veins
These seem to be noxious because they get loaded with ‘bad thoughts’ - water is very receptive to thoughts, as
demonstrated by Dr Emoto in his book ‘Message from Water’, which shows the various patterns formed in ice crystals
when subjected to written notes, different types of music, and homeopathic remedies.
First locate the vein of water running deep below your room, and find the direction of flow - also by Dowsing - just ask !
Now go as far upstream as possible, and bless the vein and the water that it carries:“I Bless with ’True Holy Love’ this

water vein and all the water that it carries, and ask the help of ‘The System’ and the ‘Angelic Forces’ to Heal this water vein
and all the water that it carries for all time, and to change its effect to become beneficial for all life.”

Curry Lines
These may not be seen by clairvoyants, so are often ignored by people who rely on their ‘second sight’, which seems to
operate in the ‘Astral Plane’. The Curry Grid exists in a higher plane of existence - but has effect on lower planes.
The grid runs NW-SE and NE-SW, the grid lines alternating YIN and YANG, forming vortices (like miniature tornados) at
the grid junctions.
The strength of the lines varies, similar to a city’s road system - most being like residential roads with acceptable
strength, with collector roads at intervals which can be noxious, and with occasional highways of very high noxicity. If
you sleep on a highway, expect to get ‘run over’ !
To Heal these Curry lines, Bless them in a similar way to the Blessing for noxious water veins.
As an example, the following was reported by the late Gary Skillen:
While teaching how to locate these zones we identified a Curry crossing point.
Each student took turns to stand on the point and described the effect on their bodies. Some felt sick to their
stomachs, others tipped over or got a tingling sensation.
Suddenly a thought came to me to use Dowsing to find out how detrimental this crossing was to humans.
On a scale from 1 (no problem) to 10 (most detrimental) this crossing was at 10. My next thought was:
"Maybe this Curry line has its own consciousness, its own awareness of itself; and is suffering as well ! And if I
acknowledge the fact that it has its own awareness with respect, perhaps I can communicate with the energies involved".
I then asked:
"Are you detrimental to your own self ?" YES
"Do you want to remain detrimental ?" NO
"Do you want to change to being beneficial ?" YES
"Do I have permission to help you change to being beneficial ?" YES
"So be it !"
I took my Pendulum and allowed it to swing in the direction necessary to make the change - it swung clockwise for about
2 to 3 minutes, and then stopped.
I asked "Is the correction made ?" YES.
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Each student then took turns standing on the same spot and reporting how they felt - some were apprehensive about
repeating their previous experience, but all were pleasantly surprised !
This same crossing point now gave them more energy - and it was beneficial !
Pollution in Hartmann Grid
This seems to be caused by ‘out of balance’ electrical currents that are using the ground as their return path to ‘source’,
and are most noticeable in rural areas.
I suggest that you treat them in the same way as other EMF energies, using grounded thought forms of calcite and
sodalite. Metal rods driven into their flow path may also be used to divert the flow - or even the placing of thought forms
instead of real ones !
An alternative way is to place a thought form of a solid ‘Good Gold’ ring around the house, to act as a ‘traffic circle’ for
the enegies involved. This method may also be used for energies in the Curry Grid - using a separate ring.
If using these methods, the intent that you have must be clearly expressed, in a similar fashion to the Blessing of
noxious water veins.

An Actual Study

Dr Melnikov, Director of the Medical and Ecological Department of the Geo-Ecological Centre in St. Petersburg, reports a
5 year study looking at a 5 mile stretch of the city for geopathic zones in which 100 of 1,000 house were labelled as being
‘cancer houses’.
Hospital and medical records were checked; 90% of oncological cases occurred in the zones, including direct correlation
with leukemia in children. Traffic records showed a corresponding high rate of traffic accidents in the streets.
It has been determined that these energies rise way above ground - that a person in an apartment at the top of a high
rise building will be just as susceptible as a person living on the ground floor.

Käthe Bachler’s Studies

Käthe conducted a study of over 11,000 people in 14 countries and 3,000 homes and workplaces - cases where extended
sitting or sleeping caused infant sickness (a possible reason for Sudden Death Syndrome ?), inattention at school, and
diseases such as cancer, arthritis, and heart problems.
In all these cases in needed only to change the seat or bed to avoid ‘bad spots’ - and when this was done the health
problems disappeared !
Some examples from Käthe Bachler's book ‘Earth Radiation’ follow in the next section.
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Pets and Plants

You can use your Pendulum to see if your pet is sick, and ask questions to find out what is wrong and how to cure your
pet. You can do this to plants as well, asking ‘Does it need more water ?’, or ask which fertilizer and how much.
Most of us are very surprised when we learn that we can tell what animals and plants need. But it is even more amazing
when we realize that they can tell what we are thinking !
Some years ago the lie detector specialist Cleve Backster became interested in plants. He decided to test how long it took
for water in a plant pot to reach the top leaf in a plant which was dry, so he attached a lie detector to the top leaf.
Backster was amazed to see that the lie detector indicated happiness as soon as it was attached, even though no water
had been added. He then wondered if the plant would give an unhappy signal if he set the leaf on fire - and was
astounded that the plant gave that unhappy signal as soon as he had the thought ! This experiment was well publicized
both in books and on television at that time
The implication of this is that plants (and it follows also animals) can feel and can think. I believe that they can also
express love - animals most certainly do.
In my thinking the main ability that humans have over animals is think about the future. We seem to be the only known
live forms on earth that have this ability. But this does not mean that we should not respect all life forms, just because
we have one better attribute - birds can fly. Do they look down on us ? Try cutting a leaf in two, getting a friend to hide
half, and then Dowsing for it - holding the other half in your hand. You will find that the two halves seek each other !
Remember to ask permission of the leaf first, to show respect.

Vivaxis

The ‘Vivaxis’ studies made by Frances Nixon and others found that all life forms are linked to their place of origin - and
relate to the energies of that place. The Vivaxis of a vegetable could be traced to where it was grown.
In humans it was found that when a person was X-rayed the cells affected were given a new Vivaxis by the X-rays at the
place the X-rays were given. Thus the axis of rotation of cells parts within a body were aligned differently from others and this caused severe illnesses.
When the Vivaxis was re-aligned to the correct place of birth many health problems disappeared almost instantly !
Perhaps this re-alignment could be done by thought - by asking, in Love: “That all our cells re-align correctly, to the
alignment of our master cell.”

The early experimenters were not trained Dowsers, but developed Dowsing tools as they were needed. It appears that
many of the people became ill in various ways, perhaps since there is no mention of ‘grounding’ or taking other
precautions when doing Healing.
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Our Mind, our left and right parts of the brain, our sub-conscious, our memories - and all the thought forms which seem
to filter our beliefs and actions - were all formed at various times before and after our birth. In most cases they all act
independently of others, causing problems in how we think and act.
Why not Dowse to find if all are working in you, as a co-ordinated team, for your Highest and Best Good?
If not, ask in your Heart-Mind-Brain team that all in you that affect your actions and thoughts now regress to when they
were formed, and consider if their actions are now needed - or need to be revised.
Take them all back, year by year, to the time of birth, and to the time of conception.
If any worrisome problems arise in your thoughts, deal with them by considering all the aspects and forgiving (or asking
forgiveness) so they are cleared. This may be done in a separate session, being similar to a ‘Life's Review’ that can be
expected at death. Doing it now may be most beneficial !
When back at ‘zero point’ state that all ‘Soul Contracts’ and ‘Karmic Agreements’ that were made but are not now in your
Highest and Best Good be cancelled, and that all memories which are not needed be revised and all emotional triggers
removed - including any from any past lives that are causing problems.
It is very important that memories be cleared - especially of any illness that is being cured - since it seems that each and
every cell in the body has these memories, and if not cleared they will ‘remember’ the illness and perhaps help it to come
back.
I recommend that you now send ‘True Holy Love, Namaste’ to all in your being, ask that all that are not now in your
Highest and Best Good be "taken into the Light or Healed in the way that is best for all creation", and tell all not needed to
"Go NOW in Peace and in True Holy Love Namaste" three times.
Ask that you be reminded of the major tasks which you entered this world to undertake and which are beneficial ty you,
and the lessons that are to be learnt.
Now ask, as you come back to the present time year by year, that all involved join together as friends in your ‘HeartMind-Brain Team’, taking on only those jobs that are in your Highest and Best Good, and working together in Love as a
co-ordinated team.
Now Dowse to see if this has been successful, and ask if any further work is needed to help you improve.
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About the Message Chart

This is advanced Dowsing - so be sure to have gained
confidence in your Dowsing abilities before working with the
Message Chart.
To some people the message chart is very similar to a OUIJA
board. There have been serious warnings made against using
these boards - and those warnings are true. So what is the
difference ?
In most cases the OUIJA board is used by a number of people
as a game, without any protection. Because a number of
people use it. it is easy for an unwanted entity to join in and
have fun - at your expense !
First something that attracts you is offered, and then you are
trapped - you start to use the OUIJA board by yourself, you
do everything that you are told (believing that good is
intended) and find yourself in serious trouble.
The pledge that you made at the start, and the understanding that you made on the use of your Pendulum, will help to
stop the entry of unwanted entities.
When receiving any message, remember to check that any change in position starts with a small clockwise circle - to
indicate a correct and true message. If you get an anti-clockwise circle, it may not be true or you may have mistaken a
letter - which may need correction.
Experiment with your message chart to exchange messages with your pets.
You can have a wonderful time ‘talking’ to your dog. And you might be able to get your plants to grow better - and grow
prize vegetables in your garden.

Conversations with Angels

It is always most important to build on a good foundation. We will start with the Higher Entity (your Guardian Angel,
Higher Self, or whatever other name you choose to use) that is your special link with The System.
Say (aloud, or to yourself) “In Love of Truth, I send Holy Love to my Guardian Angel, and ask what is your name ?” and
hold your Pendulum over the Start Circle on the message chart.
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Your Pendulum should make a small YES circle, and then point along one of the lines which lead to the letters; follow
along the line, until you come to the ‘flower’ at the end which has 3 ‘petals’, and see which petal your Pendulum
indicates. Write down the letter, and ask “Is this letter correct ?”.
Now you understand why it was suggested that you use your non-writing hand to hold your Pendulum - so you can write
the messages as you receive them.
If the letter was not correct, ask for it to be repeated - and continue until you do get the correct letter. Then ask for the
next letter. Remember that the name that you get may not be like the names used in your environment today.
Remember to check - ask “Is XXX your correct name ?”. Then ask “Are you in the Light ?” followed by “Do you love the
Good God System ?” (or God. Great Spirit, or your own wording) and if either of these gets a NO then you are not
conversing with a good entity.
If you have an entity pretending to be your Guardian Angel, just ask for help - say aloud “Would The System please take
this entity to be Healed and be in the Light” and that entity will not bother you again. Then ask once more for the correct
name. Always check that entities are In the Light and that they Love The System. They cannot lie about this, and by
refusing access to them you can avoid a lot of trouble.
It is very quick check, and good entities like to be asked. When you have the correct name, say “I send my love to XXX in
thanks for the Love and Kindness that I receive. Namaste.” Saying ‘Namaste’ is the end of message signal used in the
Light.
The next stage is to ask for assistance. So say “I send my love to XXX and ask will you please always guide me onto the
Highest and Best Path through my life ?”. When you have finished, end with giving thanks and saying ‘Namaste’.
It will not hurt at this stage to say ‘I thank The System for the Love, Life, and Light sent to me and for assigning XXX to
help me; Namaste’.
All this, of course, should be done in a state of prayer. The state of prayer has nothing to do with clasping your hands or
kneeling down ! It means being really sincere and honest, concentrating on what you are saying and thinking - and
thinking only good thoughts. It is especially powerful if you ask for good to happen, or help to be given, to somebody
else, not yourself !
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Understanding the Symbols

One of the best ways to start is to go through every character on the chart, so that both you and The System know where
to find characters and understand the meaning of each character.
However I have found that these symbols are seldom used - the messages are spelt out instead. Be aware that your
Dowsing Team is translating from a series of symbols (like crop circles) and trying to spell the meaning for you - the
grammar is sometimes different, and meanings may have subtle changes.
I find that when the message says ‘I am healing good’ it is best translated as ‘I am feeling Happy and Loving’. This can be
considered as the result of ‘being healed good’ - which is the intent of healing, usually achieved using Love.

Your Handy Chart

Since most of us have two hands, we can use the spare
one (the one not holding your Pendulum !) as a chart for
many purposes.
It is best to use signals that conform to indicators that
you see often, such as the speedometer and charging
gauge of your car - your mind-brain team is accustomed
to the signals used.
This is a quick way to check on your health or vitality, if
medications are beneficial to you, how many tablets
should be taken (dose, doses per day - these may change
with effect already achieved), percentage accuracy of a
statement, etc.

Some Simple Guidelines

1. Be sure that the wording of your question is clear and not ambiguous.
2. Think only of your question - get other thoughts out of the way especially all thoughts about the answer expected.
3. Remember to define what you are questing, why you are asking ‘May
I ?, Can I?, Should I ?’ - and then to check “Is my understanding…
correct ?”, “Is the answer true ?”.
4. Ask permission to practice - and do not misuse the answers.
5. If you think that you may be influencing questions that concern
yourself, get somebody else to Dowse for you.
6. Respect the privacy of others - ask if you can help them before
interfering, even to give them help.
7. Tiredness, stress, noise, and interruptions may lead to unreliable
answers. Always check that your answers are correct and that you have
understood them properly.
8. Dowsing to help others gets the best result - and gives you more
satisfaction.
9. Never boast - be humble, and give credit (and thanks) to ‘The System’
that gave you help.
10. In all your life, only have good thoughts - always wish well for others.
What you wish for others comes home - to you
11. If ‘I Love You’ seems inappropriate in a message that you are sending,
then do not send the message.
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The noxious earth energies are not visible – but they still have an effect on a person’s body, in a similar way to X-rays and the way that radio waves (also not seen) affect a radio or television.
When a person spends a considerable time in the zones of influence of such energies their body becomes weakened – and
more susceptible to illness.
The recognition and correction of geopathic disturbances of sleep, health, and school performance was carefully
researched by Käthe Bachler of Austria on more than 11,000 people in over 3,000 apartments, houses, and work places
in 14 countries, and described with illustrations in her book ‘Earth Radiation’. Some of these case histories are included
in this booklet.
Sleeping or sitting in these zones led to health problems during pregnancy, and other problems including sudden infant
death, bed wetting, unwanted behaviour, poor school performance, migraine, depression, encephalitis, heart problems,
and cancer.
Physicians are trained to help with illness and disease that has manifested in the physical body - often to cure the
effects with drugs. Their training does not include eliminating the causes which cannot be seen in the physical
dimension, even with electron microscopes - for this an Energy Healer is needed to work on the aura and hidden systems
in the non-physical dimensions.
European Physicians have found that treatments often become effective only when the influence of such zones is
identified and remedial steps taken to avoid such influences.
This booklet explains how you can use simple, effective, and inexpensive methods to improve the health of yourself, your
family, and your friends.
We are grateful to Dr Keith Scott-Mumby for his great effort in publishing Käthe Bachler’s book ‘Earth Radiation’ in
English (but long ‘out of print’), and for granting the copyright to the Holistic Intuition Society for the publication of the
updated version.
Dr Scott-Mumby is one of the few Physicians who is aware of the Energies in and around the human body - he has been
honoured on an international basis, and called by the media ‘The Number One Allergy Detective’. We suggest that you
take a look at his web site: www.alternative-doctor.com
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We are Energy Beings !
The Human Being

We believe what we can see. When we see another human being we see their face, their clothes, and other parts of the
body that are not hidden. We see movements and expressions which we can interpret as signals.
But our sight is limited to a small range of the electro-magnetic spectrum, that which includes the colours of the
rainbow; we cannot see infra red or ultra violet light, although the effects of light in these colours can be observed.
Some people can see more - and they report that our bodies are surrounded by auras, and that there are flows and
patterns of different colours in the various parts of our auras.
Western medicine considers the body to be a bio-electro-chemical system, with various organs that can be dissected and
sometimes exchanged, like using spare parts to repair an automobile or computer.
Eastern wisdom accepts that there are systems that cannot be seen, but are crucial to a person’s health and well-being.
Both are correct - but the body is more than even the combination of these views. Life force is recognized as existing, but
has never been examined; and many religions believe that we ‘have a Soul’ without being able to describe it completely.
Perhaps it is more correct to know that we are Souls that are having experiences in human bodies.

We are Energy Beings !

Physicists have shown that each atom is made of sub-atomic particles, all of which are forms of energy; and the nucleus
seems to be surrounded by electrons, which are the basic form of electricity with its associated magnetism.
Such atoms combine to form molecules - and the properties of molecules differ from that of their components.
For example, hydrogen and oxygen are gases - they combine to form water which has different freezing and boiling points
from the constituent elements, and can be drunk and used for cooking. When combined with other elements the
properties can change to be acidic or alkaline.
The cells of our body are made from molecules - and controlled by the molecular structures that form our DNA; viruses
are tiny sub-sets of DNA portions that can interfere with our own DNA in cells and cause sickness.
It seems that for animate life to exist, a form of DNA is required; conversely the DNA structure itself has a form of life and this is so for even the sub-microscopic sized viruses.
Our body cells form all our bones, flesh, organs, nerves, neurons, and blood - our physical Being is all made of these
energies doing different jobs, like teams of dancers making different dance patterns at varying speeds.
A body may have its full complement of DNA and cellular structures, but may not be alive - so there is more to life than
just energy cells and electro-magnetism.
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This is confirmed by the auras of people; a person whose aura is badly damaged, misshapen, extremely dark, or missing
probably has little ‘life force’.
Edgar Cayce was about to enter an elevator, when he noticed that he could not see any aura around any of the other
people waiting to descend. He stood back, and so did not get killed with those who rode the elevator to their death when
it crashed.
Cayce’s record in distant Healing of people that he had never met personally also proves (to all except those who rely
totally on the ‘must be repeatable’ proofs of non-spiritual science) that energies are involved that are not of the physical
dimension, although they may operate in it.
Some people, such as Cayce, may be able to see some of these energies some of the time. Most of us do not have this
ability - but we cannot see radio waves either, yet know that they exist, because we can hear their effect on a radio
receiver.
Currently people know much more than those who lived a hundred years about the cosmos, this earth, health, and how
electro-magnetic energies work.
But we do not know it all ! And the biggest gap in our knowledge concerns other dimensions of existence.
We have a choice - we can believe that the physical dimension is the total of all creation, or we can accept that other
dimensions exist - perhaps with life forms unknown to the physical world.
If we choose to have an open mind, we can endeavour to improve our knowledge and understanding of such other
dimensions, and find ways to work with the various energies that operate in them.

Our Heart-Mind-Brain Team

Research has shown that the Heart has its own complement of Neurons - not as many as the Brain, but enough to be
effective.
There have been a number of reports that people who have received Heart transplants become aware of memories from
the donor, even to the extent of changing likes and dislikes, and altering life patterns.
It seems that your Heart is your best access to your Intuition, your link to your ‘Soul Senses’.
Little is known about the human Mind; it has not been found within the Brain, in spite of many attempts. Perhaps the
Mind is outside the human body, and associated with the auras that surround humans.
The role of the Mind seems to be to operate the higher levels of the Brain - to decide the jobs that should be done, seek
resources that are needed, and approve decisions prior to implementation. Perhaps the Soul or Conscious Self give
leadership to the Mind.
Sometimes the Mind is by-passes, such as when an emergency occurs and the ‘flight or fight’ mechanism takes direct
control of the Brain; research has shown that such actions originate in the lower levels of the Brain before any response
can register in the higher levels.
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The most important parts of the Brain (in this study) are the left and right parts of the higher Brain - sometimes labeled
our logical and intuitive parts.
It seems that the logical part of our Brain is the home of our ego - which believes that it ‘knows it all’. So one task when
using out Intuition is to prevent interference by the egoistic logical Brain.

Tuning our Heart-Mind-Brain ‘Radio’

A radio is receiving signals from all frequencies at all times - even when switched OFF. When we tune to a station, we
are amplifying the signal received at that frequency.
We tune our Heart-Mind-Brain ‘Radio’ by thinking about a particular person, item, or thing. Each such subject has its
own ‘vibrational pattern’ - rather like an email address or radio call sign.
So by focusing our thought on such a subject, we become attuned to that subject - part of our Heart-Mind-Brain team
starts to resonate to their frequency and vibrational pattern.
Remember that even if the radio is ON, we do not hear anything unless we have earphones or loudspeakers attached. We
must have some way of getting that signal into our conscious mind.
We are lucky ! Our Heart-Mind-Brain team has the ability to work with our nervous-muscular system to give signals to
us by moving our body - or parts of it.
Also, we can ‘program’ our Heart-Mind-Brain team and nervous-muscular system to specify the meaning of such bodily
movements.

Understanding Noxious Energies

There are three main types of noxious energies:
Subteranean water veins: These may be at great depth and have little flow, but still have a deleterious effect. They seem
to manifest in a vertical band above the vein.
‘Curry Grid Lines’: First identified by Dr Manfred Curry, MD, flowing in NW-SE and NE-SW directions, of varying
strengths, manifesting in vertical grid lines about 10 feet / 3 metres apart, and having the same strength at basement or
penthouse level.
Electro-Magnetic Interference: especially in the area of transformers and cathode ray tubes (CRT) as found in television
sets and computer screens, and in any proximity to radio transmission (such as a cell phone). These manifest in radiation
which observes the law of inverse squares – the strength weakens with distance from the source. This interference is
also found with the ground return systems of electrical supply systems and in proximity to high power transmission
lines.
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The most deleterious effects occur over water veins, at Curry Grid junctions, and at combinations of water vein and
Curry Grid energies – especially when any of these is of a high strength.

Operation of Noxious Energies

As discussed, the human body is an ‘energy body’ – and each cell has an energetic link to the rest of a body; when
subjected to a different high energy field (including X-rays), this link becomes weakened, and organization within the cell
depreciates.
This results in the cells and the body becoming more susceptible to influences such as viruses and non-beneficial
bacteria, so enabling illness to manifest. Any form of severe interference can lead to cancer developing.

Feeling the Effect of Noxious Energies

Because noxious energies have such a large effect on the human body, this effect can be utilized to determine if a person
is being so effected.
Experiment:
First hold your hands body width apart, palms open and facing each other; now gradually bring your palms closer
together. Be aware of any slight resistance as they become closer to each other – you are feeling your own aura.
Now switch on a TV or computer having a CRT, and stand to one side and about three feet (one metre) in front of it.
Think, asking your Heart, “Is there an energy field here that has a deleterious effect on any part of my body ?” and
move the open palm of one of your hands towards the area in front of the CRT. Did you feel a slight resistance,
similar to ‘thickening of the air’, as your hand moved within the field of influence of the CRT ?
Repeat this experiment standing further away from the CRT, and more to the side. You will probably feel this same
resistance, but at a lower level.
How did this work ? The CRT is focusing a somewhat funnel shaped energy field in front of the screen. Your thought
‘tuned your mind’ to the ‘vibrational pattern’ of this field. Your Heart is the prime controller of your human being-ness –
and your major link to your Intuition.
Your Heart-Mind-Brain team co-ordinated with your nervous-muscular system to give you a signal – the feeling in the
palm of your hand.

Alternative Nervous-Muscular Signals

You formulate a question in your logical mind, and can define the meaning of various signals to be shown by your
nervous-muscular system. These questions should be formed so as to be clear, simple, and precise, and to get YES or
NO replies.
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Then ask your Heart the question - place your ‘awareness’ at your Heart, speak to your Heart as if it were a different
person.
Each of the signals suggested here have their strengths and weaknesses, being suitable under different conditions.
There are others that are favoured by different people, and you can design your own.
Hand Aura: This is first part of the experiment above – you felt the aura between your hands. You can define that
this aura remains for YES, and disappears to signal NO. Do not worry – it will not go very far away !
Body Sway: You stand up, and your body sways forward for YES – or backwards for NO. The greater the movement,
the stronger the signal – and the more decisive is the YES or NO. This may have happened to you many times
before, when you met someone new – you moved forward if attracted, or backwards if your auras were not
compatible.
Eye Blinks: One blink YES, two blinks NO, three blinks meaning that the question was not understood, or should not
have been asked, or that the answer was not available at this time.
Tongue Position: Hold your tongue midway between the floor and roof of your mouth; if it rises to the roof it indicates
YES, if it drops to the floor of your mouth the signal is NO. Big advantage is that nobody else knows that you are
asking a question of your Intuition.
In all these cases, the strength (or length for eye blinks) of the movement indicates the strength of the answer.
Experiment:
Choose one method of signaling that appeals to you, and practice some simple questions to which you know the answer,
such as “Is today [Monday] ?” (or other day). “Am I male ?” “Am I female ?” “Do I like [Ice Cream] ? (or broccoli, coffee,
peanut butter) “Do I now live in [name of town] ?” (try different names).
Now repeat this with the other signaling methods. Which method gave you the most correct answers ?

Are Noxious Energies Affecting You ?

Ask your Heart ! Use any of the methods that you found to be suitable for your questioning. If so, ask your Heart “Are
Noxious energies troubling me when I sleep ?” “ … when I sit in my favourite chair ?” “… when I sit at my office desk ?”
or “… when I stand at my work place ?” – remembering that you could be subjected to these energies in more than one
place.
Asking your Heart helps to overcome your ego, which tends to give you answers that you want to get !
If you have troubled sleep, get cramps, wake up tired, or feel weakened when in a certain place for any length of time,
this could be an indication that you are in a zone of noxious energies.
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If a young child is always avoiding a section of the crib, it is highly probable that the child is endeavouring to escape from
such noxious energies. Adults may also move during sleep to avoid such energies in bed.

Locating Noxious Energies

If you can feel this energy with your hands, as in the first experiment, be sure that the organs within your body that find
this energy to be detrimental will be even more sensitive to the energy.
One way to check if your bed or chair is in a zone of noxious energy is to use this procedure, keeping a thought of
‘noxious energy’ in your Heart-Mind-Brain team, and feel for any changes ‘in the air’ around your bed or chair.
Another way is to stand at the foot of your bed, or in front of your chair (home or office), and ask your Heart “Is there any
energy zone on any part of my bed (or chair) that is noxious to me ?”.
You can also quantify any of these noxious energies, by asking “Is this noxious energy causing serious illness to me ?”
remembering that although your body may have reserves to overcome the effect, those reserves are not limitless - so the
noxious energy may have a bad effect that worsens as time progresses.
If you get a YES signal, then imagine that your bed or chair is in another position, and repeat the question for that
location. Imagine different locations until you find one that is free of noxious energy.
The main action so taken by an individual to avoid such energies is to move the bed or chair to a new location.
A competent energy worker can use alternative methods to eliminate these energies - as will you when you complete
reading, understanding, and practicing the methods explained in this booklet.
Can this help overcome Cancer ?
Speak to all the parts of your body - they can hear you ! Tell them you Love them, and want to help them all to be healthy and strong:
“I send True Holy Love, Namaste, to each and every part of by total Being, because I love you, and want to work with you in peace and
harmony. I ask each cell to ‘Spiral Good’ in the clockwise way. I ask ‘The System’ to send to each of you that needs to be Healed the
essence, vibrational pattern, and energy of all that is needed to help you to Heal Good. I ask ‘The System’ to turn on all genes that
suppress tumors and cancer. I ask that the essence, vibrational pattern, and energy of Sodium Bicarbonate be sent to each and every cell
that is affected by cancer, and ask you to re-connect with and obey the ‘Wisdom of my Being’. I send my Love and Gratitude to All who
help in this Healing, with True Holy Love, Namaste’.”
This cannot hurt you, can only help you, costs you nothing, and has no side effects !
John Living’s book ‘Intuition Technology’ explains this - and many more ways to work with the ‘Angelic Realm’ for Healing the Energy Bodies
of a human being.
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Case Histories
The recognition and correction of geopathic disturbances of sleep, health, and school performance was carefully
researched by Käthe Bachler of Austria on more than 11,000 people in over 3,000 apartments, houses, and work places
in 14 countries, and described with illustrations in her book ‘Earth Radiation’.
These extracts are reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder, and may be further reproduced.
Maps have been made in Germany and in Russia of areas with high geopathic energies and independently compared with
maps showing homes where cancer patients lived; there was almost complete correlation.

“Noxious earth energies do not necessarily cause cancer; but in all cases of cancer noxious earth energies are
found to be a major contributing factor”.

This book is the classic record of the identification and location of energies from the earth which are noxious to human
beings and others.
Many of the results are attested by medical doctors who found that cures were only effective after exposure to noxious
earth energies was eliminated. Cases are quoted which include the use of these techniques by physicians for their own
health.
These illustrations are accompanied by records of the illnesses resulting from sleeping, or sitting for a long time, in the
energy fields - and how great improvement in health occurred when the location of beds, school seats, etc., were moved.
Sections of road subject to a high rate if accidents have been found to be subject to these noxious earth energies; it is
suggested that these energies distract drivers, so leading to collisions. The most competent Dowsers can change these
energies into becoming beneficial – just a few hours work. The cost is tiny compared to the enormous expense of vehicle
damage – and can save lives and injuries.
Many practicing physicians in Europe are aware of the value of radiesthesia and use it in their practice:
Arnold Mannlicher, M.D. (Salzburg) wrote in 1949:
"Medical radiesthesia has become of infinite value to me within the past seventeen years.
It has enabled me to achieve diagnostic and therapeutic results which I had never hoped for before".

The chief of pediatric services in Bayreuth, Germany, Karl Beck, M.D., wrote that he observed a patient, released as
recovered from the hospital, to become sick again immediately after returning home. He examined her living quarters
with a dowsing rod and found zones of disturbance. When an EKG was administered in her house, she showed extra
systolic activity.
The medical director of the Ringberg Clinic, Joseph Issel, M.D., emphasizes in a letter to his medical colleagues:
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"Above certain and well-defined areas, the human organism can become seriously affected if he stays there for any length
of time. Eventually he will become ill. A sensitive person can ascertain these areas with the use of a dowsing rod.
We know about so many natural phenomena it is not only our right, but rather our duty to inform our patients of them so as
to help them to eliminate or at least avoid their dangers."

Dieter Achoff, M.D. (Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany), reported at the Puchburg Congress in 1975 in his paper
‘Observations from a Geobiological Practice’ that he had achieved astounding results in his medical practice by relocating
his patients' beds.

"No longer does a physician need great courage to discuss these facts with his patients, since the phenomenon now enjoys
general knowledge, due to all the experiments which have been conducted over the years.
The physician who is cognizant of the existence of zones of disturbance can turn the wheel of destiny to his patients'
advantage. For physicians and patients alike the beneficial result is the decisive factor and the justification. The welfare of
our patients is our first and only consideration".
Hilde Plenk, M.D. (Vienna), said in a lecture in the spring of 1977, "When nothing can be found as the cause of a patient's
condition, despite exhaustive tests and hospital procedures, we have to credit the earth rays with being the pathogenic
agents.
This is also true for those cases where finally some ‘medical cause’ was found, meaning that the geopathic influence had
gone on for so long that finally there was organic damage at a demonstrable level."
A physician for internal medicine, Oswald Ravenelli, M.D. (lnnsbruck), said: “My little daughter used to sleep where
you found the water currents. She suffered from constant abdominal pains, neither my colleagues nor I knew what to do”.

The child's whole body was lying above subterranean water, and his head rested above a Curry crossing.
Only after his sleeping place and his desk in school were moved to a totally undisturbed place, could the medical
treatment take effect and the child recuperate.
This is a simple but challenging diagram for perusal. It is the plan of a small German
town and on it are marked the dangerous rays of noxious earth energies detected by a
skilled dowser physician.
Also marked are the beds of everyone in that town who had died of cancer. As you can
see, all of them fall where the dowser predicted there was danger.
Remember, he carried out his study BEFORE identifying the cancer beds.
A similar study was made over a 5 year period during the 1990’s by the medical
authorities of St Petersburg in Russia – again, the maps correlated to a high degree.
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C: Curry lines (zone of disturbance
named after Manfred Curry, M.D.)
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Case# 980
Professor Enrico da Silvo-Bastos, M.D. (Sao Paolo, Brazil) said:

Male

Sleeping area
as found
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Sleeping area as recommended or, as sometimes was
the case, as it was found already to be ‘good’.

W: Water currents

"Your material is convincing, yet I would like to have some
personal proof.
We have had a nurse at our clinic for the past six years who falls
ill again and again.
Even the best treatment does not really
work.
She wakes up in the morning with severe
pains.
I am most anxious to learn if you might find
some zones of disturbance underneath the
bed of this nurse."

The results of my examination showed both water currents and
curry crossings.
Case# 554 a letter of August 8, 1973 from a young mother:

CxC: Curry Crossing

WxW: Water Crossing

“Before we took your advice to move his bed, we had a real
sleeping and behaviour problem with our two and a half year old
son. He pressed himself against the bars of his bed, and his
arms and little legs would stick out.
The second night after the move he slept
through the night for the first time.
Now after ten days there is no more
interruption of sleep and he lies stretched
out in the middle of his crib”.
"To those who are skeptical, I admit that it
might well be possible to influence me by
suggestion so that improvement takes
place.
But how could a 30 month old child be
influenced so that he sleeps through the night ?"
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Mr. Franz. N. requested an examination of his apartment. After I gave him my recommendations, he had a difficult time
making the necessary alterations. He tells about this in an extensive letter, which I would like to quote in its entirety:
Salzburg, September 29, 1974.
Dear Ms. Bachler,
Please excuse my responding after so much delay concerning your recommendations about our bedroom.
This has been a hectic time for me, but I also have to confess to a certain personal indifference, once the desired results were obtained. I simply
procrastinated in letting you know about the effects of the changes you recommended.
Once again, I trust you will accept my apologies. Let me tell you what happened when we finally did what you had suggested. Before anything else, I
want you to know that my wife and I are extremely grateful to you.
For almost instantaneously, we felt a great deal better than before, and the culmination was that we are now free of the ailments which had given us
trouble for such a long time.
We did not tell you at the time that my wife had such severe pain in her arm that it was almost impossible for her to touch anything with her left hand.
Extensive medical treatment gave no relief.
I myself suffered from such debilitating insomnia that I often felt as though I could not go on. You might remember that we had a built-in wardrobe in
the bedroom, and that the rest of the furniture too, was put in what seemed to be the only logical place.
And when you announced that it was imperative that we change things around according to your specifications, I panicked a bit, since I could not imagine
how this would work, even though I have some experience as far as planning is concerned.
It may have been my pride also, since I had spent much time, energy and thought on redoing our bedroom. And we had had it completed just a short
time before.
Perhaps you can understand how difficult it seemed for me to submit to your recommendations. Even
Case# 1407
when you said goodbye to us, I felt reluctant to pay attention to what you had said.
However, you had said one thing to my wife, which repeatedly came up for me.
You told her that sooner or later she would have trouble with her arm if she did not already have some.
I picked that up, since we had not mentioned anything about that to you and since there were no signs
you could have observed.
On the same evening, we began to contemplate what would be involved in carrying out your
recommendations, and I buried myself in the plans.
We started to measure and re-measure, always remembering your recommendations, and lo and behold,
suddenly the whole idea no longer seemed absurd.
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Certainly, some things had to be shifted around and had to be redone, like new electrical outlets etc., but that did not seem to be such a big obstacle
anymore.
We began with the re-modeling the following day, and before we knew it, everything was completed.
The first night I immediately slept so much better. I thought it was a coincidence, since I was very tired from working so hard physically that day. No
way would I have credited you and your recommendations with the success.
However, I began to sleep well every night, and finally I had to admit that the relocation of the bed had brought about this beneficial change.
I also noticed that my wife was no longer supporting her hand.
She became aware that her condition had improved only after I asked her. Today she is absolutely sure about it and she has no pain at all anymore.
Thus we owe you much, dear Ms. Bachler, because without you we would never have thought of doing this.
Enclosed you will find a sketch of the original and the present living arrangement. If your time would permit it, we would be so happy to show off the
new room to you.
With best regards, gratefully, your family N.

Case# 1553c. Dogs seek a ‘good’ place.
Christian, a very sensitive young man, changed his room (I). Soon he became tired, complained of
headaches, and lost his appetite.
After three months, he came down with severe influenza, followed by meningitis. He could not
stand being in bed, and just walked around in his room.
He was hospitalized for three weeks. There he was able to sleep, and in genera! felt better, and the
pains subsided. As soon as he was home again, the headaches reappeared and he felt the same
exhaustion as before.
Two weeks later I was asked by his parents to examine the place where he slept. An intersection of zones of disturbance
lay directly under his head ! The bed was moved immediately into the other corner of the room which was free of
‘radiation’.
The skeptical young man performed a test.
He fetched his big dog, lured him into the ‘radiated’ corner where previously the bed had stood, put a warm blanket on
the floor, and gave the command to the dog to lie down there and to stay. Then he left the room.
When he returned five minutes later he found the dog lying on his bed on the place free of radiation (II).
The critical young man laughed when he told us of his experiment to use his dog as the control for my statements.
Christian slept well from then on, the headaches went, and he soon regained his previous state of health.
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Case# 663. The cat is a ‘radiation seeker’
She loves intersections of zones of disturbance the most !
She always seeks out beds which stand above crossings of zones of
disturbance. See the these illustrations:
Irene, 9 years old, suffered from chronic headaches and abdominal pains.
After the bed was moved, recovery followed quickly.
Mr. A. suffered from constant backaches.
A man whose bedroom was located exactly above Mr. A.'s bedroom died of
cancer.

1. Babies and Young Children
Case# 610. Premature birth
Gall bladder, cramps and pain in the feet, premature delivery.
The doctor believed that without the appropriate measures, the foetus would have been aborted.
The dowser said: "The child wanted to flee already from the uterus."
The child was born after 6½ months of pregnancy.
The child cried most of the time, had convulsions, was restless.
The mother had to get up at night as often as 20 times to quiet the baby.
After the bed was moved to another place, there was improvement.
Case# 1523. Martin was fortunate after his birth!
Both parents have been sleeping ‘here’, and both suffer from different ailments. The mother had three
miscarriages.
Only with much medical help and many precautions did she succeed in carrying the next child to term.
Martin was weak at birth, and suffered from gastrointestinal problems. He vomited a great deal.
However, by sheer coincidence, he was put in a place free of radiation.
Thus he was able to gain weight and strength, and after two months he was a happy and healthy baby.
He is now 18 months old.
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Case# 542. Two-year-old.
He avoided the zones of disturbance in his sleep and put his head on the north side of the bed. The concerned
grandfather, unfortunately, turned their child around several times every night.
When the bed was moved, the sleep was undisturbed.
Case# 180. Twin, 14 months old, flees from his bed.
George could not sleep, and he cried until his mother put him next to her. Dieter fled his Curry
crossing and then he slept well !
His mother suffered from insomnia and also from a kidney ailment. His father had previously slept
above the Curry crossing, and during that time he was very nervous.
After relocating the bed, the twin slept peacefully in the middle of his crib.

2.School-age Children

Case# 201. The school psychologist was puzzled.
During the first and second year of the child's life, his development seemed retarded, and he did not talk at all.
During the third to sixth year of life, the child was mentally retarded.
The school psychologist's judgement was "This child needs to be put into a school for the handicapped."
Through sheer coincidence, the child's bed was moved.
Suddenly all the effort and care of his intelligent mother brought measurable success.
The child progressed in all areas of his life.
He was put into a regular grammar school on a trial basis. To everyone's surprise, he came home with ‘Good’ on his
first report card
Case# 1741. Michael, 13, has attacks of migraine.
His father, a school principal, wrote: “The most convincing and positive change occurred with our son

Michael.
Ever since his bed, desk, and chair were moved to the ‘right’ place, he has not had one single attack of
migraine. In fact, he has not been sick in any way since then.
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Case# 236. Monica, 10 yrs old, suffers from nausea and vomiting.
She had to leave the classroom frequently.
I asked whether she had medical attention.
Her reply was, "Yes, but the doctor said that nothing worked with me, that he had tried everything, that I had a
nervous stomach and nothing could be done about it".
Monica failed in school also. Her parents asked me to investigate the place where Monica slept.
Her bed, indeed, stood above a Curry crossing and a water current.
Her brother enjoyed a good place to sleep and was healthy.
“Put Monica in a bunk bed above her brother's.”

The next morning Monica announced that she had slept well and felt better. Soon her health recovered and she became successful
in school.
Case# 268 "Just imagine all the pain !"

"Every morning something else bothers you. You just want to get out of going to school."

The mother of an 8-year-old child could not understand how the child could complain of different pains all
the time.
The examination of the apartment solved the problem.
Bladder infection, Kidney infection, Sleep disturbances, Poor grades, Repeating a grade. Change of bed;
improvement after a very short time.
Case# 327. A senior in high school
had his bed as well as his desk at home above a zone of disturbance. His family had lived in the house for 18
months, and during that time the boy had not felt well.
He suffered constantly from headaches, could not bring himself to concentrate on his studies, and asked for
painkillers.
His mother refused - reproached him for making it all up so that he would not have to study. The furniture
was moved, and his health returned.
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Case# 101. Irmtraud slept above ‘pushing water’.
This resulted in nightmares, running out of her room, depression and lack of appetite.
Her mother, a pharmacist, wrote: "The child used to come into my room one or two times every night, anxious
because of nightmares.
Often she woke up crying in the morning.
Now she sleeps peacefully, the blankets stay on, and she wakes up alert and refreshed.
Since we have moved her bed she feels much better.
The first reaction was that she was positive1y hungry… We cannot thank you enough !"

Case# 632. Maria was given to sleepwalking.
Maria, 12 years old, was very small, very pale, and sick much of the time, suffering from severe stomach
pains.
She had a strong dislike for her bed, was reluctant to go to bed at night, and unable to go to sleep for hours
much of the time.
She missed school frequently and was far behind, and had a hard time learning.
The bed was relocated. Her mother wrote three months later: “Maria looks so much better and in general so
different, and she actually feels better and does not mind going to bed ... her schoolwork, too, has much
improved”.

Case# 1301. A nursing student had severe headaches
ever since she began sleeping in her dormitory bed. She also felt tired, and suffered from a
sore throat.
Only after the bed was moved could the doctor's efforts bring results.
Case# 658. Herta is very nervous
She is 13 years old and shakes with fear. She is small, frail, cries easily and her school attendance is irregular.
She never falls asleep before 11 pm. She is easily frustrated and reluctant to try anything new.
Result of the examination: three-metre wide pulling water current and Curry crossing.
Herta's sister too is delicate and sick a great deal. Both girls were moved into another room.
The sleeping pattern changed for the better immediately, they became stronger physically, and their well-being
improved rapidly.
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Case# 1259b. "Nerve pills" were needed for the 10 year-old !
Reinhard, 10 years old, suffered from severe headaches, disturbed sleep, marked nervousness and
tiredness.
His bed was moved, and he slept better immediately and in general felt better and looked healthier.
Gerlinde, 6 years old, avoided the problem ! She turned around in her bed during sleep and moved to
a different spot. She stayed well.
Case# 629. A college student
(18 years old) rented a room near the university. Thereafter she suffered from stomach aches every morning,
and frequently from headaches also.
Soon after she moved her bed I heard from her that she now slept well, and felt well, and also that she shuddered
to think that she might have slept in the same spot for the next 5 years.
The woman who had occupied the room before her had been studying to be a teacher. She had been ill for the
two years she had been there, and was forced to give up her plans to be a teacher.
Case# 153. Sudden school failure.
The child had been a very good student.
She then moved to another house just before junior high school. Beginning at that time, she had headaches
and frequent nosebleeds.
No one paid much attention to these symptoms. However, her family became very upset when the girl
suddenly failed in school. She had to repeat a grade.
I thought that the real reason for the bad grades might be an undiagnosed and unrecognized illness, caused
by zones of disturbance.
I urged the parents to seek medical advice. The doctor found abscesses in the sinus cavity.
The bed was moved and the patient responded favourably to treatment.
Case# 1430. After her father's untimely death,
(cancer of the pancreas), Christine was allowed to sleep in her father's bed. She immediately became ill, suffered
from insomnia, restlessness and lack of concentration and threw up frequently.
She failed in school and had to repeat her grade.
The bed was moved and three weeks later I learned by letter that Christine was sleeping well.
Later I was informed that her grades in school had improved again.
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Case# 237. Repeat of entrance exams for junior high.
M., at 12 years of age, was the smallest and least developed child in her grade.
She was restless, nervous, slow and forgetful and did very poorly in school.
Her bed was moved by coincidence (from position I to position II).
From that time on, she enjoyed restful sleep, her appetite improved, she felt better and her academic
performance improved.
The following year she surprised her teachers with her remarkable improvement in her physical
development, her sense of well-being and self-confidence, and with her very good grades.
Case# 1036. This 10-year-old felt desperate.
She had been sleeping above a double crossing for seven years.
During that time she suffered from nightmares, cried out in her sleep, had fevers all the time, suffered from stomach
aches and lacked appetite.
She looked emaciated, had no energy or enthusiasm, even though her parents and siblings were affectionate and
patient with her.
She could not pay attention to her schoolwork, fell asleep in school, and finally even refused to go to school. Medical
and psychological treatment brought no improvement.
Only after the bed was moved could she recuperate, and finally her health was restored.
Case# 264. Shivering in bed.
Anita, at 10 years old, was very pale and sick a lot. Her schoolwork suffered.
She told me: "I have been sleeping in this room for the past year. I sleep poorly, and I am so tired in the morning
and I have headaches most of the time".
Change of bed ! After only three days she reports happily:
"Now I sleep very well and feel well. And I am so happy, because I am finally warm in bed. Before my bed was
moved, I was always so cold in bed".

Case# 1247. The negative comment on the report card
was that the student did not actively participate in the classroom.
But her desk had been directly above a zone of disturbance.
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Case# 134. Epileptic attacks ? Ingrid had always been a good student.
18 months ago the family moved and since then she has had headaches, trouble concentrating, and poor school
performance.
She had three attacks which looked like epilepsy.
She was hospitalized and put on heavy medication.
The attacks stopped, but the headaches continued.
After 6 months I was asked to examine the apartment.
The bed was moved and the headaches subsided.
The neurologist, according to the mother, was very surprised to find such unexpected improvement.
Case# 120. Because she was a bed wetter
the 13 year old was not allowed to go along on the ski vacation.
She had been nervous ever since she had been very little, and never stopped wetting the bed.
Her handwriting was unsteady, her school performance was poor, and she cried easily.
Coincidentally she was given another room to sleep in. She began to feel better and the bedwetting stopped.
Her grades, too, improved.
But the mother, who now had moved into her daughter's previous room, began to suffer from rheumatism, and the doctors'
prescriptions did not help.
After 6 months I was asked to assess the house.
After the bed was moved, the mother's condition improved

3. Teachers, Professors, and Principals

Case# 1351. Three high school principals.
They had their office chairs above disturbance zones in Place I:
Principal A (1958 - 1968): two heart attacks.
Principal B (1969 - 1973): nervous break down.
Principal C (1973 - 1974): complains of feeling cold and general lack of good health.
The furniture was moved at once.
Then I learned that a former principal (1954 - 1958) had been in place II and had been in the best of health.
Principal C wrote to me that once his chair was moved to place II, he no longer suffered from feeling cold and that his health is very
good now.
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Case# 477. A young female teacher
had lived in the same apartment for the past 18 months. During that time she had not been feeling well, with
symptoms of compulsion neurosis.
Doctors could not help, nor could hospitalizations or sick leaves. A double crossing was found.
Only after the bed was moved to another place did the physician and psychiatrist become effective with their
treatment.
Case# 1341. A young teacher - severe rheumatism.
She had lived in her apartment for the past seven years, and had been ill during all that time with severe
rheumatism.
She had taken sick leave for the past nine months. A quote from her letter:

"I was totally exhausted and depressed, because I had not been able to sleep for the past year.
Since we moved the bed around, I feel infinitely better, have no trouble sleeping, and I was able to go back to work
after five weeks."

Case# 1042. A teacher and his wife.
At first the husband slept at position No. 1, and he became very ill with rheumatism. His wife
slept at position No. 2, and was well.
A draft from the window was suspected as the cause of the illness, and thus the couple exchanged
places, since the woman seemed more healthy.
Now the man slept at the edge of the bed and soon recovered.
The woman became ill with rheumatism and neuritis within a very short time. The bed was then
moved and the woman wrote:
“Everything is much better - blood pressure and the neuritis.
We are so grateful for what you have done for us.
I don't think I could have gone on much longer”.

Case# 487. Dr. A., a professor of religion,
had sleeping problems, heart and circulatory disease.
After a change of bed position, he wrote:

“Since I moved my bed, I feel so much better and more energetic, and I also can sleep well at night”.
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Case# 1293b. Dr. M., Professor of biology.
Since sleeping for 18 months in the same bed, she suffered from polyarthritis.
The doctor recommended that the bed be moved to a different place. After seven weeks, I received a letter: "I

noticed very soon a significant change for the better in my condition. I wake up alert and refreshed. My neck and
shoulders are completely free of pain, and the previous tension is gone.
For the past three weeks, I can also move my knees again. I am literally another person !"

Case# 1096b. Standing above disturbance zones while teaching.
A teacher in Salzburg had coughing spells, loss of voice, abdominal and back pains, exhaustion, and sick
leave.

4. Different Areas of Medicine

A: Neurology
I would like to quote just one of the many witnesses, a young Swiss woman (Case# 1696), who proved again that depressions can
indeed be reduced by a change of position of the bed.
She had consulted many doctors, because of exhaustion, severe depressions, dizziness, nervous heart conditions, and many other
complaints which had gone on for years.
She asked me to investigate their apartment.
Her bed, as is the case for most severely chronically ill patients, stood directly above a water and curry crossing.
Within six weeks she wrote: "I am just fine ! Since we moved the beds, I sleep well and my depressions have lessened considerably.
Our little boy also sleeps much better..."

The majority of people react to geopathic zones with sleep disturbances.
Some have trouble falling asleep at night, others suffer from nightmares, or toss and turn restlessly for hours, and some have a
deep, almost narcoleptic sleep.
All of them are tired in the morning, discouraged, and physically and mentally exhausted.
And yet, no one will take issue with the fact that a restful and deep sleep is essential for the daily recuperation of a person, and
especially necessary for the maintenance of emotional health and equilibrium.
The use of sleeping pills to achieve sleep is not the same as a normal and undisturbed deep sleep, as everyone will agree.
And yet, how many people resort to sleeping pills night after night, just so they can sleep at all.
I often hear from people after they no longer sleep above a zone of disturbance:
"Now I don't have to use sleeping pills anymore."
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Constant lack of sleep has consequences, ranging from nervousness to neuroses, depression, irritability, and hostility.
I have had the opportunity to observe people who did not seem to suffer from physical ailments, but who became emotionally ill.
They were at odds with themselves and with ‘all the world’ around them.
One mother wrote to me about such a state her child had been in, and about how much better her child was doing since the bed
had been moved.
Another mother introduced me to her two-and-a-half year old child. I was taken aback by the ‘mean’ look this child had.
The mother complained to me that she was at her wit's end, because the child was so hard to handle.
She had another child who was easy to get along with and easy to take care of.
She said she did her best to be fair and patient, and yet it did not seem to make any difference to the behaviour of the younger
child.
The following picture evolved from the examination of the sleeping places:
Child A slept directly above a zone of disturbance crossing.
His sleep was fitful, he fell out of bed frequently, and woke up in a bad mood and very tired.
Child B slept soundly in his un-radiated little bed, and woke up in the morning happy and full of energy.
A week later I met the mother, who reported happily:
"The whole of last week (Child A) slept beautifully and he is the best little boy imaginable. His whole behaviour has changed."

A third case of severe emotional illness:
An intelligent 12 year old girl woke up every morning full of hostility and hatred towards her ‘unsympathetic’ mother, who made her
get up, even though she was still ‘sooooo tired’, and she felt so weak and so miserable.
Then she expressed envy toward her baby sister, who was allowed to sleep as much as she wanted and who was taken care of by
the mother.
The sleeping place of this 12 year old girl was located above three subterranean water currents and a Curry strip.
The emotional illness of a child is often not recognized as such; and thus the cause for those disorders is not often looked for.
There is a prevalent opinion that such children have to be taught to behave by punishment and discipline.
Some other parents tend simply to ignore such a child.
What is really called for is to take care of such a child with as much love and devotion as is being lavished on a physically sick child.
To be punished is perceived by such an emotionally sick child as an act of gross injustice.
A child like this can become bitter, and continue with that attitude for the rest of his life, while a feeling of acceptance and belonging
would diminish the suffering and assist the recovery.
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Case# 987. Mr. H. has multiple sclerosis.
I asked her in which bed her husband slept
She said: "In this one," and pointed to bed No. II.
I looked surprised and she explained that he had been sleeping in bed No. I for 7 years and that they had changed
beds only two weeks ago.
I recommended that both beds be moved to a different place.
Case# 18. Compulsive crying and suicidal thoughts.
Mrs.H., a former student of mine, is happily married.
‘Without any reason’ she experienced crying spells every evening, suffered from nightmares, and was haunted by
severe suicidal thoughts: Cause: ‘Pushing water’.
The bed was relocated. It took eight days for her to sleep and feel better. (It is not unusual for some people to
take a few days, even weeks to feel better.) In her letter, she writes: "I cannot tell you how different I feel and how
happy I am now."

Case# 1087. Waking up in a daze.
This woman ‘blacks out’ frequently (lack of adequate blood supply to the head.) This was caused by ‘pulling
water’.
I was asked by her general practitioner to see this woman after he heard one of my lectures. He had seen her
as a patient, rather unsuccessfully, for the past 20 years.
The woman suffered from chronic headaches, frequent pains in the heart area, constant abdominal pains,
vomiting, and had had several operations.

Eight days after I saw her, I received a postcard:
"We moved the bed arid I feel so much better."

Case# 81. Migraine The couple lived in a room for 18 months.
During that time, they were ill.
He felt constantly ‘under the weather’.
She suffered from severe migraines, insomnia, and many other complaints.
A letter from them reported rapid improvement as soon as their bed was moved to another place.
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Case# 1229. A young couple in Salzburg,
lived for four years in their apartment, with much physical discomfort.
He suffered from insomnia, a feeling of pressure around the chest, as though ‘run over by a bulldozer’,
convulsive vomiting in the mornings, severe depressions.
He had been hospitalized in a psychiatric clinic.
Their child refused to stay in his father's bed, and in his own bed he slept on the very edge.
The mother had been diagnosed as having breast nodules. Immediate change of beds. Instantaneous
recovery.
Case# 1315. Four neurologists were unable to help.
A further report by the same woman:

"I always felt well as a young girl.
I got married ten years ago.
We moved into this house and I have been sick ever since."

Nightmares, always tired, nervous, shaking in bed, severe headaches, and severe depressions.
The four neurologists I consulted could not provide any relief. I was desperate.
Then I decided to travel to Linz to Dr. Polzer, hoping that he could help.
"He advised me to move my bed, because only then can any kind of treatment be successful."

Case# 1140. “It is only hysteria !”

“That is my husband's opinion, and to him that means imagination and bad temper.
And yet I hurt so much everywhere, especially at night in bed; I have heart, gall bladder, and kidney ailments,
gout and rheumatism. I had a thyroidectomy. But any time I sleep in the other room I feel so much better”.

Recommendations: Move the bed !

Case# 1438c. Mrs. T. lay unconscious for two days
on the floor next to her bed. Her daughter found her in time for her life to be saved.
Mrs. T. could not recall anything. What was the cause ?
Ever since she had moved into that apartment, she suffered from insomnia and a general ‘not well feeling’.
On the 10th floor, exactly above her, Professor C. used to have his bed. He suffered from a nervous stomach and
intestinal discomfort.
Everything became much better for Mrs. T. as soon as her bed was moved.
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Case# 894. Psychological agitation
to a high degree was the diagnosis for Mrs C. in Argentina.
Her physician asked me for a consultation.
He felt that she was his most difficult case.
These people had lived in a shack for 20 years. The woman had been ill all that time.
Lately she had begun screaming with pain all night long.
Her husband was always well.
After the bed was moved, the woman calmed down and felt better.
Case# 491. Cerebral Aneurysm
The man is healthy; the woman died at a young age. The man reports:

"My first wife was always in good health. But at night she suffered from headaches.
Suddenly she had an aneurysm and died eight days later. Now my second wife, too, suffers from
headaches at night."

After moving the bed: well-being !

Case# 1438b. Encephalitis
A young mother who was a nurse by profession reported:

"When he was only two years old, my child used to sleep above this double crossing. He tossed and turned at
night. He contracted encephalitis, tonsilitis, mumps on both sides, as well as pneumonia.
He was hospitalized for 8 weeks.
Fortunately, I moved the child's bed at that time. Since then he has slept well and feels well."

Case# 440. A psychiatrist was convinced
that his patient had guilt feelings, and was annoyed that Mrs. D. claimed to be free of guilt feelings.
What then caused the years of illness of this secretary from Munich ?
‘Pushing water’ and a Curry crossing.
This resulted in total exhaustion in the morning, swollen eyelids for many hours, headaches, forgetfulness,
depressions, abdominal cramps, and numb fingers. It was all too much for her.
The doctors could not help, and her illness became worse. I recommended that the bed be moved.
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Case# 121. Inflammation of cranial nerves
I frequently met an old lady who usually complained:

"Today I have such terrible headaches again. I have had inflammation of a nerve in my head four times and had to
go to the hospital every time." Her husband had died of cancer.

I recommended that the bed be moved to a different place, and I offered to help her with it.
She refused, because she was worried about how the room would look. About six months later I inquired
whether she had rearranged the room.
"No, a neighbour of mine said that all of those things are sheer nonsense."

He who cannot accept advice cannot be helped !

Case# 510. Cramps in the legs
Mrs. R. suffered from cramps in the legs almost every night, and also from insomnia, duodenal ulcer, and
phlebitis.
Four months after moving her bed, Mrs. R. Wrote:
"What a blessing to be able to sleep through the night.
Ever since I rearranged the bed, I have had neither pains nor cramps in the legs."

B. Other Disorders
The following case studies concern: Ophthalmology; Ear, Nose, and Throat; Teeth, Mouth, and Diseases of the Jaw; Patients with
Focal Infection; Dermatology; Orthopaedics; Pulmonary Diseases; Internal Medicine; Urology; Gynaecology; Rheumatoid Diseases.
Case# 1443. A physician from Tyrol
took me to his most difficult patient.
He assumed the presence of a zone of disturbance since he could not bring about any improvement in the angina
pectoris or in the circulatory problems.
The patient sat during the day on the couch in his daughter's house.
Thus he was exposed to geopathic influences during the day as well as the night.
I recommended the purchase of an easy chair to put on a good place and not to use the couch at all anymore.
I received a letter from the physician three months later that the recommendations proved to be 100%
successful.
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Case# 778. Mrs. L. (Salzburg) had surgery for breast cancer, kidney stones, and a disc operation.
Her mother had slept in the same bed and had died of a heart attack.
The physician who asked me to examine the apartment told me that the patient recovered soon after she followed
my recommendation.
Case# 801. Chronic and dangerous nosebleed
was the reason the high school student K. had to go to the hospital several times .
After the bed was moved, she recovered very quickly.
Case# 1325. Strong spasms
in the head area, the neck and the shoulders caused the jaw to move its position so that chewing became
difficult.
This is what Mrs. N. from Innsbruck reported. The difficulties occurred only after she moved into the present
apartment three years ago.
She also suffered from nightmares.
After the bed was moved, she enjoyed more restful sleep and was feeling better in general.
Case# 59. Cancer of the tongue
Mrs. N. of Salzburg showed me into an empty room and asked whether there was a ‘dangerous area’.
I examined and indicated the ‘water crossing’. She said right away:
“This is the place where my husband slept. He died of cancer of the tongue”.

Case# 1358. Cancer of the skin at the left temple
Mr. N. lies on his back.
The edges of a little ‘brook’ (a water vein) are often particularly strong.
He had surgery and a new place for his bed was recommended
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Case# 1260b. Man died of bone cancer at age 45
Here I found a double crossing.
The son reported:

"My father neither drank nor smoked and just the same he was sick so much of the time.
He had to be taken to the hospital since he could not stand it at home in his bed.
Stomach surgery, confined to his bed, bone cancer.
Thirteen years after he moved into this room he died."

Case# 1096. Three generations suffered from severe illnesses.
A family in Tyrol lived in a dank house at the bottom of a mountain.
Bed I: Daughter had repeated bouts of meningitis, and chronic bronchitis.
The grandmother had suffered paralysis of the left side for six years.
Bed II: The mother had gallbladder disease, amoebic dysentery, duodenal ulcer, gastritis, anaemia, pancreatic
tumour, TB of the spinal column.
The grandfather had been confined to the bed for six years before he died of stomach cancer.
Recommended change of beds, and renewed contact with various physicians.
Case# 749. Two crutches and a wheelchair
were needed by Mrs. B. ever since she became ‘almost paralyzed’. She reported:

"Eight days after I got married, I started getting ill.
It began with an inflammation of the knee.
After that I had rheumatism. I went through a lot during those 29 years. My husband, too, was sick a great deal,
his heart and lungs, and he died at an early age.
Our daughter is now sleeping in his bed, and she already has rheumatism."

I recommended that the bed be moved immediately.
Letter: "All of us feel better now."

Case# 1214. Severe heart palpitations
She had sleep disturbances, melancholia, nervousness, polyps of the uterus.
Change of bed. One week later I received a ‘thank you’ note.
"All of my heart problems are gone !"
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Case# 286. Three generations died of lung cancer,
and all of those people slept in the same bed.
Mrs. N. asked: "Do you really think that the water veins caused my husband's early death ?"
Yes, I am sure that a crossing of two zones of disturbance were the main cause of his dying of cancer. Fact:
Water crossings !
Farmer H., his father, and his grandfather, all three of them died at an early age of lung cancer.
Mrs. H. suffered from a malfunctioning gallbladder.
Change of bed brought improvement.
Case# 889. At a German convent in South America.
In the convent Santa Anita, we were told that every nun became sick after just a short time (double crossing was
found).
They were affected with ailments of the lungs and liver, pleurisy, rheumatism, deformation of the fingers, heart
disease, and sinusitis.
Some of them had to go to the hospital for surgery, and then transferred to another convent where they could get
well again.
After the bed was moved, we were told that Sister M. had no lower back pains for the first time in years.
Case# 548. "Finally we found the right medicine !"
That is what a doctor said, who had no prior knowledge of dowsing.
He did not realize that only after the bed had been put back in its original place could the medicine have a
chance to do its work.
4 year old Sonjâ had been lying for the past 18 months on a zone of disturbance crossing, and she had been
very sick the whole time.
Intestinal problems, ear infections, lack of appetite. No medicine helped.
When I recommended a change of bed, I was told that Sonja slept on that spot for the first 3 years of her life
and was always healthy.
She recovered as soon as her bed was moved back to the original spot.
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Case# 714. "My blood sedimentation rate became normal again.
- I am so happy."

This was written to me by a journalist, Mrs. N. , about 6 months after she moved her bed.
Before that she suffered from persistent stomach aches, severe depressions, and a constant feeling of coldness in
her bed. Now she experiences warmth.
Case# 1397. "My life was in danger," according to the judgement of three physicians.

"A year and a half have passed since I followed your advice and changed my sleeping place, so as to avoid the
zones of disturbance which you pointed out to me.
When I asked for your help in May 1974, I had been told by three physicians that I was seriously ill.
I was hardly able to work, and suffered from constant stomach pains. After I followed your recommendations
and sought homeopathic medical care, my condition has changed so dramatically that I feel well and energetic
and able to work again."

Case# 565. Stomach cancer was the cause of death of Mr. L. three years after he moved into this house.
His son's bed is located exactly beneath his on the floor below.
Since moving into this house he too suffers from severe stomach ailments, swelling of the lymph nodes, and
abscesses over much of his body.
The doctor had tried to help for years, but to no avail. A thorough examination in the hospital did not shed light on
the disease. Only after the bed was moved could the medication work and the patient became well.
Case# 762. Vomiting of bile,
that is what Mrs. I. did every night.
Her husband's grandmother had died of cancer in the same bed.
After she moved her bed, Mrs. I. became well.
Case# 56. Cancer of the liver In response to my remark, "How fortunate that there is no bed above this crossing,"
I got the answer: "But the previous owner had his bed at exactly this spot. He died of cancer of the liver."
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Case# 1395. Diabetes
A catholic priest suffered for years from sleep disorders and general poor health.
Two and a half months after he moved his bed, he wrote:

"I am definitely sleeping better and my diabetes is easier to control. A great relief."

Case# 1458. ‘Cancer bed’ in a convent in Austria
1. Sister M. had a mastectomy. She was transferred to another room and recovered.
2. Sister F. occupied the same place for the next five years. She became very ill soon after.
Severe headaches, cerebrospinal meningitis.
After a stay in the hospital she was sent to another convent and recovered.
3. Sister N. had been in this bed for 12 years and was very ill.
She had to undergo three operations for cancer of the colon, and had psoriasis.
The bed was moved and she wrote me a postcard saying that she felt better immediately.
Case# 1356. Mrs. N. wrote the following letter:

"For more than 5 years I have suffered from colitis and consequently from circulatory problems and nervousness.
Repeated stays in hospitals and clinics have not proved ultimately to be effective, since the minute I get home again
the old symptoms reappear. Nobody knows why that is so.
Would it be possible for you to come to my house and conduct an examination ?
It would be an enormous relief for me, if the cause could be ascertained."

And this shows the result of my examination: After the bed was moved to a different place, the patient felt better.

Case# 1190. Total paralysis.
Frau N. (Innsbruck) had been very ill while sleeping in this bed, and during the past 4 years she had been totally
paralyzed.
After her mother's death, the daughter began to use the same bed, and she too became ill with abdominal myoma.
She had surgery in 1973.
The bed was moved, and I received a phone call:
"Even the first night I began to sleep better and I feel so much warmer and more comfortable in bed."
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Case# 624. Cancer of the ovaries
Mrs. L. from Munich had been ill ever since she moved into this house.
Cancer surgery, followed by death.
A letter from the widower said:

". . and just imagine, a boy who sleeps directly beneath her bed on the floor below had a tumour removed from his
chest. And he is only 14 years old."

Case# 1071. Alarming weight loss, two miscarriages, no children
That was the state of health of a young Italian woman who had enjoyed good health prior to
her marriage.
She had been married for 10 years and in ill health the whole time.
Whenever she sat down on her bed, she got severe pains in her lower back and abdomen, and sometimes also
muscle spasms.
She sought help from many physicians, including one at the University Hospital in Innsbruck.
Her physician asked me to see her in Italy since he suspected the influence of zones of disturbance.
After the bed was moved she began to feel better immediately, and she gained 20 pounds the first month.
Case# 583. "Father and mother died at an early age of cancer."
The man died of cancer of the prostate.
His wife died of cancer of the uterus.
The young people said: "We are sleeping in the same beds, and we, too, always seem to be sick."
Every night, muscle spasms in the legs, pain in the kidney area, exhaustion, severe rheumatism, nervousness.
After I indicated the best place for the beds, I was told that this was also the place where the grandparents had
slept, who enjoyed good health and a long life.
The new location of the beds brought about a recovery of the young people within a short period of time.
Case# 942. Gout and rheumatism,
that was what afflicted the director of the Austrian SOS Childrens’ Village in Chochamba,
Bolivia.
The bed was moved and his health improved dramatically, as written to me in a letter
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Case# 729. Sciatica A Lutheran minister had slept in the same place for the past four years, suffering from
disturbed sleep, pains in the lower back, sciatica and general exhaustion. He was easily upset.
No physician could find the cause.
Extensive tests and treatments in a hospital setting did not bring the desired results.
But when the bed was moved, he recovered rapidly
Case# 1304. Attacks of sciatica
Also heart problems and pain in the lower back.
A physician himself, he could not find any cure.
The bed was moved and he has felt better ever since.
No more sciatica attacks.
Case# 1276. Arthritis, spondylosis
A man from Graz had been suffering from various ailments ever since moving into this bedroom. He always
slept on his back.
He had many complaints, but they always involved the right side only.
Ear infection, toothache, tension, liver and gall bladder involvement.
This is how localized the zones of disturbance are !
Only on his right side was he exposed to a double influence.
His wife had migraine, depressions, gagging sensations, and anxiety.

Namaste
The ancient greeting of ‘Namaste’ has been translated as:

“The God in me salutes the God in you”
A more meaningful translation is:
“I see in you myself, I recognize in you my image; we are all the same.
I wish you well in life and will help you as best I Can
For the Highest and Best Good of All Creation”
Giving such help is the real expression of

‘True Holy Love’
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Medical Comments: Geopathic Energies and Cancer
Arnold Mannlicher, M.D., wrote in a Swiss medical journal that in 30 years as a practicing physician, he had not yet found one

case of cancer, where there was an absence of influences from the earth.

He is convinced that cancer is a disease of location and that the influence from the earth has to be considered a substantial factor.
Manfred Curry, M.D., wrote that after a cancer operation, patients have to sleep on a location that is free of disturbances from the
earth.
I had the opportunity to meet Dr. Issels personally and after he told me how much he liked my work, he asked me to evaluate his
own home.
He pointed out that the well-known surgeons, Dr. Hochenegg and Dr. Nothnagel in Vienna and Dr. Sauerbruch in Berlin, always
made sure that the patient would not return to the bed slept in previous to the surgery.
They felt that there was hardly any point in doing the surgery unless this important influence was eliminated.
Dr. Dieter Aschoff, M.D. (Wuppertal) wrote an article entitled: ‘What are the Questions in Regard to Cancer and the Zones of
Disturbance ?’ in which he reported:
"Despite decades of painstaking oncological research, science has not yet been able to find a cause for cancer, with the exception of
cancer through ionising radiation, such as X rays, radium emissions, or other kinds of cancer caused by rays.
Yet the cases of cancer which can be attributed to those causes are actually very small, and science is still confronted with the
unsolved cause of cancer.
But earth rays are ionising rays also, and they have to be recognized in scientific circles as causes of cancer."

At a lecture in Dortmund, May 15, 1976, Dr. Aschoff reported that he himself had measured with a UKW instrument the bed sites of
30 patients, and he had not seen one case of a chronically ill patient where there was not a measurable zone involved.
He reported further: “In 1934 Dr. Rambeau, president of the Marburg medical society, published the results of his measurements
which he conducted with instruments, and concluded that all of the cancer cases he investigated had slept above measurable
zones of disturbance.
In those houses where there were no such influences, the people enjoyed good health.”

In 1939 Cody presented the results of his seven years of research in Le Havre; in over 10,000 measurements above the beds of
oncological patients he found vertical ionizing rays which reach the upper floors and can easily be detected with instruments.
I myself was able to ascertain this fact in 500 cases of cancer and other cell growths. I have never found a case where geopathic

zones of disturbance were not present.

Käthe Bachler
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One aspect of Health that is only now receiving any recognition in North America is the effect of earth and water energies.
The original Feng Shui included the location and identification of these ‘dragons’, but the loss of understanding over the
years has caused many practitioners to just ‘go by the book’ without using the needed Intuitive skills.
In Europe the builders of ancient structures (like Stonehenge) and of cathedrals were aware of these energies, some
beneficial and others noxious, so they chose sites with the utmost care.
But even good energies can be harmful (and so noxious to humans, animals, insects, plants, etc.) if they are too strong
for the individual or the exposure is too long.
Humans, dogs, horses, cows, sheep, and pigs find most of these energies noxious - so if your dog loves to sleep in your
chair or on your bed it is probably clear of these energies.
But if a cat chooses such spots, beware - cars, ants, and bees love the concentrations. Bee keepers try to place their
hives on energy crossings to get increased honey yields.
The energies themselves are not the disease - their noxious effect lowers our resistance and vitality so that diseases, etc.,
that we would normally overcome are able to ‘take root’ and harm us.
German medical doctors, including Dr Curry and Dr Hartmann, investigated these noxious energies in modem times, as
well as Gustav Baron von Pohl.
Studies were made of where noxious energies existed, were plotted on maps, and then compared with deaths from cancer
- with excellent correlation.
As a result there are places in Europe where geopathic studies are required before hospitals, schools, and other
institutions are built.
We have already seen some of the cases examined by Käthe Bechler - cases where extended sitting or sleeping caused
sudden infant deaths, inattention at school, and diseases such as cancer, arthritis, and heart problems.
In all these cases in needed only to change the seat or bed to avoid ‘bad spots’ - and when this was done the health
problems disappeared !
Russian experience concurs - Dr Melnikov, Director of the Medical and Ecological Department of the Geo-Ecological
Centre in St. Petersburg, reports a 5 year study looking at a 5 mile stretch of the city for geopathic zones in which 100 of
1,000 houses were labelled as being ‘cancer houses’.
Hospital and medical records were checked; 90% of oncological cases occurred in the zones, including direct correlation
with leukemia in children.
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Examination of Traffic Records showed a corresponding high rate of traffic accidents in the streets within these zones.
Earlier we investigated ways that we can use our Intuitive abilities to locate these noxious energies; we can improve our
Intuitive abilities by using methods of amplifying the signals received - and to get more information.
When experimenting with working with our Heart-Mind-Brain team to get these signals via our nervous-muscular system
we were in the equivalent stage of using an earphone to ‘listen’ to our Intuitive ‘radio’.
We can use simple tools to amplify these signals - in just the same way that was used by Käthe Bachler and the
physicians mentioned in her report.
In the English language the use of tools to so amplify the signals received is called ‘Dowsing’; it is not some weird gift that
a few people have, but a simple system that most people can learn.
So our next step is to work through some simple exercises; we will become able to access our Intuition ‘On Demand’ - a
skill that can be useful to us in many ways.

Amplifying Intuitive Signals

It is most important to remember that Intuitive signals are originated by our Heart-Mind-Brain team (our Heart being our
Intuitive link to ‘Upstairs’, working closely with the Intuitive part of our Mind) and then manifested by our nervousmuscular system to give physical movements in our bodies.
In many cases this is done by manipulating the use of our real sixth physical sense - our sense of balance; we have
balance sensors throughout our bodies, and these may be used to give a slight twisting of your arm, wrist, and hand
muscles.
These signals given by our sense of balance can be amplified by the use of simple tools such as an L-rod or a Pendulum.

Intuition on Building Sites

You will find many plumbers, electrical workers, and water-works employees who use a piece of bent wire - it is cheap,
does not break, is easy to carry, simple to use, and proven to be effective.
They use it to locate water pipes and buried wires - they have success even when the original engineering drawings were
incorrect or have been lost. Beyond just locating the pipe or wire, they can even locate the spot where there is a leak or
break.
This ‘Pipe Locator’ is usually a length of strong wire (perhaps a welding rod) bent in a ‘L’ shape - the shorter length being
the handle, and the longer length the pointer.
It needs to be held correctly; the operator’s elbow should be loose at his side, with the forearm, wrist, and hand extended
forward. The handle should hold the handle strongly enough to give good support, but loosely enough so that the pointer
can swing easily.
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To start, the pointer is guided to be pointing forwards; this means that it is hanging down slightly, so that gravity keeps it
forward - but not hanging down so far that it will not sway when the operator’s wrist and hand give a slight twist.
The operator tunes his Heart-Mind-Brain ‘radio’, concentrating his thoughts to whatever is being sought, such as
picturing a pipe - or water leaking from a pipe.
Now he walks slowly forward, and the pointer may swing (usually in, towards his body centre) to indicate that his HeartMind-Brain has found resonance between the tuned thought and what is being sought; then the operator marks this
point on the ground in some way.
It is customary to then approach this point from the opposite side, and locate a similar point of first contact. The item
being sought can generally be found half way between these two points of first contact, and a depth equal from either
first point of contact to the centre, the half-way point - and this position is also marked.
This whole procedure may be repeated at other places nearby, to confirm the location of the pipe or wire.
If a leak or break is sought, the operator will then follow along the indicated location of the pipe or wire, picturing the
leak or break in his Mind, and using his wire (sometimes called an L-rod) as before -to find where it is.
Wire with 90°

Making your L-Rod

If you do not have an L-rod, get hold of a metal coat hanger, cut off the hook section, and cut
the bottom bar in the centre; you now have two pieces of wire - bend then so that they form
a right angle at the bend, and you now have two L-rods.
If you wish, you can cut a drinking straw in two, and slip each half over a handle of your Lrods - keep the uncut edge uppermost - if the cut edge rubs against the pointer it may catch
and stop free rotation.

Signals for your L-Rod

Half drinking straw as
a handle, put the
uncut end uppermost

The basic signals for use with an L-rod are ‘joining is positive, separation is negative’. The amount
of movement, the degree of change, indicates the strength of the signal.
If we imagine our L-rod to be the hour hand of a clock, with the 12 o’clock mark furthest from us,
then movement between the 11 and 1 marks indicates searching - trying to get the answer, and
not the answer itself.
With your L-rod held in your right [left] hand, 10 [2] indicates a weak YES, with the strength rising
to a strong YES at 8 [4]. If it goes to 7 [5] this is a ‘YES-beyond-YES’, a better than expected
result. The signals for NO are reversed: 2 - 4 [10 - 8], with ‘NO-beyond-NO’ at 5 [7].
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Many people use an L-rod in each hand; the advantage is that you get confirmation when they both give the same
answer. Should they differ, check your question, or stand up and ask your Heart the same question and see whether you
move forwards or backwards.
In all such cases, be aware of the very first thought that ‘pops’ into your Mind - this comes from your Intuition, and will
probably assist you to correct any problem with your question.

Is the Baby a Boy ?

There are many stories of ladies holding a needle and thread over a future mother’s stomach and asking this question and they are surprisingly correct most of the time !
If there is an error, it is usually in the question asked - “Is it a boy or a girl ?” will give a YES signal, because it could be
either.
Sometimes a pendant, crystal on a chain, or other type of Pendulum is used. The item used is not important - it is just a
tool being used by the Heart-Mind-Brain team via the nervous-muscular system, again using the balance receptors to
cause movements of the forearm, wrist, and hand.
The manipulation of these is far more complicated than with an L-rod, but the principle remains the same.
The signals used may vary; this does not matter, so long as they are understood by the operator. The operator may even
decided to change the signals or their meaning - and this works, so long as the sub-conscious Mind understands the new
system.
This method is also used in many egg hatcheries to determine the sex of the unborn chicks - again with great success,
even on a commercial basis.
The signals are usually based on the subject or answer being Positive/YES or Negative/No. This Positive/Negative is like
comparing the direction of a flow - from the positive to the negative.
Male is generally seen by the Heart-Mind-Brain team as being positive, giving out energy; Female is seen as negative in
the sense of being receptive.
A Pendulum is able to move in more directions than an L-rod, so the signaling can be more extensive - swinging to and
fro in various directions, or rotating clockwise or anti-clockwise, or even making elliptical combinations of these
movements. Again, the strength of the movement indicates the strength of the answer.
Basically, there are two major systems of signaling - these as being the Physical and the Meta-Physical systems.
The Physical system is similar to that used by L-rods - to and fro indicates a joining (the food is good for you to eat), side
to side a separation (a barrier between the food and yourself - do not eat it ! - for whatever reason).
The Meta-Physical system is rotational - YES, positive, male, inputting an energy, and sending Love being clockwise; NO,
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negative, female, extracting an energy being anti-clockwise. Note that there is no ‘taking of Love’ !
A signaling system that I find excellent is YES = clockwise, NO = anti-clockwise, WAITING = to and fro, NOT AVAILABLE
= side to side. These are all simple movements, that cannot be mistaken.
This method of working with your Intuition is generally called ‘Radiesthesia’, ‘Dowsing’, or sometimes when locating wells
‘Water Witching’.

Signal Training for your Pendulum

You can make a Pendulum by any form of weight suspended by a flexible connector that you can hold
in your hand. You can tie a piece of string around a metal nut, for example.
You can also use a crystal on a chain, a crucifix or other neck decoration, or a glass bead on a length
of cord. Some people use specially shaped Pendulums - because energies are very responsive to
shapes, to forms of structure.
But even so, the main movement originates from your Heart-Mind-Brain team via your nervousmuscular system - YOU are the most important part !
You will find it best to hold your Pendulum with the string, cord, or chain between your thumb and
first finger, as shown.
A long length of string enables you to see the movement more easily, but the speed of movement is
slow. A very short length moves very fast, but the amount of movement is less, making it more difficult
to see - a real problem when you are starting !
Probably the best length to use when starting is about six inches (15 cm) - then as you get more
experienced, you can reduce this to between 3 and 4 inches (7 and 10 cm), as you find suits you,
Some LOLs (Little Old Ladies) are absolute wizards at using a Pendulum; their friends may watch
them, and try to do the same: “It doesn’t work for me !” they cry. Why is this so ?
In most cases this is because they have not trained their system to give signals. This is like telling a five year old child
“Give me the first five numbers in the Fibonacci series” - he does not have any idea of what is meant, which of his toys you
want.
Now it may work if you ask your Heart “Please give me a signal with my Pendulum that indicates YES” and the watch to
see if your Pendulum moves. Repeat the question for NO, and for NOT AVAILABLE, and remember the signals. Then
you can ask questions.
It may be best to decide which signal you want to use, and then train your Heart-Mind-Brain team and your nervousmuscular system to give these. I find the following best:
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NOT AVAILABLE Side to side swing
WAITING
To and fro swing
YES
Clockwise circle
NO
Anticlockwise circle
So for each of these signals, make your Pendulum give the signal by using all your
muscles in your forearm, wrist, and hand - exaggerating these movements (since you are
in a training session) and saying “This is a [to and fro swing], it signals [WAITING] !” , and
then holding your Pendulum still, and asking “Please give me the signal for [WAITING]”.
Repeat this until you get a good response for the signal being installed, and then do the
same training session for the next signal, until they are all satisfactory.
It is best to do these in the order shown, since you can go into the WAITING mode before
getting the other signals - it is easier for your Pendulum to change its movement rather
than start from being still.

Pointing - with your Pendulum

One of the very good reasons for using a circle to signal YES or NO is that when you seek ask
your Pendulum to point towards something you can check that it is giving a good signal.
Define the signal used by your Dowsing system:“When my Pendulum points to an item, it will
first give a YES signal to indicate that it is the correct direction, or a NO signal to show that a
problem exists”.
A linear signal for YES or NO could be confused with the direction sought - the circular
signals avoid this problem. Your Pendulum swings in two directions - so if you are you must
then point to one of them with your hand and ask “Is this the correct direction ?”

Simple Counting

A simple way of getting experience with pointing is to practice with this ‘Counting Chart’:
1. Hold your Pendulum over the ‘Start Here’.
2. Ask your Pendulum to point to a number that you choose.
3. Check that your Pendulum makes a clockwise circle - to indicate ‘OK’.
4. Check that it does point along the line of the number chosen.
5. Repeat with other numbers.
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See where your Pendulum points when you choose a fractional number: like 3¼
Pointing is a most useful way of using your Pendulum - so the amount of time that you spend on practice is not wasted.
.

Segment Selection

One of the benefits of pointing with your Pendulum is that you can make a
Jamaica Canada
segmented diagram, each segment identified with an option - such as writing the
names of various places to go on holiday in each segment.
Then ask “Which is the [best place for me to go on my next holiday] ?” and see which
is indicated by your Pendulum. It is also best to label one segment as ‘Other’ - and
if that segment is indicated, listen for the first thought that ‘pops’ into your Mind. England
Other
You can do this by holding it to one side and see where it points, or use your other
hand to point with a pencil or your finger to items until your Pendulum gives a
start
YES signal.
When you are given one selection, ask if there is also another to be found - you may have more than one error in a
program, or need more than one supplement if you are checking what is needed for your good health.

Your Handy Chart

Since most of us have two hands, we can use the spare one (the
one not holding your Pendulum !) as a chart for many purposes.
It is best to use signals that conform to indicators that you see
often, such as the speedometer and charging gauge of your car your mind-brain team is accustomed to the signals used.
This is a quick way to check on your health or vitality, if
medications are beneficial to you, how many tablets should be
taken (dose, doses per day - these may change with effect already
achieved), percentage accuracy of a statement, etc.
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Location of earth energies is best done by Dowsing - which works in all planes of
existence, in all dimensions.
Accordingly I have designed a Logarithmic Numerical Chart specially for the
Dowsing of the values encountered in handling noxious energies.
Unity (the value of 1.0 on the chart) represents the ‘Average input of Beneficial
Life Force/Energy that you receive in an hour from all sources’ - or ‘Hourly
Input’ for short.
Extremely durable Vinyl-Plastic business cards printed with this chart are available (with a glass bead Pendulum) from
the Holistic Intuition Society - to purchase one, see our web site: www.in2it.ca/tools.htm - or see our other contact
information in this book.
To use the chart, ask your Heart-Mind-Brain team to signal the amount of your ‘Hourly Input’ that would be used by you
if you were to remain in the spot below the centre point of the card.
In most places this will be in the range from 0.2 to 0.4, signifying that it is a good position for you. Any value below 1.0
indicates that you have a net gain of beneficial energy, but the closer to 1.0 the less spare energy is available for other
normal activities.
Any value greater than 1.0 means that you would have a net loss of energy if remaining in that place. The greater the
value, the more detrimental is the noxious energy.
Any position giving a reading above 0.4 is best avoided.
You can go around your bed or chair (and elsewhere in the room) to get an idea of where the energy lines are running,
and then plot the values on a sketch of the room to give you a ‘map’ of the energetic situation.
Using this map you can decide the best location for your chair or bed.
If you wish to identify the underlying causes of any noxious energy, you can ask your Heart to indicate YES or NO to the
various types of causes.
The order of asking about depletion energies may best be:
1.Earthbound Energies (Souls, Spirits - of all types) - since they are so strong that their effect ‘blankets out’ other
readings.
2.Curses - because they are usually covering a very large area.
3.EMF Radiations - often being noxious over a large area (from transformers), or very local (electric appliances).
4.Noxious Water Veins - they wander across the grids.
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5.Curry Lines - easily identifiable, known spacing.
6.Pollution in Hartmann Grid - perhaps more common in rural areas, due to unbalanced electrical distribution systems.
7.Other Sources - and ask as guided by your Intuition.
Remember that there may be more than one type of energy that is noxious for you.

Methods of Transmuting Noxious Energies

There are very simple, exceedingly effective, and remarkably inexpensive ways to transmute noxious energies to become
beneficial.
Earthbound Energies
If you get a reading of 5 or more at any point, it may be the effect of a ‘Lost Soul’ - so ask your Heart to get Angelic
Assistance for the Lost Soul, or take any other appropriate action.
Then ask your Heart if this has been done, and if so then recheck the values at that place - they may well now be at
normal good levels.
Curses
These may not have been placed intentionally ! Just ‘wishing’ that ‘something bad’ happen to a person, family, or
community could be the cause. This may have happened many centuries (or even millennia) ago, and the person who
placed the curse may have departed.
The energies involved in any curse do not like their job, but are ‘stuck with it’ since nobody has freed them. This is a job
that you can do very easily - just tell “All involved in all curses in all times on this land and buildings are now free ! So
now go ‘into the Light’ !” and ask the Angelic Forces to help them on their way. Note: ‘times’ is plural !
EMF Radiations

Gary Skillen, a past president of the Canadian Society of Dowsers, has found that crushed calcite crystals are excellent for absorbing the EMF radiations.
I experimented with placing thought forms of such crystals at a few electrical outlets and in front of my sound system, and found that they worked well;
but after a couple of days the effect returned, so I asked why this happened. I was told
- so I placed a grounding
thought form in the piles of metaphysical calcite crystals, and they are doing a good job again.
“We are overloaded. We need to be grounded.”

The effectiveness of the calcite crystals seems to be enhanced by placing a sodalite crystal on top; if you placed a thought
form of calcite crystals, then use another thought form for the sodalite (or add it to the calcite thought form).
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How do you place a ‘Thought Form’ ? You just picture it being built - using your Heart-Mind-Brain team ! You explain
the job, the length of time for the job to be done, charge the energies involved to do the job by sending them ‘True Holy
Love’, and send your gratitude and thanks to all involved in this task.
Ray Machell reports on his testing of this method:

“The first item to be cleared was my new 21” computer monitor. Before starting I measured the distance that the monitor radiated energy that was
detrimental to me. It was 64”, much more than I expected.
With thought I placed crushed calcite crystals around the base, the edges of the screen, and on top of the monitor.
Measurement showed that the radiation had been reduced to 40”. I then imagined a sodalite crystal on top of each pile of calcite crystals - the
radiation was now reduced to only 18” !
I then grounded each pile of crystals with by thinking that each was connected by wire to an imaginary ground rod driven into the earth. Incredible the radiation was now only 2½” !!
In all this procedure I asked permission by Dowsing to do the work, indicated the purpose of the request and the length of time needed to be effective
- in this case the time that I owned the monitor.
Upon completion, I gave thanks to all involved.”

Noxious Water Veins
These seem to be noxious because they get loaded with ‘bad thoughts’ - water is very receptive to thoughts, as
demonstrated by Dr Emoto in his book ‘Message from Water’, which shows the various patterns formed in ice crystals
when subjected to written notes, different types of music, and homeopathic remedies.
First locate the vein of water running deep below your room, and find the direction of flow - also by Dowsing - just ask !
Now go as far upstream as possible, and bless the vein and the water that it carries:“I Bless with ’True Holy Love’ this

water vein and all the water that it carries, and ask the help of ‘The System’ and the ‘Angelic Forces’ to Heal this water vein
and all the water that it carries for all time, and to change its effect to become beneficial for all life.”

Curry Lines
These may not be seen by clairvoyants, so are often ignored by people who rely on their ‘second sight’, which seems to
operate in the ‘Astral Plane’. The Curry Grid exists in a higher plane of existence - but has effect on lower planes.The
grid runs NW-SE and NE-SW, the grid lines alternating YIN and YANG, forming vortices (like miniature tornados) at the
grid junctions.
The strength of the lines varies, similar to a city’s road system - most being like residential roads with acceptable
strength, with collector roads at intervals which can be noxious, and with occasional highways of very high noxicity. If
you sleep on a highway, expect to get ‘run over’ !
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To Heal these Curry lines, Bless them in a similar way to the Blessing for noxious water veins.
As an example, the following was reported by Gary Skillen:

While teaching how to locate these zones we identified a Curry crossing point.
Each student took turns to stand on the point and described the effect on their bodies. Some felt sick to their stomachs, others tipped over or
got a tingling sensation.
Suddenly a thought came to me to use Dowsing to find out how detrimental this crossing was to humans.
On a scale from 1 (no problem) to 10 (most detrimental) this crossing was at 10. My next thought was:
"Maybe this Curry line has its own consciousness, its own awareness of itself; and is suffering as well ! And if I acknowledge the fact that it has its own
awareness with respect, perhaps I can communicate with the energies involved".
I then asked:
"Are you detrimental to your own self ?" YES
"Do you want to remain detrimental ?" NO
"Do you want to change to being beneficial ?" YES
"Do I have permission to help you change to being beneficial ?" YES
"So be it !"
I took my Pendulum and allowed it to swing in the direction necessary to make the change - it swung clockwise for about 2 to 3 minutes, and then
stopped.
I asked "Is the correction made ?" YES.
Each student then took turns standing on the same spot and reporting how they felt - some were apprehensive about repeating their previous
experience, but all were pleasantly surprised !

This same crossing point now gave them more energy - and it was beneficial !

Pollution in Hartmann Grid
This seems to be caused by ‘out of balance’ electrical currents that are using the ground as their return path to ‘source’,
and are most noticeable in rural areas.
I suggest that you treat them in the same way as other EMF energies, using grounded thought forms of calcite and
sodalite. Metal rods driven into their flow path may also be used to divert the flow - or even the placing of thought forms
instead of real ones !
An alternative way is to place a thought form of a solid ‘Good Gold’ ring around the house, to act as a ‘traffic circle’ for
the enegies involved. This method may also be used for energies in the Curry Grid - using a separate ring.
If using these methods, the intent that you have must be clearly expressed, in a similar fashion to the Blessing of
noxious water veins.
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Pendulum Power

One aspect of using a Pendulum that is not often realized is its ability to magnify thoughts. When a Pendulum makes a
circle (as in your YES and NO signals) the form created by your hand, string and the Pendulum is a cone - a circular
pyramid.
Pyramids have long been recognized as having a special effect on energies due to their shape - even sharpening razor
blades, and mummifying any meat product that they contain.
This effect is used in the normal loud speakers attached to your sound system - a magnet is vibrated by your amplifier,
and its vibrations are magnified by the paper cone to which it is attached.
Your Pendulum acts in exactly the same way to magnify your thoughts !
So when you use your Pendulum to Bless a Curry line or noxious water vein the effect is just much stronger and more
effective.
When using your Pendulum always be sincere - as in Prayer; you are working with the ‘God Energy’ and ‘Angelic Forces’.

Blessing Food

It is probably true that the value to you of the food that you eat can be measured by its aura - the ‘Life Radiance’ that it
has. So if you can increase such radiance, the food will be more beneficial for you.
Experiment
1.Measure the aura of your food (feel or Dowse for it).
2.Bless your food and measure again - it will have expanded.
3.Bless again using your Pendulum - any further increase ?
Repeat on more food (or next time you eat) this time Blessing with ‘Blessing 995’ - it may be even more effective !

More Dowsing

There is much more to using your Intuition - and improving your Intuitive skills by Dowsing. If you are interested in so
being able to improve life for yourself, your family, and your friends then see the book ‘Intuition Technology’ - available
from the Holistic Intuition Society.
In today’s world, the skill of Dowsing is used more in Healing and maintaining wellness than in the traditional search for
water. This includes selecting vitamins and supplements - and the most suitable brands and the dosages needed.
Kinesiology, where a Healer tests a patient, is used for many forms of diagnosis - including the identification of items to
which the patient is allergic.
Dowsing can also be used for locating lost (or stolen) items, mineral deposits, and missing people or pets. Make certain
that harm is not caused to any life form in all work that you do, and remember that one of the laws of life is that what
you send to others comes back to you, multiplied, and perhaps in different ways.
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Tap your Troubles Away - Emotional Freedom Technique

These pages represent my ideas, based on Gary Craig’s wonderful work, my experience as a Spiritual Healer, and the use
of ‘Intuition Technology’ (my term to describe ‘Dowsing’) to work with ‘Upstairs’ - Spirit, Guides, Angelic Beings, etc.
There are some aspects which are better handled by methods other than EFT - such as possession and attachments, and
the lowering of a persons life force due to geopathic energies (Curry Lines and Noxious Water veins - crossings of these
are extremely potent).
For help with geopathic energies see my book ‘Sleep Well, Be Healthy’ - available in printed form or as a .pdf download.
See the website of the Holistic Intuition Society www.in2it.ca for more details.
You may find that the ‘Distant Healing Manual’ will help in the removal of attachments and possessing entities, as well
as mentioning some matters about Healing that are not well known - including the effect of a displaced Assemblage Point
and the ways to make corrections.
The ‘Distant Healing Manual’ is a FREE download from the Society’s web page: http://www.in2it.ca

Included in this paper:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A shortened version of Gary’s basic tapping procedure.p.2
Try it on everything !
Comments by Gary Craig p.12
Modified EFT - Suggestions by Carol Look and others p.35
Some further aspects to be considered p.38
Personal comments p.38
Suggested preliminary rounds of tapping. P.40
Other resources that may help you p.42
Dowsing charts useful when tapping p.43

I hope that you find this paper useful to you in your Healing work.
For those of you who would like me to help you more, you can telephone or email me to discuss your needs - but I would
prefer that you work on yourselves without my help.
I charge $50 for the first 1/2 hour session by telephone (which includes some additional Healing sent to you) and $35 for
subsequent 1/2 hour sessions. I use the system set out in this paper; so if you wish to get the best value from a
telephone session with me, make sure that you have read (and understand) what I have written - and that it is
acceptable to you.
John Living, Retired Professional Engineer.
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Where Astonishing Emotional Relief Leads to Profound Physical Healings

Pain Relief Fears & Phobias Relationship Issues
Addictions Weight Loss
Children's Issues
Allergies Serious Diseases (from migraines to cancer)

Anger
Blood Pressure Respiratory Problems
Anxiety
Trauma
Women's Issues
Depression School, Sports, & Sexual Performance Issues

"Some day the medical profession will wake up and realize that unresolved emotional issues are the main cause of 85% of all illnesses. When they
do, EFT will be one of their primary healing tools .... as it is for me."
Eric Robins, MD

Gary Craig, the Founder and Developer of EFT, writes about the free manual - which can be downloaded from http://
www.emofree.com
“This manual is a starting point - an introduction - to EFT. It is a companion to our more extensive video based EFT Course
and is NOT intended to be complete training.
Study this manual and diligently apply the concepts herein to yourself and you will likely get immediate, and often
profound, results.
This is the promise of EFT and one you should realize quite easily upon proper application. You will also find occasions
where you stub your toe and will scratch your head while asking: "Why doesn't it work in this case ?" or "Why does it work
on everyone else but not me ?" or "Why does it seem to be permanent in some cases and only temporary in others ?", etc.
These questions are all answerable but the answers are not found in a manual such as this. They come from experience
and more detailed training.
That's why diligent students should go beyond this manual and get our affordable DVDs at https://www.emofree.com/
store/store.aspx.
An aspiring surgeon can only learn so much from a book but, after that, s/he needs to observe the process in action by
those who have mastered it. There is an art to delivering EFT that is profusely illustrated in our DVDs. Those who wish to
develop this art will need this additional training.
EFT was originally designed to overhaul the psychotherapy profession. Fortunately, that goal has been reached as EFT has
dramatically reduced therapy time from months or years down to minutes or hours.
Along the way, we kept noticing that profound physical healings were also taking place. Vision improved, headaches disappeared, cancer pains and
symptoms subsided and so on. The reason for this, we found, is that EFT addresses causes that Western Healing Practices have largely ignored.
Medicine, for example, pays very little attention to disruptions in the body's energy meridians nor does it give much weight to emotional causes.
These causes, of course, are the centerpieces of EFT.
Thus it is no wonder that EFT produces benefits where the medical profession has thrown up its hands.
The reason is simply because we are taking aim at causes that others have largely disregarded.
This EFT Manual was written before I realized the profound and widespread nature of the physical healings. Accordingly, it stresses the emotional
healings and doesn't cover the physical healings in nearly as dramatic a fashion as they actually occur.
Because it has proven to be such an effective teaching manual, however, I have decided to leave it as is rather than modify it to emphasize physical
healings.

It is the emotional and energetic causes that we need to understand and those are profusely illustrated in these pages.”
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An Even More Brief Introduction to EFT

This has been extracted from Gary’s manual, with his kind permission, to give you an idea of what EFT involves - and
how you can immediately get experience in helping yourself.

The Basic Recipe

Like baking a cake, each ingredient must be performed precisely as described, and they must be introduced in the proper
order. Otherwise - no result
The Basic Recipe is very simple and easy to do. Once memorized, each round of it can be performed in about 1 minute.
It will take some practice, of course, but after a few tries the whole process becomes familiar and you can bake that
emotional freedom cake in your sleep.
You will then be well on your way to mastery of EFT and all the rewards it provides. Various shortcuts are available and
described in the manual and in the videos.
The Basic Recipe consists of four ingredients, two of which are identical. They are:
1. The Setup
2. The Sequence
3. The 9 Gamut Procedure
4. The Sequence

The Setup

This routine is vital to the whole process and prepares the energy system so that the rest of the Basic Recipe can do its
job.
Your energy system is like a set of subtle electric circuits. It can be subject to a form of interference which can block the
balancing effect of these tapping procedures.
When present, this interfering blockage must be removed or the Basic Recipe will not work - this removal is the job of
The Setup.
Technically speaking, this interfering blockage takes the form of a polarity reversal within your energy system. This is not
the same thing as the energy disruptions which cause your negative emotions; it is similar to putting the negative and
positive terminals of a battery the wrong way round in a radio or other device - not that you stop working, but some parts
do not work properly.
This polarity reversal has an official name. It is called ‘Psychological Reversal’ and represents a fascinating discovery with
wide ranging applications to all areas of healing, and to personal performance.
It is the reason why some diseases are chronic and respond very poorly to conventional treatments. It is also the reason
why some people have such a difficult time losing weight or giving up an addictive substance.
It is, quite literally, the cause of self sabotage. An entire course could be dedicated to its uses ! For now, however, we
need only know some foundational things about Psychological Reversal that apply to EFT - and more importantly, how to
correct it.
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Psychological Reversal is caused by self defeating, negative thinking which often occurs subconsciously and thus outside
of your awareness.
On average, it will be present (and thus hinder EFT) about 40% of the time. Some people have very little of it (this is rare)
while others are beset by it most of the time (this also is rare). Most people fall somewhere in between these two
extremes. It doesn't create any feelings within you, so you won't know if it is present or not.
When it is present it will stop any attempt at healing, including EFT, dead in its tracks. Therefore, it must be corrected if
the rest of the Basic Recipe is going to work.
It only takes 8 or 10 seconds to do and, if it isn't present, no harm is done. If it is present, however, a major impediment
to your success will be out of the way.
There are two parts to the Setup:
1. You repeat an affirmation 3 times while you...
2. Rub the ‘Sore Spot’ or, alternatively, tap the ‘Karate Chop Point’ (these will be explained shortly).

The Affirmation

Since the cause of Psychological Reversal involves negative thinking it should come as no surprise that the correction for
it includes a neutralizing affirmation. Such is the case and here it is:
Even though I have this ____________
I deeply and completely accept myself.”

“

The blank is filled with a brief description of the problem you want to address. Here are some examples:
“Even though I have this fear of public speaking,
I deeply and completely accept myself”
“Even though I have this headache, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this anger towards my father, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this war memory, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this stiffness in my neck, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have these nightmares, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this craving for alcohol, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this fear of snakes, I deeply . . .”
“Even though I have this depression,
I deeply and completely accept myself”

This is only a partial list because the possible issues that are addressable by EFT are endless. You use affirmations
like...
“I accept myself even though I have this . . ."
“Even though I have this . . .,
I deeply and profoundly accept myself”
“I love and accept myself even though I have this . . “
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All of these affirmations are correct because they follow the same general format - they acknowledge the problem and
create self acceptance despite the existence of the problem.
That is what is necessary for the affirmation to be effective.
You can use any of them but the recommended one is excellent - it is easily memorizable and has a good track record of
doing the job.
Now here are some interesting points about the affirmation:
· It doesn't matter whether you believe the affirmation or not -just say it.
· It is better to say it with feeling and emphasis, but saying it routinely will usually do the job.
· It is best to say it out loud, but if you are in a social situation where you prefer to mutter it under your breath, or do
silently - then go ahead. It will probably be effective.
To add to the effectiveness of the affirmation, the Setup also includes the simultaneous rubbing of a ‘Sore Spot’ or
tapping on the ‘Karate Chop Point’. They are described next.

The Sore Spot

There are two Sore Spots and it doesn't matter which one you use. They are located in the upper left
and right portions of the chest and you find them as follows:
Go to the base of the throat about where a man would knot his tie. Poke around in this area and you
will find a U shaped notch at the top of your sternum (breastbone).
From the top of that notch go down 3 inches toward your navel and then sideways 3 inches to your left
(or right). You should now be in the upper left (or right) portion of your chest. If you press vigorously
in that area (within a 2 inch radius) you will find a ‘Sore Spot’. This is the place you will need to rub
while saying the affirmation.
This spot is sore when you rub it vigorously because lymphatic congestion occurs there. When you rub it, you are
dispersing that congestion. Fortunately, after a few episodes the congestion is all dispersed and the soreness goes away.
Then you can rub it with no discomfort whatsoever.
You are unlikely to have massive, intense pain by rubbing this Sore Spot. It is certainly bearable and should not cause
any undue discomfort.
If it does hurt, then lighten up your pressure a little.
Also, if you've had some kind of operation in that area of the chest (or if there's any medical reason whatsoever why you
shouldn't be probing around in that specific area) then switch to the other side. Both sides are equally effective.
In any case, if there is any doubt, consult your health practitioner before proceeding, or tap the ‘Karate Chop Point’
instead.
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The Karate Chop Point - KC

The Karate Chop Point (abbreviated KC) is located at the center of the fleshy part of the outside of either hand between
the top of the wrist and the base of the baby finger - the part of your hand you would use to deliver a karate chop.
Instead of rubbing it as you would the Sore Spot, you vigorously tap the Karate Chop Point with the fingertips of the
index finger and middle finger of the other hand.
While you could use the Karate Chop Point of either hand, it is usually most convenient to tap the
Karate Chop Point of the non-dominant hand with the two fingertips of the dominant hand.
If you are right handed, for example, you would tap the Karate Chop Point on the left hand with the
fingertips of the right hand.
Should you use the Sore Spot or the Karate Chop Point ?
KC
After years of experience with both of these methods, it has been determined that rubbing the Sore Spot is more effective
than tapping the Karate Chop Point.
It doesn't have a commanding lead by any means - but it is preferred.
Because The Setup is so important in clearing the way for the rest of the Basic Recipe to work, I urge you to use the Sore
Spot rather than the Karate Chop Point. It puts the odds a little more in your favor.
However, the Karate Chop Point is perfectly useful and will clear out any interfering blockage in the vast majority of
cases.
So feel free to use it if the Sore Spot is inappropriate for any reason.

Stepping Through It

Now that you understand the parts to The Setup, performing it is easy. You create a word or short phrase to fill in the
blank in the affirmation and then simply repeat the affirmation 3 times while continuously rubbing the Sore Spot or
tapping the Karate Chop Point. Do this with emphasis for best results.
That's it. After a few practice rounds, you should be able to perform The Setup in 8 seconds or so.
Now, with The Setup properly performed, you are ready for the next ingredient in the Basic Recipe - The Sequence.

The Sequence

The Sequence is very simple in concept. It involves tapping on the end points of the major energy meridians in the body
and is the method by which the energy system is balanced out.
You can tap with either hand but it is usually more convenient to do so with your dominant hand (right hand if you are
right handed).
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Tap with the fingertips of your index finger and middle finger. This covers a little larger area than just tapping with one
fingertip and allows you to cover the tapping points more easily.
Tap solidly but never so hard as to hurt or bruise yourself.
Tap about 7 (5 to 9, for example) times on each of the tapping points. About 7 times is needed because you will be
repeating a ‘reminder phrase’ (covered later) while tapping and it will be difficult to count at the same time.
Most of the tapping points exist on either side of the body. It doesn't matter which side you use nor does it matter if you
switch sides during The Sequence. For example, you can tap under your right eye and, later in The Sequence, tap under
your left arm.

The Points

Each energy meridian has two end points. For the purposes of The Basic Recipe, you need only tap on one end to
balance out any disruptions that may exist in it.
These end points are near the surface of the body and are thus more readily accessed than other points along the
meridians that may be more deeply buried.
What follows are instructions on how to locate the end points of those meridians that are important to The Basic Recipe.
Taken together, and done in the order presented, they form The Sequence.
1. Eye Brow - EB
At the beginning of the eyebrow, just above and to one side of the nose.
2. Side of the Eye - SE
On the bone bordering the outside corner of the eye.
3. Under the Eye - UE
On the bone under an eye about 1 inch below your pupil.
4. Under the Nose - UN
On the small area between the bottom of your nose and the top of your upper lip.
5. Chin - Ch
Midway between the point of your chin and the bottom of your lower lip. Even though it is not directly on the point of the
chin, we call it the chin point because it is descriptive enough.
6. Collar Bone - CB
The junction where the sternum (breastbone), collarbone and the first rib meet. To locate it, first place your forefinger on
the U-shaped notch at the top of the breastbone (about where a man would knot his tie), then from the bottom of the U,
move your forefinger down toward the navel 1 inch and then go to the left (or right) 1 inch towards the side of the body.
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7. Under the Arm - UA
6.CB
At a point even with the nipple (for men) or in the middle of the bra strap
(for women). It is about 4 inches below the armpit.
Sore
8. Below Nipple - BN
For men, one inch below the nipple. For ladies, where the underskin
7.UA
of the breast meets the chest wall.
9. Thumb -Th
On the outside edge of your thumb at a point even with the base of the thumbnail.
8.BN
10. Index Finger - IF
On the side of your index finger (the side facing your thumb) at a point even
with the base of the fingernail.
11. Middle Finger - MF
On the side of your middle finger (the side closest to your thumb) at a point
even with the base of the fingernail.
12. Baby Finger. - BF
On the inside of your baby finger (the side closest to your thumb) at a point
even with the base of the fingernail.
13. Karate Chop Point - KC
This has been described under the section on The Setup.
13.KC
Order of Tapping
Note that these tapping points proceed down the body - each tapping point is below the one before it.
That should make the order of tapping a snap to memorize.

The 9 Gamut Procedure

Inside
Fingers

9.Th (not shown)
10.IF, 11.MF,
12.BF shown.

The purpose of the 9 Gamut Procedure is to ‘fine tune’ the brain and it does so via some eye movements and some
humming and counting.
Through connecting nerves, certain parts of the brain are stimulated when the eyes are moved.
Likewise the right side of the brain (the creative side) is engaged when you hum a song and the left side (the digital side)
is engaged when you count.
The 9 Gamut Procedure is a 10 second process wherein 9 of these ‘brain stimulating’ actions are performed while
continuously tapping on one of the body's energy points - the Gamut Point.
It has been found, after years of experience, that this routine can add efficiency to EFT and hastens your progress
towards emotional freedom - especially when sandwiched between 2 trips through The Sequence.
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One way to help memorize the Basic Recipe is to look at it as though it was a ham sandwich.
The Setup is the preparation for the ham sandwich - and the sandwich itself consists of
two slices of bread (The Sequence) with the ham, or middle portion, as the 9 Gamut Procedure.
It looks like this:
The Setup
The Ham Sandwich:

The Sequence (Bread)
9 Gamut (Ham)
The Sequence (Bread)

Gamut
Point

To do the 9 Gamut Procedure, you must first locate the Gamut Point. It is on the back of either hand and is 1/2 inch
behind the midpoint between the knuckles at the base of the ring finger and the little finger.
If you draw an imaginary line between the knuckles at the base of the ring finger and little finger and consider that line
to be the base of an equilateral triangle whose other sides converge to a point (apex) in the direction of the wrist, then the
Gamut Point would be located at the apex of the triangle.
The 9 Gamut Actions
Next, you must perform 9 different actions while tapping the Gamut point continuously. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Eyes closed.
Eyes open.
Eyes hard down right while holding the head steady.
Eyes hard down left while holding the head steady.
Roll eyes in a circle as though your nose was at the center of a clock and you were trying to see all the numbers in order.
Same as #5 only reverse the direction in which you roll your eyes.
Hum 2 seconds of a song (suggest Happy Birthday).
Count rapidly from 1 to 5.
Hum 2 seconds of a song again.

Note that these 9 actions are presented in a certain order and I suggest that you memorize them in the order given.
However, you can mix the order up if you wish so long as you do all 9 of them - AND you perform 7, 8 and 9 as a unit.
That is, you hum 2 seconds of a song, then count, then hum the song again, in that order.
Years of experience have proven this to be most important. Also, note that for some people humming Happy Birthday
causes resistance because it brings up memories of unhappy birthdays.
In this case, you can either use EFT on those unhappy memories and resolve them - or you can side-step this issue for
now by humming some other song.
The Sequence (again)
The fourth, and last, ingredient in the Basic Recipe is an identical repeat trip through The Sequence.
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Once memorized, the Basic Recipe becomes a lifetime friend. It can be applied to an almost endless list of emotional and
physical problems and provides relief from most of them.
However, there's one more concept we need to develop before we can apply the Basic Recipe to a given problem. It's
called the Reminder Phrase.
When a football quarterback throws a pass he aims it at a particular receiver. He doesn't just throw the ball in the air
and hope someone will catch it.
Likewise, the Basic Recipe needs to be aimed at a specific problem. Otherwise, it will bounce around aimlessly with little
or no effect.
You ‘aim’ the Basic Recipe by applying it while ‘tuned in’ to the problem from which you want relief. This tells your
system which problem needs to be the receiver.
You may remember the discovery statement: “The cause of all negative emotions is a disruption in the body's
energy system.”
Negative emotions come about because you are tuned into certain thoughts or circumstances which, in turn, cause your
energy system to disrupt. Otherwise, you function normally.
One's fear of heights is not present, for example, while one is reading the comic section of the Sunday newspaper - and
therefore not tuned in to the problem.
Tuning in to a problem can be done by simply thinking about it. In fact, tuning in means thinking about it !
Thinking about the problem will bring about the energy disruptions involved which then - and only then - can be
balanced by applying the Basic Recipe.
Without tuning in to the problem, and thereby creating those energy disruptions, the Basic Recipe does nothing.
To tune in merely think about the problem while applying the Basic Recipe. That's it - at least in theory !
However, you may find it a bit difficult to consciously think about the problem while you are tapping, humming,
counting, etc.
That's why we introduce a Reminder Phrase that you can repeat continually while you are performing the Basic Recipe.
The Reminder Phrase is simply a word or short phrase that describes the problem and that you repeat out loud each
time you tap one of the points in The Sequence.
In this way you continually ‘remind’ your system about the problem you are working on.
The best Reminder Phrase to use is usually identical to what you choose for the affirmation you use in The Setup.
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For example, if you are working on a fear of public speaking, The Setup affirmation would go like this:
“Even though I have this fear of public speaking.
I deeply and completely accept myself”

Within this affirmation, the underlined words fear of public speaking are ideal candidates for use as the Reminder Phrase
- you could change this to something similar, such as public speaking fear or just public speaking instead of the
somewhat longer version above.

Subsequent Round Adjustments

Let's say you are using the Basic Recipe for some problem - fear, headache, anger, etc.
Sometimes the problem will simply vanish after just one round while, at other times, one round provides only partial
relief.
When only partial relief is obtained, you will need to do one or more additional rounds - and these subsequent rounds
need to be adjusted slightly for best results.
One of the main reasons why the first round doesn't always completely eliminate a problem is because of the reemergence of Psychological Reversal - that interfering blockage that The Setup is designed to correct.
This time, Psychological Reversal shows up in a somewhat different form ! Instead of blocking your progress altogether
it now blocks any remaining progress !
You have already made some headway but become stopped part way toward complete relief because Psychological
Reversal enters in a manner that keeps you from getting any better.
Since the subconscious mind tends to be very literal, the subsequent rounds of the Basic Recipe need to address the fact
that you are working on the remaining problem.
Accordingly, the affirmation contained within The Setup needs to be adjusted - as does the Reminder Phrase. Here's the
adjusted format for The Setup affirmation:
“Even though I still have some [of the problem]
I deeply and completely accept myself.”

Please note the emphasized words (still & some) and how they change the thrust of the affirmation toward the remainder
of the problem.
It should be easy to make adjustments like this and, after a little experience, you will fall into it quite naturally.
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Comments by Gary Craig
Extracted from the EFT Complete Library Set of DVDs.

Some of our beliefs need help--especially if we are to truly understand ... and effectively use ... the wide reaching
versatility of EFT.
We have been conditioned to believe that each of our ailments requires a specific remedy. Thus we take aspirin for
headaches and antihistamines for allergies. We also see specialists such as podiatrists, psychiatrists, urologists and
gynecologists. Further, in emotional healing we consider fear, guilt, grief and trauma to be separate problems requiring
separate techniques.
These aren't "bad beliefs," by the way. To the contrary, some of these specific remedies have been quite useful in our
quest to obtain healing relief. However, with the emergence of EFT, our belief systems now have a new challenge, namely,
that there has never before been such a..."one-approach-addresses-everything-technique."
To most, it is a completely foreign idea to use the same technique for a headache that you use for a height phobia. That
is precisely what we do with EFT. .
And we usually get results.
We use the same approach for trauma of every description. We use it for the fear of public speaking and for grief over the
loss of a loved one. We use it for stress, anxiety, addictive cravings, stuttering and depression. We've had success with
almost every physical ailment including pain, lactose intolerance, allergies, and everything from serious diseases to TMJ
to infertility to PMS. We use it to enhance sports & music performance as well as relationships. We use it to give
educational freedom to those with learning disabilities as well as to relieve nightmares and Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder for victims of rape, accidents, abuse and war.
Unfortunately, many people use EFT to relieve just one ailment and completely miss its use for all the others. This
tutorial urges an opening of the mind in this regard. Why limit EFT to 1% of its capabilities ?
There is, of course, an "art of delivery" that separates the beginning EFT'er from the master. However, even the novice
can apply the basics and achieve high percentage results. Mastery, fortunately, is a choice and is achievable by anyone.
You need only pursue it.
Try it on everything also assumes common sense. It would be inappropriate, for example, to drink a gallon of gasoline to
see if you can "tap it away." Similarly, untrained people should not go where they don't belong and thus try EFT on
severely emotionally disturbed people.
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The importance of being specific

This tutorial should be read several times. It is that important.
Why? Because it addresses one of the most common errors made by newcomers to EFT. Once this is corrected, your
results will have much greater consistency and many of your "difficult cases" will melt away quite easily
The problem is that most clients tend to see their issues through "global glasses."
That is, they describe their issues using broad labels which, to them, seem very specific. Examples might be...
"I just don't feel very good about myself."
"My father always abused me."
"My mother never gave me the love I should have had."
"I don't do very well with relationships."
"I'm easily rejected."

Each of these...and countless more like them...are like emotional forests made up of specific trees (negative events) which
contribute to the overall problem. Using EFT on the globally stated problem is like trying to chop down an entire forest
with one swing of the axe. If you address the global problem in this way, you will probably make some progress each time
you swing. However, compared to the enormity of the forest, the progress is not likely to be noticed and thus the client
will probably claim "no result"...or...you might erroneously consider them hopelessly Psychologically Reversed...or...you
might erroneously conclude that they are beset with energy toxins...or...you might give up and think EFT "doesn't work"
or...or...or.
Instead of using EFT on an issue like, "Even though I'm easily rejected....." it is best to break down the globally stated
problem into specific events such as....
"Even though my 3rd grade teacher embarrassed me in front of the class....."
"Even though I felt so left out when my father didn't attend my high school graduation...."
"Even though my high school sweetheart said, 'I've grown tired of you'...."
"Even though I was sent to my room for the whole day on Thanksgiving at age 8...."
"Even though Mom told me 'you'll never get married unless you are thin like your sister'...."
These are the TRUE CONTRIBUTORS to the "I'm easily rejected" issue. They represent the FOUNDATION of the problem.

The feeling of rejection is but the symptom of these underlying specific causes. Stated differently, if we didn't have these
specific causes, how could we possibly feel rejection ? The answer is 'we couldn't' because there would be no prior
experience by which to measure a current "rejection."
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So....we need to neutralize these causes by using EFT on individual trees. When we do, several benefits occur....
1. The client can easily recognize whenever EFT has eliminated a negative tree from their forest. They may start
with an intensity of 7-10 for a given event and end with an intensity of 0. This is clearly noticeable and thus
substantially improves the client's (and your) confidence in the method.
2. Each tree that is removed thins out the forest. This allows the client to walk through the forest with more
ease instead of consistently bumping into yet another "rejection tree." The sting of rejection becomes less and
less.
3. An important GENERALIZATION EFFECT occurs. The various “rejection trees” tend to have some common
themes among them so that removing one tree has an effect on the remaining ones. Often, we can remove 5
or10 trees and then watch the whole forest fall.
I cannot overemphasize the importance of being specific. It often spells the different between dramatic success and
apparent failure.

Aspects

On many occasions, you need only apply one or two rounds of EFT to a specific event in order for its emotional intensity
to vanish forever. These are our "one minute wonders" and, fortunately, they occur with delightful frequency. Many lives
have been instantly shifted in positive directions because of this feature.
Sometimes, however, even after you have made professional efforts to tap on specific events, the client still reports the
problem as "no better." Why would this be ? Why does the process work so easily in most cases but appear to bog down
in others ? There are a few possibilities here (the others will be covered later) but one of the most common causes is that
the client, without realizing it, is "shifting to different aspects".
Some issues, it turns out, have many pieces--or aspects--to them. These are actually separate issues. However, clients
don't usually make this distinction unless you point it out to them. Suppose, for example, a client wants help with their
frightful memories regarding an automobile accident. You can apply EFT, of course, to "this accident" and you are likely
to make good progress. If you don't, however, you can ask for more specifics (aspects) with a question like… "What
about the accident bothers you the most?"
Let's suppose the client says, "Oh, the headlights, the headlights, I can still see them coming at me !" You can then tap on
"the headlights" or "my fear of the headlights" or any other verbiage that seems to fit. After the client's reaction to the

headlights has been EFT'd to zero, you can then ask...
"What else about the accident bothers you?"
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At this point the client may bring up other aspects such as, "The screams in the car" or "My anger at the other driver" or
"My anger at the doctors," etc. The list can be quite long. Usually, though, it contains only one or two aspects.
Tap on these other aspects until the client can no longer find anything bothersome about the accident.
As a test, ask them to "run the movie" of the accident in their mind in vivid detail. This will bring up any trailing aspects
for tapping. Eventually, the client should have no charge on the accident. It will just be an unfortunate event in their
life--and that's all.
One mistake that is often made along the way, however, is to tap on "the headlights" and then ask a much too global
question such as, "How do you feel about the accident now ?" That question doesn't ask for any new aspects. It just asks
for an overall feeling. In fact, if there are any other aspects (such as "the screams in the car") the client will report "no
progress" because they still have intensity. Remember, the client doesn't distinguish between the aspects. To them, it's
all one big problem.
You have to make the distinction by first recognizing that aspects exist (that's just simply experience) and, second,
asking the right questions to bring them to the surface.
Aspects can happen with almost any emotional issue--examples might be....
·A war trauma can have aspects such as the sight of blood, the look in a comrade's eyes before they die, the sound of a
hand grenade, etc.
·A rape experience can have aspects such as the smell of the assailant's breath, the impact of a fist, the penetration, etc.
·A fear of public speaking can have aspects such as the sight of a microphone, the onlooking eyes of the audience, a
memory of being ridiculed as a child, etc.
Another thing to recognize is that an aspect can also be an emotion. Thus, some clients report that the anger they had
regarding a given event has shifted to sadness. Pick up on these clues. These different emotional aspects are taking you
deeper into the problem. They are opportunities for greater healing and present you with great possibilities for mastering
your craft.

The "Tell the Story Technique":

I have great respect for beginners who have become "mechanical tappers" because they provide a valuable service for
themselves and those with whom they come in contact. However, there is much more to learn and thus a rich experience
awaits those who choose to graduate from the mechanics.
One of the tools I use for Mastery is called the "Tell the Story Technique." I've been using it for years and it is an
important tool for being thorough.
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The idea is very simple. Just have the client narrate a SPECIFIC EVENT (about a trauma, grief, anger, etc.) and stop to
tap whenever they get to emotionally intense parts of it. Each of the stopping points represents another aspect of the
issue that, on occasion, will take you to even deeper issues. Conceptually, this is about as easy as it gets..it has a
tendency to bring up important aspects that would otherwise take sophisticated detective work to locate.
There are a few guidelines to enhance the process and I list them below....
1. After describing the "Tell the Story Technique" to the client, and before actually doing it, ask them how they feel now
about the mere thought of telling the story. Often you will get some substantial intensity at this stage and, if so, it is
worthwhile to do a few global type rounds of EFT to take the edge off.
·"Even though I'm nervous about telling the story....."
·"Even though I'm afraid what might happen when I tell this story...."
·"Even though I don't like this whole thing....."
·"Even though just starting the story gives me the jitters...."
2. When the client feels comfortable about starting the story (perhaps an intensity level of 0-3), ask them to begin at a
time when there is nothing to be concerned about. An example might be having lunch with a friend just before having a
car accident.
This tends to ease the client into the experience.
3. Instruct the client to STOP THE MOMENT THEY FEEL ANY INTENSITY WHATSOEVER. This is critical to the success
of this procedure.
Most clients are conditioned by conventional techniques to "be courageous" and to "feel the feelings" and to "be brave and
gut through it." Thus, they are likely to go right by an important tapping point without telling you. The CLIENT NEEDS
TO UNDERSTAND THAT IF THEY DON'T STOP, THEY HAVE MISSED A HEALING OPPORTUNITY. Hit this one hard.
Emphasize it. Raise your voice a bit to punctuate it. Insist on it. Remind them that we are looking for minimal pain
here and that they get no points for bravery.
4. Have the client repeat the story while doing EFT until they can tell it nonchalantly--like it was a shopping trip.
5. Then ask the client to close their eyes and VIVIDLY IMAGINE the whole event and ask them to TRY TO GET
THEMSELVES UPSET by exaggerating the sights, sounds and feelings. Chances are they will get through it fine but, if
they don't, then you will have uncovered an important aspect or underlying cause. Use EFT for whatever comes up until
they cannot get upset about the issue by either imagining it or talking about it.
6. The ultimate test, of course, will be to physically visit the offending scene/person again and see if anything else arises.
If there are any remnants left, they will show up during the "real deal."
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This "Tell the Story Technique" has several benefits....
1. It is easy to perform and, because the client talks a lot during the process, it often parallels what clients consider "real
therapy." Thus the perception of EFT's "weirdness" is minimized.
2. The "story" provides a built in procedure for finding aspects.
3. It can be used either as a primary technique or as a way to test your results.
4. It allows the issue to unfold as gently as possible.
5. The client gives you solid information along the way that allows you to know how you are progressing.

The Movie Technique: a Tool for being Specific

In an earlier Tutorial I emphasized the importance of addressing specific events rather than global issues. This can often
spell the difference between apparent failure and dramatic success. Even though the concept is easy to understand,
some newcomers have difficulty putting it into practice.
Fortunately, there is a tool that greatly simplifies this important task. I call it the "Movie Technique" and it is
demonstrated many times in the EFT – Beyond the Basics DVD set.
Simply stated, if the client can make a mental movie of the event then it is automatically a specific event. A movie has a
specific beginning and a specific end in time. It has a specific plot and specific characters. It has specific words &
specific actions and generates specific feelings. If the client can't make a specific movie of their problem then the
problem is too globally stated.
Here's an example. Suppose the client states their problem as "My father always abused me." This is too global, of
course, because that abuse is likely comprised of numerous specific instances (events) of abuse. If you ask the client to
make a specific movie of this abuse, YOU FORCE THEM IN THE DIRECTION OF A SPECIFIC EVENT.
Sometimes the client will make a vague generalization of the issue instead of a specific movie, so you will need to guide
them in the proper direction.
To give you some guidelines for stepping through this Movie Technique, I submit the following procedures that I have
refined over time.....
·First, ask the client, "If it was a movie, how long would it last ?" Typically, they give me an answer that can be measured
in minutes. This reflects, of course, a specific event. If they say, "several hours" or "several days," then you can
usually assume they are still being too global.
·Next, ask the client, "What would the title be ?" This also tends to force specificity. In most cases, they will give you a
specific title such as, "Fight in the Kitchen" or "My accident in Mom's car." If they give you a more general title, be sure
to check out how specific they are being.
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·Next, ask them to run the movie in their mind and evaluate the intensity they are having NOW (as they imagine it) on a
scale of 0-10. Alternatively, you can ask them to GUESS what their intensity would be IF they vividly imagined it. I
usually find their guesses to be reasonably accurate AND guessing tends to save the clients some emotional pain.
·Next, do several rounds of EFT on "this ____________ movie." At the end of each round check out the 0-10 intensity.
Typically, it will come down to low numbers or to zero. You may be done with this specific movie at this stage but
continue with the procedures below to thoroughly test the completeness of your work.
·Next, ask them to go through the movie in their mind, starting with a low-intensity segment, BUT STOP WHENEVER
THEY FEEL ANY INTENSITY. You will usually need to emphasize the importance of stopping because most clients are
conditioned to believe that, in order to be rid of their problem, they must be brave and feel the pain while going
through it. This is now ancient thinking. With EFT, these stopping points provide opportunities for tapping.
·Next, use EFT on each stopping point until there is no more intensity on that segment (aspect) of the movie.
·Have them run through the movie in their mind again, beginning to end, tapping on intense aspects as they come up,
until the movie no longer has a charge on it.
·Finally, when the intensity seems to be resolved, ask the client to go through the movie one last time, but exaggerate the
sights, sounds, colors, etc and really TRY to get upset about it. If they find some more intensity, then keep repeating
the steps above until it is gone. When they can no longer get upset, your work is done.
Properly done, this procedure should neatly remove a negative tree from the client's emotional forest. Then you can
remove another tree...and then another...and then another...until 5 or 10 of them have been thoroughly uprooted. Since
most of these trees have some commonality among them, there is usually a "generalization effect" that spreads
throughout the whole forest, thereby toppling the rest of the trees. Thus, the client's problem of "My father always
abused me," even though it may have several hundred specific events (trees) contributing to it, is often handled after 5 or
10 specific events have been neutralized.
The Movie Technique is similar to the Tell the Story Technique, and they are both fantastic tools for being specific and
thorough in your work. The Movie Technique has the added advantage of helping you address events that the client can’t
or would prefer not to discuss out loud. On the other hand, the Tell the Story Technique will present opportunities for
you to ask specific questions to help your client get to the less obvious aspects. As you refine your skills, you may
develop a preference for one or the other, or you may choose to combine elements of each, depending on the individual
session.
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The Constricted Breathing Technique

This useful technique has the following advantages...
·It can help you find important emotional issues. This is because emotional issues often curtail our ability to breathe
deeply.
·It can demonstrate to a skeptic or a new audience the validity of EFT. This is because most people have constricted
breathing and it is eye opening to experience it improving with EFT.
This is how you do it....
·Inhale 2 or 3 maximum deep breaths. Take your time and don't hyperventilate. This step will stretch out your lungs so
that any EFT improvement in your breathing cannot be attributed to a normal "stretching effect" of your lungs.
·Once you have stretched your lungs as far as they will go then take another deep breath. This time assess the deepness
of your breath on a 0-10 scale where 10 is your estimate of your maximum capacity. Numbers typically vary from 3 to
9 on this. The occasional person who rates their breath at a 10 (they are usually wrong) may find that, after EFT,
they will go to a 12 or 15.
·Then do several rounds of EFT with Setup phrases such as "Even though I have constricted breathing...", "Even though I
can only fill my lungs to an 8..." and so on. In between each round, ask the client to take another deep breath and
assess the 0-10 deepness. In the vast majority of cases it will keep improving.
·During the process ask probing questions such as: "What does your constricted breath remind you of ?", "When in your
past did you feel constricted or smothered ?", "If there was an emotional reason for your constricted breath, what
might it be ?" Often, they will give a big clue as to an important emotional issue.
·

The Tearless Trauma Technique

Note: Since first introducing this technique to the public, it has been used with great success by many. However, the

term "Tearless" does not mean that no one ever has tears or discomfort. Indeed, some people respond with tears or other
forms of distress at the mere mention of their issue. Thus, please interpret The Tearless Trauma Technique as a method
where distress can usually be minimized or eliminated.
The Tearless Trauma Technique was developed in a group setting with impressive results, and although it continues to
be effective for groups, it is presented here as another alternative for minimizing pain in individual sessions.
Here are the steps:
1. Ask the client to identify a specific traumatic incident from their past. Ask that it be at least 3 years ago to minimize
any complications from the dynamics of a current event. An example might be, "the time my father punched me when I
was 12." By contrast, the phrase "my father abused me" would be too broad because, chances are, the abuse took place
over many, many incidents. Please note that you may need to instruct the client to stay on their original issue because
many of them will shift to other issues as they resolve the original one.
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2. Ask the client to GUESS at what their emotional intensity would be (on a 0-10 scale) IF they were to vividly imagine

the incident, and make note of their guess. Instruct them NOT to actually imagine it (although some will close their eyes
and do this anyway ). This GUESS is a surprisingly useful estimate...and...it serves to minimize emotional pain.
3. Have the client develop a phrase to use for the EFT process such as "this father-punch emotion" and then proceed
with a round of tapping.
4. After this round of tapping, ask them to GUESS again and compare that guess to the original one. Typically, it will be
a noticeably smaller number.
5. Perform more rounds of EFT and keep checking in with new intensity guesses. In my experience, a total of 3 or 4
rounds will bring just about everyone down to GUESSES of 0 to 3.
6. Once the client is down to an acceptably low GUESS, then perform another round of tapping and, after this round, ask
them to vividly imagine the incident. Notice that this is the first time you are asking them to do this. All previous times
have been relatively painless GUESSES. In my experience, just about everyone goes to zero but if not, continue with the
Movie Technique or Tell the Story Technique to address the remaining aspects.
I urge everyone who works with trauma to try this. Try it on groups. Try it on individuals. Try it on war veterans, rape
victims and torture victims. Try it wherever trauma is involved, especially with those who are afraid of the intensity they
usually feel when discussing or "getting into" their incident.
The energy based therapies have been very impressive in their ability to handle negative emotions. That is indelibly clear
to practitioners using these procedures. I think the above technique, properly mastered, adds a useful component to the
"art of delivery."
For those interested in using this technique with groups, here are some details. In one of the groups, there were 25
attendees that identified a traumatic incident from which they wanted relief. About 80% of them estimated their initial
intensity to be 8-10 and, in less than 20 minutes...twenty of them went to zero…three went to a 1…one went to a 2…
one went to a 3.
And remember, I did this in a public setting with 25 people at a time (it could be done for over 100 just as easily) and I
didn't know any of the details about the incidents being worked on (except for the lady who went to a 3). During the
break I worked with the lady who went to a 3 (from an original 10, incidentally) for about 5 minutes and brought her
down still further.
There was little or no emotional pain evident in the session. That's why I refer to it as The Tearless Trauma Technique.
I know that minimizing emotional pain is criticized by some members of the healing community. In my experience,
however, I don't see why pain is at all necessary (but would welcome a debate on this). I say this because I have taken
care of a mountain of traumatic incidents (some of them VERY severe) and, after the healing, the clients just have no
interest in spending time on insights or the "why" of their past incidents.
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To the contrary, there is a visible and obvious cognition change that shows up in the way they talk about the once
troublesome incident. The client seems done with the issue because the resolution that is so highly valued by the more
intense techniques seems to take place within the EFT session with minimal pain. To me, this is profound and tempts
me to rename the process as "Peace without Pain." As long as I get the resolution without the pain, then I don't see the
need for the pain. Again, I value anyone's input to the contrary. We are into truth here, not territory.

Steve Wells reports on the Tearless Trauma Technique

Hi Gary,
I just spent the weekend presenting a personal development seminar incorporating EFT and other Energy Therapy
techniques. I tried out the Tearless Trauma Technique and it worked just as you have described.
16 people were in attendance and all of then were 8, 9, or 10 when guessing the intensity of the trauma initially. 11 went
to zero or near zero after 4 rounds of tapping when asked to vividly re-imagine the traumatic incident. The others were all
at 4-5, and 2 more rounds took care of most of this. I offered to help one woman whose 0-10 intensity level remained at a 4
during the break but she came up and told me she really saw how she could get beyond this herself and wanted to do so
as she felt empowered by the technique.
Most of the participants were absolutely astounded when they tried to re-access the feelings and weren't able to. The most
outstanding result however was by one gentleman who reported that an incredible feeling of sadness he'd been
experiencing almost his whole life regarding his father was absolutely gone and he was now experiencing a feeling of
complete peace. You should have seen the way his face shone. This guy had previously had a taste of EFT in another
seminar I was running. He came to this one because after he used EFT to deal with his constant anger and anxiety, his
wife said it was like getting a new husband. Needless to say, she was VERY happy for him to come and do more. I think
now his own mother wouldn't recognise him.
To echo your words from last years "Ultimate Therapist" Seminar Gary: "God I love this job!"
Love and best wishes,
Steve Wells

The Personal Peace Procedure

The Personal Peace Procedure that I'm about to unfold for you is not just a way to "feel a little more peaceful". Properly
understood, this technique should be the healing centerpiece for every person on earth. Every physician, therapist,
spiritual counselor and personal performance coach in the world should be using it as a leading tool for helping others
(and themselves).
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In essence, the Personal Peace Procedure involves making a list of every bothersome SPECIFIC EVENT in one's life and
systematically EFT'ing their impacts out of existence. By diligently doing this we can pull out every negative tree from
our emotional forests and thus eliminate major causes of our emotional and physical ailments. This, of course, propels
each individual toward personal peace which, in turn, contributes mightily toward world peace.
It may be used:
1. As "homework" between sessions with a physician or therapist. This is certain to accelerate and deepen the
healing process.
2. As a daily procedure to clear out a lifetime of accumulated emotional debris. This will enhance self-image,
reduce self-doubt and provide a profound sense of freedom.
3. As a means to eliminate a major contributor (if not the sole cause) of a serious disease. Somewhere within
one's specific events are those angers, fears and traumas that are manifesting as disease. By addressing them
all, you will likely cover those responsible for the disease.
4. As a useful substitute for finding core issues. If you neutralize all the specific issues you will have
automatically included core issues.
5. As a means for consistent relaxation.
6. To become an example to others as to what is possible.
This simple concept should shift the entire healing field. I can state it in a sentence...

MOST OF OUR EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL PROBLEMS ARE CAUSED (OR CONTRIBUTED TO) BY OUR
UNRESOLVED SPECIFIC EVENTS, THE VAST MAJORITY OF WHICH CAN BE EASILY HANDLED BY EFT.

That sentence, if adopted by every healing practitioner and patient, would likely (1) dramatically increase our healing
rates while (2) precipitously dropping our costs. Please note that this idea completely ignores chemical causes such as
those propounded by the medical model. That's because I have repeatedly seen improvements in clients where drugs
and other chemical solutions have failed miserably. This is not to say, however, that drugs, proper nutrition and the like
don't have their place. Indeed they do. They can often be vital. In my experience, however, our unresolved specific events
are nearer the foundational cause for illness than anything else. Thus they deserve our primary attention..
How obvious! Experienced EFT'ers are well aware of EFT's ability to cleanly wipe the negative specific events off of our
mental walls. This is the area wherein our highest success ratios appear. To date, however, we have focused our efforts
on those negative specific events that underlie a given ailment such as a phobia, headache or traumatic incident. This is
good...very good...and we should continue doing so. On the other hand, why not use EFT on ALL the other specific
events that are behind our more generalized (but VERY important) issues such as (to name a few)....
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Self-image
• Anxiety
• Depression
• Persistent insomnia
• Addictions
• Compulsions
• Feelings of abandonment
As you eliminate the emotional baggage from your specific events you will, of course, have less and less internal conflict
for your system to deal with. Less internal conflict translates into a higher level of personal peace and less emotional and
physical suffering. For many, this procedure will likely result in the complete cessation of lifelong issues that other
methods have not touched.
The same applies to physical ailments as well. I'm talking here about everything from headaches, breathing difficulties
and digestive disorders to AIDS, MS and Cancer. It is becoming more widely accepted that our physical maladies are
caused (or contributed to) by unresolved angers, traumas, guilt, grief and the like. I have had many discussions with
physicians in recent years and more and more of them echo emotional strife as a major cause of serious diseases. Until
now, however, there hasn't been an effective way to eliminate these health bandits. We can mask them with drugs, of
course, but true cures have been hard to find. Fortunately, EFT and its many cousins now provide easy and elegant
tools that will aid the serious health practitioner in killing the root causes of disease...instead of the patient.
What I share here is NOT a substitute for quality EFT training NOR is it a substitute for quality help from a masterful
EFT practitioner. Rather, it is a tool that, properly applied, is capable of wide ranging relief (quality training or quality
assistance will add to its effectiveness). Its simplicity and far reaching effectiveness give it candidacy as a mandatory
method for anyone seeking help for even the most difficult of problems. I know that's a bold statement but I've been at
this for over a decade now and have seen so many impressive results over such a wide variety of issues that this
statement is easy, if not essential, to make.
The method here is simple (I'm assuming you already know how to apply EFT).....
1. Make a list of every bothersome specific event you can remember. If you don't find at least 50 you are either
going at this half-heartedly or you have been living on some other planet. Many people will find hundreds.
2. While making your list you may find that some events don't seem to cause you any current discomfort.
That's OK. List them anyway. The mere fact that you remember them suggests a need for resolution.
3. Give each specific event a title....as though it was a mini-movie. Examples: Dad hit me in the kitchen--I stole
Suzie's sandwich--I almost slipped and fell into the Grand Canyon--My third grade class ridiculed me when I
gave that speech--Mom locked me in a closet for 2 days--Mrs. Adams told me I was stupid.
•
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4. When the list is complete, pick out the biggest redwoods in your negative forest and apply EFT to each of
them until you either laugh about it or "can't think about it any more." Be sure to notice any aspects that may
come up and consider them separate trees in your negative forest. Apply EFT to them accordingly. Be sure to
keep after each event until it is resolved.
If you cannot get a 0-10 intensity level on a particular movie then assume you are repressing it and apply 10
full rounds of EFT on it from every angle you can think of. This gives you a high possibility for resolving it.
After the big redwoods have been removed, go to the next biggest trees.
5. Do at least one movie (specific event) per day...preferably three...for 3 months. It only takes minutes per
day. At this rate you will have resolved 90 to 270 specific events in 3 months. Then notice how your body
feels better. Note, too, how your "threshold for getting upset" is much lower. Note how your relationships are
better and how many of your therapy type issues just don't seem to be there any more. Revisit some of those
specific events and notice how those previously intense incidences have faded into nothingness. Note any
improvements in your blood pressure, pulse and breathing ability.
I ask you to consciously notice these things because, unless you do, the quality healing you will have
undergone will seem so subtle that you may not notice it.
You may even dismiss it saying, "Oh well, it was never much of a problem anyway." This happens repeatedly
with EFT and thus I bring it to your awareness.
6. If you are taking medications, you may feel the need to discontinue them. Please do so ONLY under a
qualified physicians advice.
It is my hope that the Personal Peace Procedure becomes a worldwide routine. A few minutes per day will make a
monumental difference in school performance, relationships, health and our quality of life. But these are meaningless
words unless others (you) put the idea into practice. I prefaced this article with a quote from my good friend, Howard
Wight. I repeat it again below for emphasis… "If you are ultimately going to do something important that will make a real
difference...do it now"

How to apply EFT in-depth to yourself

Steve Wells from Australia provides this simple but powerful method for getting the most out of EFT while applying it to
yourself.
He calls the process "Journaling" and, in essence, it involves writing down all those extra aspects, beliefs and thoughts
that show up during the EFT process. Each such item represents a new avenue for personal EFT exploration and,
unless captured in writing, tends to be forgotten. Writing down (and addressing) this daisy chain of events allows a
more in-depth EFT experience.
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This concept does not need to be limited to those wanting to apply EFT to themselves. It offers a similar in-depth
experience when healing practitioners ask their clients to do this. The client can Journal during the session or as
homework between sessions. Either way, new perspectives, core issues and the like are likely to surface. Very helpful
indeed. Steve gives details:

I have found it quite productive to do a journaling process with EFT whilst sitting in front of my computer. I begin by typing
out a description of the challenge, problem, negative thought, negative belief or behaviour that I want to work on. Then I do
a round or two of EFT on that problem. As more thoughts and feelings come up, I type these onto the screen.
I can type quite quickly and as I work through various aspects it is very helpful to see - as well as feel - the shifts that occur
literally in front of my eyes. Whether the aspects that come up are feelings, memories, thoughts or belief statements, I type
them onto the screen and then include them in a new tapping sequence.
As I type I find I gain greater clarity and conscious understanding of my issues and I find that the subsequent tapping
rounds I do are more focused and therefore more productive. Whilst I have found that typing onto the screen works for me
because I can do so very rapidly, those who write faster than typing, or who prefer to write, could complete notes in a paper
journal as they tapped through the various aspects.
I find the best feature regarding this approach occurs at the end of the tapping session. When I go back over the stuff I have
typed onto the screen I get to see just how far I have moved from where I began.
Often I am amazed at just how much ground I have covered, and also gratified to find that the issues or aspects I started
with no longer bother me anymore.
I have found that in regular tapping sessions, my natural tendency is to just move onto the next aspect that comes up. As
the previous aspects drop naturally from my consciousness it is easy to forget that I was pretty upset when I first sat down
to tap. Many times I haven't realised the full benefit of my regular tapping sessions until long "after the fact" when I
confront a situation that would otherwise have upset me and find it doesn't any longer. I'm sure this situation is familiar to
many who do the tapping on a regular basis.
The journaling process overcomes these challenges, and not only assists you in clarifying aspects as you go but also allows
you to realise and celebrate the changes you have made immediately after you make them. I find this immediate feedback
on results to be a very gratifying element of the approach and I recommend it to everyone who wants to go further in their
tapping sessions.
Steve Wells
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Finding core Issues

When EFT "doesn't work," it is usually NOT because it doesn't work.
Instead, the real reason for not seeing results is because the practitioner has not applied EFT properly. Perhaps the
practitioner has not been specific enough or maybe emerging aspects are masking otherwise valid healing work. We have
covered these possibilities earlier in this tutorial.
There is another important element of sophistication that we need to explore ... namely ... the discovery of Core Issues.
Sometimes a client's "presenting problem" is nothing more than a symptom of a Core Issue--a much deeper, much more
important underlying problem. Once the Core Issue is discovered, it can usually be broken down into specific events and
handled routinely.
There are many live examples of Core Issues throughout the various EFT training tapes. For example, the case of Nate's
"fear of heights" on the From EFT to the Palace of Possibilities DVD set. Nate comes up on stage with other height
phobics and makes only modest headway. After some detective work, however, it was discovered that the real Core Issue
was the sense of ridicule he felt when he was teased and prodded to make a parachute jump from a helicopter (while in
the armed services). Once we took care of that Core Issue, his fear of heights vanished. In addition, his eyesight
improved and his elevated blood pressure dropped dramatically (without taking his medication).
Finding Core Issues is an art and it requires experience to do it expertly. Fortunately, there are some common sense
questions that can help you get to Core Issues quickly. Here are some of them....
"What does this issue remind you of ?"
"When was the first time you can remember feeling the same kind of feeling ?"
"If there was a deeper emotion underlying this problem, what might it be ?"
"If you could live your life over again, what person or event would you prefer to skip ?"
Please be aware, however, that a favorite answer clients like to give to these questions is, "I don't know." When you hear
this, be persistent. You can say, "Well, just guess for me." Their guesses are usually right on target.
•
•
•
•

When physical issues resist healing.

One of the most obvious conclusions you will get from consistent use of EFT is that there is an undeniable link between
physical ailments and unresolved emotional issues. Our EFT Insights Newsletter is loaded with true case histories
whereby physical pain fades while emotional issues are being addressed.
Often, we can apply EFT to a physical problem (e.g. "this headache") and watch it disappear in moments. Sometimes,
however, the physical problem doesn't budge ... or ... it fades for a while and "comes back." This is usually evidence that
there is an unresolved emotional issue behind it that needs to be neutralized. Once this is done, the physical pain is
likely to be relieved.
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I have a favorite question for playing detective in this regard. Once I have isolated a physical ailment that is resisting
healing, I ask....
"If there was an emotional contributor to this pain, what would it be ?"

If the client draws a blank then just ask them to guess. Their guess will usually take you in useful directions.
A classic example involves a lady who had constricted breathing in one nostril due to an accident. Regular tapping for
"this breathing problem" did nothing for her. However, after I got to the emotional contributors, the whole thing cleared
up--and her eyesight improved as well:
A nose is a nose is a nose. So why accolades to Lori for bringing hers ? To the outside observer, it was just a regular
nose pleasantly affixed to a smiling face and a bubbling personality. But to Lori it was a source of constant discomfort.
She fell and broke it 7 or 8 years ago and has had several surgeries on it since. Despite many efforts at correcting it, one
of her nasal passageways remained partially blocked. She ranked the discomfort at 7.
During the EFT training I asked each person in the audience to identify a physical discomfort. One person chose a hip
pain while others chose shoulder pains, headaches and the like. Lori, of course, chose her nose. After the first round of
EFT, I went around the room asking people to rank their discomforts before and after the tapping. While many reported
noticeable relief, Lori reported none. The 7 was still a 7.
After another round more people reported relief--but not Lori. The 7 was still a 7. At this point, newcomers to EFT might
conclude, "Oh, it doesn't work in this case." That's easy to assume, of course, because she was at a standstill while
almost everyone else was reporting good results. Further, there was physical damage to her nose that not even surgery
could correct. So, why not just leave it be and go on to other things ?
Well, I've been here many times and, if I had given up, many people would have never achieved their eventual relief.
There are countless examples of how persistence with EFT and playing detective provide results where other techniques
completely failed. So, since tapping directly on Lori's nose problem "wasn't working," I asked her about emotional issues
that might be contributing to her breathing discomfort. One of my favorite questions here is....
"If there was an emotional contributor to this issue, what would it be ?"
She said there was some anger surrounding the original accident so we tapped on that anger as well as forgiveness. She
then reported noticeable relief--but only by a point or two.
Now please notice something. Even though we didn't get one of our "one minute wonders" and even though EFT for her
nose issue was not as rapidly effective as for other people, SOMETHING IMPORTANT HAD HAPPENED. Please recall that
the problem was still there despite her previous surgeries. Nor did tapping directly for the physical issue bring any relief.
But when we addressed possible emotional drivers to the problem, we made noticeable headway. We pried open the lid
with this approach. It was never that EFT "didn't work." It was that we hadn't found the proper avenue yet.
Lori's relief at this stage was noticeable, but not dramatic. This is obvious evidence that more progress is possible and
that persistence is called for. But sometimes we are too quick to dismiss such "minor" results as "not very good" and
conclude, "that's all we can do."
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Instead, we are just getting started--the gates have opened and it's time to roll up our sleeves. There is more to do. More
avenues to pursue.
As it turns out, I knew I was going to have the whole audience do a few rounds on "constricted breathing" as the next
demonstration, so I let Lori be for the moment. Shortly, though, the session commenced on constricted breathing and,
after a couple of rounds, I asked Lori to take a deep breath. The change was obvious to everyone as she reported a
clearing of the nose passage and a sense of "draining."
The original 7 had dropped to a 2 AND she was delighted to report that HER EYESIGHT HAD GAINED NOTICEABLE
CLARITY.
On each of the next two mornings she reported that her breathing improvement was holding and she continued to point
out the improvement in her eyesight. There was more to do, of course, because we were not down to a zero. However, my
purpose at these trainings is to demonstrate EFT and teach its fine points. I don't usually have time to carry every issue
through to completion. She said there was still some minor pressure on the wall of the right side of her nose, so I
suggested to Lori that, after the training, she be very specific with the remaining physical discomfort. A good candidate
for this specificity would be....
"Even though I still have some of this minor pressure on the wall of the right side of my nose......"

Yesterday (3 weeks later) I called Lori for a follow-up. I thought we might clean up any left over aspects and bring the
nose issue to zero. As it turns out, she went to zero on her own.
Complete relief.
She consented to having the conversation recorded and, after some recounting about how our original sessions went, the
conversation unfolded as follows (revised for readability) .....
Lori: ....and then after we did the tapping I kept noticing more release and more release so that I could breathe easier and

easier and easier. In fact, I even mentioned to you then that my eyesight… I see much better for some reason.
GC: It's still better?
Lori: Yeah, it's still better. In fact I used to have problems with my contact lenses and I just don't have those problems any
more, which just amazes me.
GC: Well, me too. I've been doing this for a long time, Lori, and my jaw still drops from time to time and I'm not sure if I even
know the reason why...we just have our theories. But what I want to ask you is....how do you know your eyesight is
better ? What tells you that ?
Lori: Well, the clarity in which I see things. I think before, when I would look out through my contacts, things would be clear
but not "sharp clear." And it would always be a bothersome thing. I think contact wearers would commonly describe it as if
you had makeup or something in your eye. And, after we did the tapping, it was just as if I would blink and I would see
everything clearly.
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I don't know if it was related to my breathing and my nose--because your ears, nose and throat are all attached--but with
breathing more clearly my vision just seemed sharper--much more comfortable. I immediately see the difference.
GC: Well, it could also be that as you breathe better you get more oxygen in your system.
Lori: Yeah, that could explain it, too.
GC: By what percentage would you say your eyesight is improved ? 5%, 10% 30%? What would you say ?
Lori: I would say the "comfortability" is improved by about 75%.
GC: Comfortability ?
Lori: Yeah, feeling more comfortable with my contacts. On clarity of vision I would say it's improved by 30% at least.
GC: Oh really. OK. And that has held with you throughout this ?
Lori: Yes. Since that day I went for the training. Yes.
GC: Getting back to your nose for a moment. You said that at the end of the workshop you were left with a "2" and, if I
recall it right, you said it had to do with one side of your nose impinging upon the rest....
Lori: Yes. It was like my right nostril seemed to be restricting the air flowing. Every time I breathed I could feel that
happening. But since the tapping I don't even have an awareness of it because it's not happening any more.
GC: Well, you went from a 7 to a 2 and the 2 was the side of your nose impinging on things ?
Lori: Right.
GC: Are you now to a zero or are you still a 2 ?
Lori: I'm now to a zero.
GC: You're to a zero ? So, it totally cleared up ?
Lori: Yes.
GC: To me, this whole thing is remarkable.
Lori: Oh, it is !
GC: As you can imagine, I've been on the other end of the telephone for lots of these stories.
Lori: Oh, I would bet.
GC: They still amaze me. Now, getting back to your nose, when did it go to zero and, question #2 did you do more tapping
to get it to zero ?
Lori: Yes, I did more tapping to get it to zero. I probably didn't apply the tapping again for a week after the training. And
then I just started to tap again for anything having to do with my nose. I think what you showed me was to get more finely
detailed as I was working to improve it. So I would get even more descriptive and more descriptive.
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GC: Such as?
Lori: Instead of just saying, "I accept myself fully and completely even though my nose is blocked up....", I went down to,

"my right nostril which is closest to my air opening that's on the right wall that seems to be difficult--the top side inside my
nose, not the bottom...", you know, like that. And then, a week after that--probably a total of two weeks since the training-it went down to a zero and I haven't had to tap on that particular thing since.
GC: Did you notice as you were zeroing in on very specific things that you were getting relief at the moment or was it sort of
a delayed reaction ?
Lori: It was delayed. I t was almost like at the time I wasn't too sure how it was going to come out. But then I noticed that-probably a day or two after tapping--that I wasn't feeling it again.

Borrowing Benefits

Stay with me on this one. This procedure has the potential to....
1.Allow many people to achieve substantial emotional freedom IN THEIR LIVING ROOMS without having to become an
expert in the fine points of EFT.
2.Dramatically accelerate the deep (core issue) work that can be done in groups.
It's not perfect. Not everyone will get dramatic results and oftentimes people will need professional guidance to maximize
the process. But, in my experience, most people should benefit in a big way. It's also easy ... very easy ... to do. In fact,
many people can get solid results without knowing a thing about EFT. I wish I had thought of this before.
While I will be developing the idea below with some personal experiences, let me state up front that it involves tapping
along while someone else is undergoing EFT. Interestingly, if you keep your own issue "in the background" while tapping
for someone, you will likely resolve your issue EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE TAPPING FOR SOMEONE ELSE'S PROBLEM.
You will, in effect, be creating your own parallels and "Borrowing Benefits" from someone else.
Here's how I came across the idea....
A few months ago I had the occasion to demonstrate EFT to a group of 15 newbies. I asked for a volunteer to work with
me in front of the group and "Laura" agreed to explore a highly personal, very severe abusive issue from her childhood.
Interestingly, this diverse group had nothing in common with each other. They were strangers from all over the U.S. who
had gathered together as part of a large conference to explore personal improvement. My demonstration was a small
subset of this larger conference.
Since I didn't have much time (about 30 minutes) and since I wanted to give them as much personal exposure to the EFT
procedures as possible, I thought I would try an experiment.
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I asked each of the audience members to tune into a specific event in their past that was still bothersome to them. I
asked for the most intense one they could find and then had them rate the current intensity on a 0-10 point scale. They
ranged from 7 to 10.
I then had each of them make a mental movie of this event and write down titles to their movies as well as their 0-10
intensity ratings. This whole process only took a few minutes and allowed everyone to "tune in" to an issue they could
tap on.
Then, while working with Laura, I asked the audience to tap along with us AS THOUGH THEY WERE TAPPING FOR
LAURA'S ISSUE. They were to say the exact same words and to tap in the exact same places JUST AS THOUGH THEY
WERE LAURA. My speculation was that each person would make some headway on their own issue because I had
primed them to have "in the background" awareness of it. I was hoping their systems would draw useful parallels from
my session with Laura.
The results both puzzled and surprised me. After delving (for 20 minutes) into many aspects of Laura's issue THAT
WERE SEEMINGLY PERSONAL AND UNIQUE TO HER, we finally achieved emotional freedom on her specific event.
As a test, I asked her to go outside the room where she could be by herself and literally try to get upset. When she came
back in, she was all smiles and could not bring up any trace of her previous tears, anger, etc. We had successfully
collapsed the charge on her intense issue--including all the aspects.
Out of curiosity, I asked each audience member to tune back into their original specific events. To my delight, all of
them...and I mean ALL of them...reported 0's and 1's on their previously intense issues (remember--they were originally
ranked from 7 to 10).
How could this be ? After all, THEY WERE PRESUMABLY TAPPING FOR SOMEONE ELSE'S ISSUE. They weren't
digging into the nitty-gritty details of their own nasty event. Nor were they using any customized language or specific
detective work to uncover their own core issues. There were no apparent tears or anxious moments, either.
They just sat there tapping along. Nonetheless, they all reported dramatic results. Their previous issues became nonevents in minutes.
Hmmmmm.
Then, about a month ago, I was giving a two day workshop at the Toronto Energy Psychology Conference where Marcia
Platt agreed to work with me in front of 75 people on a business success issue. As an experiment, I asked the entire
audience to pick out a specific event of their own. And, just like with the Laura example above, I asked them to TAP
ALONG WITH MARCIA AS THOUGH THEY WERE MARCIA. There was no requirement that these events be business
related--they could be on anything.
In typical fashion, Marcia and I quickly landed on a specific event with her father that was foundational (core) for her
business issue.
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It had many aspects, of course, and I spent 20-30 minutes tapping on every piece I could find while, all the while, THE
AUDIENCE TAPPED ALONG USING THE SAME TAPPING POINTS AND THE SAME LANGUAGE AS THOUGH THEY
WERE MARCIA.
At the end, I asked how many noticed dramatic results on their individual issues and 70% of them raised their hands.
This translates to almost 100% because 25-30% of the audience had been "tapped out" after a two day tapping workshop
and chose not to tap along. Thus most of those participating reported dramatic results.
Fascinating, eh! I just called Marcia for a follow-up and she reminded me of the numerous people who came up to her
afterwards and commented on the parallels between her situation and theirs. Mind you, the details were obviously
different BUT THESE PEOPLE'S SYSTEMS APPEARED TO MAKE THE NECESSARY PARALLELS. Thus they got major
benefits just by following along. Painless but profound.
To me, it is undeniable that major benefits can be gained through this method. Not only do people tune into their own
parallels during this process but we also must recognize the spiritual concept of Oneness at work here. We are
connected. We are One--even though it seems otherwise.
Also, professional guidance can be critical for gaining the most benefit from this process and some customization after
the fact is a good idea. I heartily recommend this. In addition, I recommend that professionals use this process in group
work as I think you can dramatically accelerate healing with it.
It's also a perfect item for healing professionals to assign as homework between sessions. Just send your clients home
with some of the filmed sessions from our training videos. They are loaded with sessions that are ideal for this. It is easy
for them to follow along. They need only sit in their living rooms, identify an issue (specific event) and tap along with
someone else's issue on the video. Their systems will come up with their own parallels and allow Oneness to do its thing.
Newcomers don't even need experience with EFT to benefit. Just parrot the words and tap in the same places where
people are tapping on the video.
It wouldn't surprise me to learn that the best results will occur while groups of people perform this together--that's a
Oneness concept--but it is also clear to me that many people can achieve major benefits just by tapping alone in front of
their television sets or computer screens.
P.S. Here's a possible CAVEAT: This technique may bring to the surface other issues that need addressing, perhaps
ones that you may not even be aware of.
This happens rarely but such possibilities can occur, so if you find yourself becoming more upset during the course of
this exercise rather than the other way, know that you have an opportunity which may be very useful for you. In this
case STOP IMMEDIATELY and use this situation to go deeper (or get help from a qualified professional). Unless you can
identify a new aspect that is surfacing for you and address it directly, you might try tapping on, "Even though something
else bothers me about this..." .. This can be a way of unearthing hidden aspects of a problem and clearing them
systematically -- a bonus of sorts
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More on Borrowing Benefits

I received many enthusiastic responses to my recent introduction of the "Borrowing Benefits" feature of EFT. For many,
it represents a big step toward speed and efficiency in the delivery of these procedures.
Simply stated, the process allows someone with little or no experience in EFT to tap along while someone else is
undergoing EFT (e.g. in a session, seminar, group or video) and often experience profound benefits. This is true even
though the issues being tapped on appear to be widely different. This does NOT suggest that professional help should be
avoided. Rather, it proposes a tool that could substantially aid the therapeutic process.
Here are some further thoughts/benefits regarding this idea.
1. For many people, the process allows an additional measure of emotional safety. As you know, EFT is normally quite
gentle but a few people tune in to some pretty intense stuff and it takes awhile to bring them down. With the Borrowing
Benefits feature, however, the client merely identifies their issue and then taps along with someone else on an issue that
is seemingly quite different. Thus a sort of detachment is injected into the process while the client's original issue is
being addressed "in the background."
This, in my experience, helps to minimize any unwanted intensity while still getting the job done. The process may or
may not give complete resolution to an issue but, properly done, it is likely to at least take the edge off (probably much
more). Very efficient. Very useful. Very humane.
2. This can also be a superb way to conveniently get at core issues so that truly deep work can be done. This ability
depends, of course, on how thoroughly and creatively EFT is being applied. If the person undergoing the direct treatment
is fortunate enough to be in the hands of an EFT Master, then the odds for true deep work increase for all parties
involved. The Masters of this process have learned to search for and relieve those pesky aspects, core issues and
bothersome remnants that show up with complicated issues.
3. An easy way to tap along with creative EFT sessions is to pick certain sessions out of your EFT training videos. As you
know, these videos are filled with actual sessions and many of them are quite involved. You can identify your own issue
and then tap along with the video while IN YOUR LIVING ROOM. Interestingly, the subject matter of these sessions
doesn't seem to matter because your system tends to draw its own parallels. If you want, though, you can tap along with
several of them.
As always, I must caution that some people should not attempt any form of healing technique without the presence of a
skilled professional. Thus, you must take responsibility for any use you make of EFT.

The EFT Doors to Explore

Over the years we have developed many EFT approaches for solving the healing puzzle. They have become "Doors to
Explore" and represent a wide variety of possibilities for applying EFT. With Serious Diseases you may get lucky and get
impressive results by entering only 1 door.
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However, in many cases you may need to explore every door and, perhaps, discover new ones. You may meet with failure
on the first 4 or 5 doors but, with persistence, you may find success with the 6th, 8th and 10th doors.
Below is a list of current EFT doors. They are not listed in any particular order and should be used in whatever order
seems appropriate for a given client.
• Daily tapping. This one is vital for Serious Diseases because it creates much needed follow-up by the clients. 10
to 20 rounds of EFT tapping should be performed daily to keep the body's subtle energies flowing freely. An easy
way for the client to remember to tap is to associate it with daily activities. For example, do rounds of tapping just
before (1) eating, (2) when using the bathroom, (3) when turning the TV on and off (4) when getting in and out of
the car and so on.
• Tapping directly on the symptoms. For example, start EFT with "Even though I have this numbness in my left
hand....." This will often give symptomatic relief. If not, then assume there are emotional drivers behind it and
ask, "If there was an emotional reason for this symptom, what could it be?"
• Approach the symptoms through metaphors. For example, ask the client, "What does the disease look like
inside your body ?" or"What does your doctor tell you is going on ?" Then apply EFT for that metaphor. For
example, "Even though it feels like I have glue in my finger joints...."
• Sneaking up on the problem. Use this when you expect underlying emotional issues to be unusually
intense. Use global statements at first like, "Even though I have all these problems..." and gradually get more
specific until you end up with a specific issue such as "Even though Dad hit me when I was 8 at my birthday
party...."

•

•

•
•

The Tearless Trauma Technique. This is another way of approaching an emotional problem in a gentle way. It

involves having the client GUESS as to the emotional intensity rather than painfully re-live it mentally. Often
highly effective.
The Movie Technique. In this process the client narrates his or her mental movie of a bothersome specific
event. When intensity comes up the client stops and then taps on that intensity. When the intensity subsides the
client continues with the story. This method has been a mainstay in the tool box of many EFT Practitioners. It
may be the most often used EFT technique of all.
The Tell the Story Technique. A close cousin of the Movie Technique
Being Specific. This is often critical and represents an efficient way of resolving the problem. Most people
represent their problems in a global way e.g. "I have diabetes" OR "I feel abandoned." While success can
sometimes be achieved by approaching these issues in this global way, the odds improve substantially if you get to
the specifics (or specific events) underlying the problem. Examples, "Even though my blood sugar level is over
400...." OR "Even though my mother left me alone for three days at my age 8."
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Personal Peace Procedure. This is most useful for client homework. It involves making a long list of every

bothersome specific event one can think of and using EFT on a daily basis to collapse them. Obviously, the more
negativity that can be removed the greater the chances of peace taking over
• Emphasizing or Yelling. Sometimes it is necessary to get clients more involved with their issue. This can often
be accomplished by having them strongly emphasize.... or YELL ... the EFT Setup Phrases and Reminder
Phrases. This can turn a "go-nowhere" session into a productive one.
• Questions. Here are some questions that may help getting to core issues...
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

•

If there was an emotional contributor to that symptom, what could it be ?
If you had life to live over again, what person or event would you prefer to skip ?
What would it be like to have none of your symptoms ?
What benefits are you getting from this illness ?
What would you have to give up if your illness went away ?
Who or what are you most angry at ?
Why might you deserve this illness ?

Chasing the Pain. After applying EFT, physical discomforts can move to other locations and/or change in

intensity or quality. Thus a headache described as a sharp pain behind the eyes at an intensity of 8 might shift to
dull throb in back of the head at an intensity of 7 (or 9, or 3 or any other intensity level). Just keep "chasing the pain"
with EFT and it will usually go to zero or some low number. In the process, I often find that emotional issues behind
the discomforts also become successfully collapsed.
• Testing. This is a very important step because, without it, both you and the client can erroneously think you are
done. Whenever feasible, I try to re-enact a bothersome memory ...OR... have the client vividly imagine and TRY to get
upset ...OR... have the client bend, move or do whatever is necessary to bring back the symptom (without damaging
themselves, of course). In the process I am looking for aspects or related issues that still need attention.
• Humor. Laughter can be used to help clients make new associations regarding the "severity" of any emotional
issues they may have. It is also a form of testing because, if a client can now laugh or smile at a trauma, fear, etc.,
then you know you have made good progress. On the other hand, if the humor is met with scowls or intense
reactions then you know you have more work to do.
• Imagine perfect health and observe tail enders. This is a good method for finding subtle emotional issues that
tend to keep the ailment around. Ask the client to vividly imagine themselves in perfect health (i.e. completely without
their symptoms) and then ask him or her to listen for the "tail-enders" or "yes buts" that show up as self talk. These
tail enders are often clues to the real impediments to healing. Tail enders are described within the important series
on our web site called The Palace of Possibilities. Full details at http://www.emofree.com/palaceof.htm
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Reframing within the Setup procedure--THROUGH you, not BY you. Reframing is a procedure often used within

conventional talk therapy to help a client see their issue through different, healthier glasses. I find that reframes land
MUCH more solidly if done while tapping and thus I use the Setup portion of the EFT procedure to not only correct
psychological reversal but to also establish useful reframes.
During this process, I "get myself out of the way" and rely on "guidance" that allows me to o apply healing that goes
THROUGH me not BY me. Everyone has the intuitive abilities to do this. Success, however, depends on truly trusting
that intuition.

Revised Procedure and Tapping Points

The 9 Gamut Procedure is only needed if there is ‘Psychological Reversal’ - this is not often found, so is not usually
needed. If there are difficulties in overcoming a problem then this should be used. There is a special Dowsing chart
included later to check if this is needed.
Since the 9 Gamut Procedure is not so used, there is no need to repeat ‘The Sequence’. So the revised procedure is just
to use ‘The Set Up’ and ‘The Sequence’ for most tasks.
When doing ‘The Sequence’ many Therapists have found that two additional points are extremely effective - the ‘Top of
Head’ and the ‘Inside Wrist’.
The ‘Top of Head’ point is where a person’s hair ‘swirls’ - at the very crown; just tap all around the top of your head and
you are bound to be correct !
The ‘Inside Wrist’ is where many meridians pass close to the surface of your skin; you can tap on this point with your
other hand, or even better tap the underside of both wrists together. it is suggested that you take a deep breath and
release it whilst tapping the ‘Inside Wrist’, saying ‘Peace and Love’ - the intent being to release the causes of the
emotions, etc., being tapped and to replace them with ‘Peace and Love’.
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3. Modified EFT - Suggestions by Carol Look and other Masters

EVALUATE THE INTENSITY of the issue to be handled.
THE SETUP STATEMENT: (naming the problem combined with a general affirmation phrase)
NEGATIVE TAPPING SEQUENCE (Round #1): This consists of tapping the sequence of EFT points while you focus on the
problem and say the Reminder Phrase out loud. (This helps you tune in to the problem.)
POSITIVE TAPPING SEQUENCE (Round #2): Tap on the sequence of the EFT “power points” again, and focus on a
solution by verbalizing preferences, choices, and possible alternative outcomes.
RE-EVALUATE THE INTENSITY
REPEAT THIS RUN as needed - see the example on the next page.

THE SETUP STATEMENT:

“Even though I have this anxiety about tomorrow’s meeting, I deeply and completely love and accept myself.” The SETUP

STATEMENT is repeated out loud three times while you tap the karate chop point. You can change the wording for these
three Setups as your thoughts guide you to delve more precisely into the problem.
“This anxiety about tomorrow’s meeting.” The REMINDER PHRASE is repeated when you tap the sequence of points. It
helps you stay focused on the issue you have chosen for treatment. You can change the wording for each tapping point
as your thoughts guide you.

SEQUENCE OF TAPPING POINTS:

1. Top of Head (TH)
2. Eyebrow (EB)
3. Side of Eye (SE)
4. Under Eye (UE)
5. Under Nose (UN)
6. Chin (CH)
7. Collarbone (CB)
8. Under Arm (UA)
9. Wrist (Wr) - Take a deep breath and release saying “Peace and Love’
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NEGATIVE TAPPING SEQUENCE:

Starting at the eyebrow point, begin tapping each point in the sequence of EFT points approximately 7 to 10 times while
repeating the negative reminder phrase. This directs your mind to focus on the negative thought patterns that block your
ability to reach your goals (feel calm, attract abundance, release food cravings) and allows EFT to neutralize them.

POSITIVE TAPPING SEQUENCE:

Starting at the eyebrow point again, tap each of the EFT points approximately 7-10 times while repeating any sequence of
positive phrases you choose. This allows you to install what you would prefer to experience.

Example on Improving Eyesight

First Run
Tap on the following points while saying these negative phrases:
I have this resistance to improving my eyesight.
I don’t want to improve my eyesight.
I am afraid to see more clearly.
I thought I wanted to see better.
I don’t really want to see better.
This resistance to clearing up my vision.
I have this resistance to improving my eyesight.
I can’t help this resistance
(OMIT Wrist point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Then tap again on the points with these positive phrases:
I do want to improve my eyesight.
I can allow myself to get over this resistance
I choose to feel ready to release the resistance
I feel free to release the resistance
I now release all this resistance
I It feels so good to allow clarity into my life
I appreciate my eyesight and my eyes
I am grateful for the clarity in my life
(Deep Breath & Wrist Point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Second Run
While tapping on the karate chop point, repeat the following phrases:

Even though I am skeptical that this will work, I choose to do the exercises anyway…Even though my skepticism is really
fear, I accept and love myself anyway…Even though I have doubts about EFT improving my eyesight, I choose to accept the
possibility now.

Then tap on the points while saying these negative phrases:
I have this skepticism about EFT and my eyesight
I don’t want to improve my eyesight
I am afraid to see more clearly
This skepticism
These doubts about this working
This resistance to clearing up my vision
I have this resistance to improving my eyesight
I have so many doubts about this
(OMIT Wrist point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Then tap on the points while saying these positive phrases:
I will consider being open to new possibilities
I can allow myself to release the resistance
I choose to release the doubts
I feel freer already
I choose to let go of this resistance
It feels so good to allow clarity into my life
I appreciate my eyesight and my eyes
I am grateful for the clarity in my life
(Deep Breath & Wrist Point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Third Run
While tapping on the karate chop point, repeat the following phrases:

Even though I don’t believe eye problems can be reversed, so I doubt I can release mine, I deeply and completely love and
accept myself anyway…Even though I don’t believe this will work, I choose to accept and love myself anyway…Even
though the truth is I’m afraid to see more clearly, I accept and love all of me no matter what.

Then tap on the points while saying these negative phrases:
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I don’t really believe I can improve my eyesight
I don’t want to believe I can improve my eyesight
I am afraid to believe I can improve my vision
I have so many limiting beliefs about eyesight
I don’t really want to see more clearly
I have so much resistance to clearing up my vision
This resistance to improving my eyesight
I am surprised about this resistance and my limiting beliefs
(OMIT Wrist point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Then tap on the points while saying these positive phrases:
I will consider releasing the resistance
I can allow myself to release this resistance
I choose to feel open to change
I allow myself to release the limiting beliefs
I choose to let go of this resistance
It feels right to be open to seeing more clearly
I appreciate my eyesight and my eyes
I am grateful for the clarity in my life
(Deep Breath & Wrist Point)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is just a selected sample from week one of an 8 week course “Improve your Eyesight with EFT” by Carol Look. She
suggests that these rounds be done each day for a week, and keep records of when they were done - and the intensities
that you encounter. For more details see www.CarolLook.com The aspects covered in her course (for each week) are:
Resistance and limiting beliefs (as above)
Fear (Past and Future events)
Guilt
Anger
Anxiety
Beliefs about Aging
Resentment and Hurt
Remaining Blocks to Improving Eyesight.
Note that this is a very intensive course - most EFT tapping sessions would be far shorter, dealing with a number of
problems and different aspects in one session - depending on the severity of the problems.
You may, however, come across these aspects in your more normal EFT work - so just recognize how to adapt the
phrases to suit your own work.
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If you Feel a Pain
Ask in your mind “Is there a message for me ?” since usually there is a reason for the pain. Often your sub-conscious
self has mis-understood a situation and is trying to tell you of a problem. Take whatever thought ‘pops’ into your mind
seriously ! Then use this in ‘The Set Up’, recognizing the stated cause and explaining the correction needed, and then
proceed to tap the cause away and install the correction in your sub-conscious self.
You can even ask your sub-conscious self to give you small pains to indicate problems so that corrective action can be
taken !
If you Have a Sudden Thought
This will often be your mind becoming aware of a problem in your sub-conscious and trying too get your attention to
make a correction to the program operating within the sub-conscious. It is similar to letting you feel a pain - but far
more benign, due to lesser urgency. If ignored it may develop into a pain - so making a bigger effort to get your attention.
Pay great attention to the first thought that comes (from your Intuition) - second thoughts usually come from ego !
Respect Others !
When working with other people (or animals, plants, etc) state that you are operating with Love for their benefit - and
that what you suggest should only be implemented if it is in their best interest. Do not force your beliefs on others !
This is especially important when working with members of your family - they may have a completely different outlook on
life, contrary to yours.
Disposal of Unwanted Energies
Comment has been made by clairvoyants who use EFT about disposal of the energies that are released. They have
reported that sometimes these ’hang around’ and may ‘get back in’.
So it is advisable to ask “That all unwanted energies be taken with Love to be Healed and be in their rightful place.”
How Often Should EFT be Used ?
Whenever the need is felt - and in between ! Persistence pays !
If you do your EFT work at home, at work, at play - then you work in different environments, which may improve the
efficiency of EFT.
Use it for all purposes, for everything you wish to correct or improve.
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I suggest that the first task in Healing is to get the ‘Wisdom of Our Being’ (our Spirit), the Heart, Mind, and Brain to work
together as a team.
My understanding is that our Heart (which has its own neurons) is our link to ‘Upstairs’ and has a great influence over
our actions. So it is best to ensure that Heart acts as a leader, co-ordinating our mind and brain to work with ‘Upstairs’.
Our brain has many parts - the logical part (ego), the Intuitive part, our sub-conscious and non-conscious parts (these
are labels we attach !)
This may well be helped by using the ‘Preliminary Setup’ and associated tapping that I suggest.
I have found that when I ask my Heart (as a separate Being ! - my link to the ‘Wisdom of Being’) to help and guide me in
my Healing work then ‘things happen’ !
Many of us have sudden thoughts of past episodes in our life - and usually dismiss them immediately as being not
relevant to what we are doing. But it may be that our Heart/Sub-conscious is trying to get our attention to something
that is causing a problem, and can be corrected by using EFT.
So it is best to listen to ‘Our Small Voice’ and tap away the problem.
A personal example is a memory of when, as a small child, I was driving my baby red car and ran over the foot of a
neighbour who had gout, and got angry - which I thought was unjustified.. Now I have had a number of small accidents
when driving my car - unknown to me, they were al related to that baby accident ! After tapping on it, I have since been
free of car accidents !
Based on the work of Dr Richard Bartlett, DC, ND in ‘Matrix Energetics’ and ‘The Physics of Miracles’, Miracles can
happen - and do happen more than we normally recognize. So it helps to open ourselves to expect miracles !
Many present problems have a base in the past - perhaps a small base, but it gets stronger as episodes happen and
reinforce the base. Thus it may be best to start with finding problems in chronological order - starting with conception.
By dealing with the original base, the current problems may be undermined - having their foundation collapsed, and so
be much easier to handle at later times.
Another advantage is that these very early problems may be easier to overcome (and with little trauma) than the main
‘presenting problems’. This enables the Healee (especially a person new to EFT) to get used to the tapping techniques in
a simple way without high emotional feedback - and with success that increases confidence in the EFT method.
It has been found that most pains, etc., exist for a reason; I find that it is most important to open a dialogue with the
pain to discover its purpose or message. In many cases this will be found to be based on misunderstandings of
situations, and by explaining the correct interpretation to the ‘sub-conscious’ EFT will have an increased potential for
success in Healing.
I have included some charts which you can use to determine if any serious problems exist prior to conception, during
pregnancy, as an infant, and during later ages.
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6. Suggested Preliminary Rounds of Tapping
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These three Rounds are best used at the start of any ’in-depth’ EFT tapping session - but just tap without them when
doing routine tapping.
If you are tapping because a thought has ‘come to mind’ you do not need any setup - because your mind is already
focused on the problem ! But you can do a setup if you so choose.

Round 1

SETUP:
What I have perceived may be the truth of others
My beliefs may be based on false perceptions.
My Spirit, Soul, Heart, Mind, Sub-conscious, and Being
are not working together as a good team.
Some of my cells are not aligned with my Master Cell
And those in Charge do not obey the Wisdom of my Being.
I deeply and completely Love and accept myself
We are all Loved by Higher Beings.
TAPPING:
Head: Release false perceptions and incorrect beliefs (Head = On Top of Head)
EB: Truth of Others
SE: False Perceptions
UE: Parts of me working independently
UN: We are not a Good team
Ch: Failure to link together
CB: Improvements needed
UA: Releasing causes of these problems
Wr: Sending them to be Healed with Love (Wr = Inside Wrist)
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Round 2

SETUP:
I can always change all my beliefs
I can always correct my perceptions.
My Spirit, Soul, Heart, Mind, Sub-conscious, and Being
Can work together in Harmony and Love.
All of my cells can aligned with my Master Cell
And those in Charge can obey the Wisdom of my Being.
I deeply and completely Love and accept myself
We are all Loved by Higher Beings.
TAPPING:
Head: Revise my beliefs
EB: Correct my perceptions
SE: We can be a good team
UE: Working together in Harmony and Love
UN: Cells align with my Master Cell
Ch: Obeying the Wisdom of my Being
CB: Change for the Best
UA: Miracles happen NOW
Wr: Love and Gratitude to All (Wr = Inside Wrist)

Round 3

SETUP:
I choose to change and correct all my beliefs and perceptions.
I choose to let my Heart be in command of my total Being
I choose that all in and associated with me work as a good team
Operating in Love, peace, and harmony at all times.
I choose that everything changes for the best
Miracles happen in all 'Nows'.
I deeply and completely Love and accept all in my Good Team

I let it be so ! It is so !
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TAPPING:
Head: I correct all my beliefs and perceptions
EB: All in my Total Being work together as a good team
SE: My Heart leads our good team
UE: Working together in Love, Peace, and Harmony
UN: All cells spiral Good and align with my Master Cell
Ch: All cells obey the Wisdom of my Being
CB: Change for the Best
UA: Miracles happen NOW
Wr: Love and Gratitude to All (Wr = Inside Wrist)

SOME FURTHER HINTS

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS:
Use all your senses (as best as possible):
Emotions: Anger, Fear, Anxiety, Hate, Greed
Magnify these for intense awareness; grade 1 (low) to 10 (high)
Feelings: Heaviness, depression, cloudiness, pain in body.
Define in your mind the shape, colour, texture, even name
Always treat with respect - antagonism will make it hide.
You need to converse as equals so that you can Heal effectively.
For each case, give it an identity
Ask if any messages, reason for pain, etc.:
"Thanks for giving the message and getting attention
Circumstances have now changed,
I now release you to be Healed."
Follow if location moves; grade 1 to 10 - it may be a new aspect or a new case
Pictures in Mind's Eye as observer: Especially 'movies' of past
happenings
Colour may fade, picture grow small or move away to distance
Taste & Smell may also sometimes be noticed
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SETUP: (3 rounds)
1.Acknowledge existing problem, 2.forgive, can change, 3.correction
(adjust for ‘still have’ etc. in further rounds)
Even though (occurrence) happened and I had (emotion/pain/disease)
(add explanation of occurrence, I choose to make correction)
you can vary these for each round to cover different aspects
pay attention to the thoughts that arise and include them !
I completely and sincerely Love and accept my total Being
TAPPING: (3 rounds - recheck intensity at end of each round)
Statements based on your setup statements for each round

COMPLETION OF ROUNDS

SETUP:
I forgive all who hurt me in any and all ways
I forgive myself and all others involved
I apologize and ask forgiveness to all I have hurt
I release all emotional triggers
We go back in time to before these happenings
Complete forgiveness - Love, Peace, and Harmony
I deeply and completely Love and accept myself
We are all Loved by Higher Beings.
TAPPING:
Head: I apologize to all that were hurt
EB: I forgive myself and all involved
SE: I release all emotional triggers
UE: I/We all go back in time
UN: Complete forgiveness
Ch: Love, Peace, and Harmony
CB: Change for the best
UA: Miracles happen NOW
DEEP BREATH, EXHALE ALL RESIDUE
Wr: Love and Gratitude to All

-

Tap Your Troubles Away
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7. Other Resources that may help you
QuantumK is a Healing system based on Fractals and Fibonacci series that you can watch on your computer - go to
http://www.quantumk.co.uk - and click on the ‘Healing Experience’, about 25 minutes long. You can gain more
insight by looking/downloading the blogs and the manual.

YouTube has many videos on EFT - you can watch them to get hints, and see how experienced therapists work with EFT.
The Holistic Intuition Society has prepared a data DVD which includes a good selection of these, together with much
more data to help you understand Healing and Life.

EFT libraries produced by Gary Craig include many sessions with clients. The Holistic Intuition Society has purchased

the complete set, and is authorized to give away copies for free. So we have copied these (and many more ‘goodies’) onto
a 250GB USB hard drive, which we sell for US$125.

Healing Bracelets produced by the Holistic Intuition Society are based on the coils developed by Dr Georges Lakhovsky
in France and used in US hospitals when he escaped the Nazis.
They increase the Radiance of your blood, creating an environment that viruses do not like - so you keep healthy ! The
Neck Rings have proved to be excellent in stopping headaches and migraines.
See http://www.in2it.ca and click on ‘Healing & Dowsing Tools’.
Addendum - Healing Cancer & Serious Diseases: http://www.in2it.ca/Cancer.pdf
Addendum - Ladies Only - Pregnancy Problems: http://www.in2it.ca/LadiesOnly.pdf
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Handling Serious Health Problems

Cancer and other Serious Diseases, Preparation for Surgery,
and Preventing Rejection of Organ Transplants.
This is an Addendum to ‘Tap your Troubles Away’ - which should be studied first so that you have a good understanding
of the procedures and how they are effective.

Introduction

‘Tap your Troubles Away’ explains how we can communicate with our Heart, our sub-conscious, and the ‘Wisdom of our
Being’ to change the programs that operate in our total Being, and how we have the power to Bless the energies that
surround us so that become beneficial to us.
This Blessing of energies is very important in preventing cancer - and many other serious diseases.
In most of us our Heart, Mind, Brain, ego, and sub-conscious (and our organs and cells) fail to operate as a good team;
we can improve our health by working with them to help them to operate as a good team, guided by our Heart and
‘Wisdom of our Being’.
When we do this, we can prepare ourselves (including all in our body) for the traumatic experiences of hospitalization
and surgery - so that the traumas do not affect us as much, and increase the rate of our recovery to good health.
If we can communicate with all the cells in our body, then we can take action to explain about any organ transplant, get
the cells in the ‘new’ organ to align with the rest of our cells, and to welcome the newcomer to our Being. This will
greatly reduce (or eliminate) the chances of rejection - and perhaps allow transplants of organs from people of different
DNA and blood groups !
I hope that you find this paper useful to you in your Healing work. The procedures listed are guidelines - amend them as
needed !
Namaste, John
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Medical Aspects
Many accomplished Healers know that our bodies are made of energy - and that we can work with the energies involved
for improving health. They are successful in their work because they find the cause of problem and overcome its actions,
unlike many medical professionals who just treat the symptoms.
Most medical people start out with the intent of healing, but when they attend medical training they are taught to ignore
metaphysical aspects and just prescribe drugs - since the pharmaceutical companies maintain a strong influence on
medical practice. Most of these drugs have unwanted side effects - so the pharmaceutical companies sell more drugs to
overcome them; it may be good business, but it is not good for health !
It is useless to ask medical people if the system described here is good - they are not able to make such a judgment. But
be re-assured - unlike drugs, these methods are fail-safe, and have no unwanted side-effects !
Cancer is BIG BUSINESS ! There is an immense amount of money spent on research - to find cures which can be
patented ! May herbal cures are not tested by clinical trials because money cannot be made from them by
pharmaceutical companies. Just think of the enormous loss of employment that would occur if a cure for cancer was
found !
Noxious Energies
It seems that cancer occurs when the cells multiply ‘out of control’ - and instead of trying to kill the cells, it may be far
better (and more easy !) to re-establish control of these cells.
In Europe it has been found that most cancer occurs when people sleep or work in in places having strong energies
coming from the earth; these act like a tornado in spoiling the communication links of the cells within the body which are
subjected to this disruptive action of strong energy fields.
Cases occurred where cancer was overcome in hospital only to re-occur when the patient returned home again to sleep in
a bed affected by noxious earth energies.
Similar effects often occur due to X-rays and electro-magnetic fields.
Such fields my also be the cause underlying ‘Sudden Death Syndrome’ in infants - if a child is usually in a peculiar
position when sleeping, it is probable that it is trying to escape such a field. If you determine that you (or your family
members) are sleeping in such fields, move the bed.
Another way is to Bless the energies in these fields and send them ‘True Holy Love, Namaste’ (the strongest form of Love,
which is implied in all ‘Love’ mentioned in this paper) so that they stop being noxious and become beneficial - seems
unlikely, but it works ! See our booklet ‘Sleep Well, Be Healthy’ for more details of these energies, and how to take
corrective action.
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You may find that this talk about noxious energies is difficult to accept; this is because so many of us have never been
taught about metaphysical matters - but they do exist, and do have a great impact on our health and well-being.
These noxious energies can cause many other problems as well as cancer - so check out the energies in and around
where you sleep, where you work, and any place that you sit for an extended time. Better to be safe than sorry !
Emotional Freedom Techniques
Gary Craig of ‘Emotional Freedom Techniques’ [EFT] fame has shown that by tapping on meridian spots on our body we
communicate with the underlying intelligence that controls our body - see ‘Tap your Troubles Away’ on our website for an
overview of EFT and how you can use it for the health of yourself, family, and friends.
This routine is geared for cancer, but you can expect improvement of all serious diseases when you apply a similar
method of working with them.
It is suggested that if you suspect such a disease, or are informed that you may have one, then use this system to at
least reduce the impact on the sufferer. If you are already being treated by drugs, then you may find that you need less
of them.
Tapping Points and Sequence
A simplified system is to tap the underside of your hand between the little finger and wrist (the ‘Karate
Chop Point’ - KC, while making a ‘set-up’ statement; then tap the following meridian points while making
suggestions to your sub-conscious:
TH - Top of Head - the area where your hair ‘swirls’ - not shown.
KC
EB - Eyebrow - your skull bone above your nose where your eyebrow ends.
SE - Side of Eye - on the bone at the outside of your eye.
UE - Under Eye - on the facial bone just below the centre of your eye.
CB
UN - Under Nose - at centre, between nose and upper lip.
Ch - Chin - at centre, between lower lip and chin bone.
CB - Collar Bone - at the side of the ‘VEE’ where a man ties his tie.
UA
UA - Under Arm - about a hands width below your armpit.
Wr - Wrist - on the palm side just above your hand - see below.
Note that these start at the top and work downwards - so it is easy to remember their order ! You can tap either side of
your face/body - or both sides. The tapping should be gentle, and aim for 5 to 7 taps on each spot while making
suggestions to your sub-conscious.
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At the end [Wr] take a deep breath, and release it while tapping on your wrist (or even better, while tapping both wrists
together !) and saying ‘Peace Love Harmony’. Intent is to release all that are causing you problems, and to replace them
with ‘Peace, Love, and Harmony’.
A key aspect in this work is to magnify your feelings and emotions as much as possible while doing this tapping - this
helps your sub-conscious to focus on the problems involved. And if thoughts ‘pop up’ then pay attention to them - and
do extra tapping to help them be Healed - they may be involved in the cancer or other illness that is causing you health
problems.
Do not expect a ‘one minute cure’ - although this could happen ! Whatever is causing your health problems has been
around for some time - and time may be needed for any cure to become effective. Keep doing the tapping - and have faith
that it will help you in the long run. You will find that you can use tapping for many purposes - and have a far better life
in the future.

Suggested Rounds of Tapping

PRELIMINARY SETUP: (Once at start of session)
What I have perceived may be the truth of others
My beliefs may be based on false perceptions
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
I let my Heart be in complete command of my Total Being
My ego has a good job - to serve my Heart
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
My sub-conscious works with my Heart for improvement
The Wisdom of my Being assists my Heart in all ways
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
All in and associated with me work together as a good team
Operating in peace, harmony, and True Holy Love, Namaste, at all times.
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
Everything can change for the best
Miracles happen in all 'Nows'.
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being

Be Your Own Family Healer TAPPING:
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I Release false perceptions and incorrect beliefs
My Heart commands
Ego serves Heart
Sub-conscious works with Heart
All working together as a good team
Peace, Harmony, Love
Change for the Best
Miracles happen NOW
Peace, Love, and Harmony to All

SETUP
Even though I understand that I may still have some cancer
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being.
Even though some of my cells are spiraling the wrong way

I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.

Even though some of my cells have lost communication with the Wisdom of my Being

I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
All my cells and all that is in them listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
We all work together in Love, Peace, and Harmony for the best of our team
I deeply and completely Love and accept all in our team.
TAPPING:
TH: All cells spiral clockwise
EB: All cells listen to the Wisdom of my Being
SE: All cells obey the Wisdom of my Being
UE: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
UN: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
Ch: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
CB: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
UA: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
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Procedure for Noxious Energies

SETUP
Even though some energies may have noxious effects on my Being
I deeply and completely Love and accept them and my Total Being.
I send Blessings and all that Heals Good to these energies
I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
I ask my Total Being to send Blessings and all that Heals Good to these energies
I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
We all work together in Love, Peace, and Harmony for the best of all
I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
TAPPING:
TH: Blessing all energies that affect me
EB: Healing all energies that affect me
SE: Sending Love to all energies that affect me
UE: Blessing, Healing, and Sending Love to all energies that affect me
UN: Blessing all energies that affect my family and friends
Ch: Healing all energies that affect my family and friends
CB: Sending Love to all energies that affect my family and friends
UA: Blessing, Healing, and Sending Love to all energies that affect us
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All

Procedure for Serious Diseases

First of all, go to http://www.quantumk.co.uk and watch the ‘Healing Experience’. This is a marvelous program that
helps you to release toxins and gain access to nutrients that may be missing - often the cause of serious head problems.
It takes about 30 minutes to watch - I try to watch it at least 3 times each week !
I recommend very strongly that you tap your tapping points while watching this ‘Healing Experience’ - it will help install
the programs in your sub-conscious.
Many of our physical problems are caused by emotional problems that upset the correct balance of our body. Even
though you may think with your logical mind that you are exempt, your sub-conscious may be so affected ! It is your
sub-conscious that tries to make you aware of such problems by sending ‘messages’ to you in the way it knows best - by
illness !
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So check out possible emotional problems - Resistance, Limiting Beliefs, Fear, Anger, Anxiety, Hate, Greed, Beliefs about
Aging, Resentments, Hurts from others, etc - and discover what stray thoughts arise to guide you to their causes.
Picture in your Mind’s Eye the memory that arose, the episode with complete details:
• Identify Feelings that arise such as: heaviness, depression, cloudiness, pain in body.
• Magnify these for intense awareness - to help to focus on the cause.
• Quantify the strength of the feeling - grade 1 (low) to 10 (high)
• Define in your mind the shape, colour, texture, even name (as best as possible).
• Always treat with respect - antagonism will make it hide.
• You need to converse as equals so that you can Heal effectively.
• For each case, give it an identity and ask if any messages, reason for pain, etc
Tap with intent: “Thanks for giving the message and getting attention.
Circumstances have now changed, I now release you to be Healed."
• Follow if location moves; grade 1 to 10 - it may be a new aspect or new case.
• Pictures in Mind's Eye as observer: Especially 'movies' of past happenings
• Colour may fade, picture move away to distance, or you may not be able to recall it !
•

SETUP (3 rounds) (adjust for ‘still have’ , ‘some’, etc. in further rounds)
Even though (occurrence) happened and I had (emotion)
(add explanation of occurrence, correction to be made)
you can vary these for each round to cover different aspects
pay attention to the thoughts that arise and include them !
I completely and sincerely Love and accept my Total Being
TAPPING (3 rounds - recheck intensity at end of each round)
• TH:
I apologize to all that were hurt
• EB:
I forgive myself and all involved
• SE:
I release all emotional triggers
• UE:
I/We all go back in time
• UN:
Complete forgiveness
• Ch:
Peace, Harmony, Love
• CB:
Change for the best
• UA:
Miracles happen NOW
• Wr:
Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
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REPEAT AS NEEDED, changing the occurrence and emotion as these change in your thoughts - which is due to your
sub-conscious and Heart pointing to what they consider to be he next step.

Procedure to prepare for Hospitalization and Surgery

The intent is to prepare your Being for the traumatic experiences that are expected so that you are better able to handle
them - and speed your recovery to good health.
SETUP (3 rounds) (adjust for ‘still have’ , ‘some’, etc. in further rounds)
Even though (describe problem) happened and I have (fear or other emotions)
and am going to hospital (for surgery) to get medical help
which may involve drugs and traumatic experiences
(you can vary these for each round to cover different aspects
pay attention to the thoughts that arise and include them !)
I completely and sincerely Love and accept my Total Being
TAPPING (3 rounds - recheck intensity at end of each round)
• TH: Going to hospital (for surgery)
• EB: I fear pain and traumas
• SE: Releasing all fear and traumas
• UE: There could be side effects
• UN: Releasing all side effects
• Ch: Recovery could be slow
• CB: Speed up my recovery
• UA: Miracles happen NOW
• Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
You can do similar tapping on yourself while in hospital and afterwards, to speed up your rate of recovery to good health.
If you cannot actually tap, do the tapping in your mind - imagination works very well !
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Prevent Rejection of Organ Transplants

We explain about any organ transplant, get the cells in the ‘new’ organ to align with the rest of our cells, and to welcome
the newcomer to our Being.
The sense of some of the following is in the future, for use prior to a transplant. After the actual transplant, change the
context to be in the present tense.
SETUP
Even though I am losing my (organ) and getting a replacement
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being.
Even though the cells of my new (organ) may not be aligned with my master cell

I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.

Even though the cells of my new (organ) may not yet communicate
with the Wisdom of my Being

I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.

Even though all in my new (organ) may be foreign to my Total Being
I welcome them as new members of my Total Being

All my cells and all that is in them listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
I deeply and completely Love and accept you all.
We all work together in Love, Peace, and Harmony for the best of our team
I deeply and completely Love and accept all in our team.
TAPPING:
TH: I welcome all in my new (organ) to my Being
EB: All in my new (organ) align with my master cell
SE: All in my new (organ) listen to the Wisdom of my Being
UE: All in my new (organ) obey the Wisdom of my Being
UN: All in my Total Being accept all in my new (organ)
Ch: All in my new (organ) is part of my Total Being
CB: We are all one Total Being
UA: All cells spiral clockwise, listen to and obey the Wisdom of my Being
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All

LEARNING MORE ABOUT EFT
The EFT Training Library has
been prepared by Gary Craig
http://www.emofree.com and
the complete set cost us
US$250.
We are authorized to give away
a limited number of copies, and
so have loaded the complete
library (22 DVDs) onto a 250GB
USB Hard Drive together with a
lot of other ‘Goodies’.
This Hard Drive is now
available for US$125 from the
Holistic Intuition Society by
special order - email
Sales@in2it.ca
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Ladies Only - Pregnancy Problems

Stopping unwanted pregnancies, and releasing Souls involved in all failed
pregnancies to be taken ‘into the Light’.
This is an Addendum to ‘Tap your Troubles Away’ - which should be studied first so that you have a good understanding
of the procedures and how they are effective.

Introduction

‘Tap your Troubles Away’ explains how we can communicate with our Heart, our sub-conscious, and the ‘Wisdom of our
Being’ to change the programs that operate in our total Being, and how we have the power to Bless the energies that
surround us so that become beneficial to us.
This addendum is based on two major sources (and Emotional Freedom Techniques):
•Huna - the ancient Spiritual understandings of the Hawaiian and other Pacific oceanic peoples, where a lady was
expected to be able to control her own pregnancies.
•‘A Cry from the Womb’ by Gwen Jones, (www.angelsoflightandhealing.org) ISBN 978-0-9740-7301-9 - Case
histories of Healing the Baby Souls who become attached to the mother (without her knowledge) even just a few
days after conception if they are not born (or die young) and cause health and emotional problems many years
later ! A problem not even considered by medical authorities !

The principle involved is that we work ‘Heart of Mother’ to ‘Heart of Soul’ and with the help of the Angelic Beings to take
the Soul back into Heaven, so that it is free to find another life in the future.
Failure to do this usually results in the Soul being attached to the mother, which causes her to have many problems in
later life, or often to invade the body of a subsequent baby, which can cause dual personality - and gay or lesbian
tendencies if the Soul genders differ.
I hope that you find this paper useful to you in your Healing work. The procedures listed are guidelines - amend them as
needed !
Namaste, John
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Emotional Freedom Techniques
Gary Craig of ‘Emotional Freedom Techniques’ [EFT] fame has shown that by tapping on meridian spots on our body we
communicate with the underlying intelligence that controls our body - see ‘Tap your Troubles Away’ on our website for an
overview of EFT and how you can use it for the health of yourself, family, and friends.
Tapping Points and Sequence
A simplified system is to tap the underside of your hand between the little finger and wrist (the
KC
‘Karate Chop Point’ - KC, while making a ‘set-up’ statement; then tap the
following meridian points while making suggestions to your sub-conscious:
TH - Top of Head - the area where your hair ‘swirls’ - not shown.
EB - Eyebrow - your skull bone above your nose where your eyebrow ends.
SE - Side of Eye - on the bone at the outside of your eye.
CB
UE - Under Eye - on the facial bone just below the centre of your eye.
UN - Under Nose - at centre, between nose and upper lip.
Ch - Chin - at centre, between lower lip and chin bone.
CB - Collar Bone - at the side of the ‘VEE’ where a man ties his tie.
UA
UA - Under Arm - about a hands width below your armpit.
Wr - Wrist - on the palm side just above your hand - see below.
Note that these start at the top and work downwards - so it is easy to remember their order ! You can tap either side of
your face/body - or both sides. The tapping should be gentle, and aim for 5 to 7 taps on each spot while making
suggestions to your sub-conscious.
At the end [Wr] take a deep breath, and release it while tapping on your wrist (or even better, while tapping both wrists
together !) and saying ‘Peace Love Harmony’. Intent is to release all that are causing you problems, and to replace them
with ‘Peace, Love, and Harmony’.
A key aspect in this work is to magnify your feelings and emotions as much as possible while doing this tapping - this
helps your sub-conscious to focus on the problems involved. And if thoughts ‘pop up’ then pay attention to them - and
do extra tapping to help them be Healed.
Keep doing the tapping - and have faith that it will help you in the long run. You will find that you can use tapping for
many purposes - and have a far better life in the future.
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PRELIMINARY SETUP: (Once at start of session)
What I have perceived may be the truth of others
My beliefs may be based on false perceptions
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
I let my Heart be in complete command of my Total Being
My ego has a good job - to serve my Heart
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
My sub-conscious works with my Heart for improvement
The Wisdom of my Being assists my Heart in all ways
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
All in and associated with me work together as a good team
Operating in peace, harmony, and True Holy Love, Namaste, at all times.
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
Everything can change for the best
Miracles happen in all 'Nows'.
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being
TAPPING:
TH: I Release false perceptions and incorrect beliefs
EB: My Heart commands
SE: Ego serves Heart
UE: Sub-conscious works with Heart
UN: All working together as a good team
Ch: Peace, Harmony, Love
CB: Change for the Best
UA: Miracles happen NOW
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
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SETUP FOR UNWANTED PREGNANCY
Even though I understand that I may now be pregnant
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being.
Even though I understand that I may now have conceived
I deeply and completely Love the Soul so conceived.
Even though I may have conceived and now be pregnant
This was not with intent to conceive and be pregnant.

This was due to [rape against my will] [failure of birth control] etc
(or circumstances have changed: breaking up of relationship, financial, etc)
Note: You must be completely honest and truthful, else failure !

It is my will that this pregnancy be ended now in Love, Peace, and Harmony.
I humbly beseech the Soul so conceived to understand that I cannot be its good mother at this time,
and ask that it now return to Heaven so that it can have a better life in the future.
I humbly beseech the Angelic Beings in charge of Souls to take this Soul so
conceived to Heaven so that it can have a better life in the future.
I humbly beseech all involved that all chords and connections between myself
and this Soul be severed and removed with Love, Peace, and Harmony.
I send my Love, Gratitude, and Thanks to all who help this be so.
We all work together in Love, Peace, and Harmony for the best of all involved
I deeply and completely Love and accept my total Being.
TAPPING:
TH: This pregnancy be ended now.
EB: The baby Soul to leave me now
SE: The baby Soul to go to Heaven
UE: Angelic Beings to care the baby Soul
UN: Angelic Beings to take the baby Soul to Heaven
Ch: All chords and connections between myself and this Soul be severed
CB: All this work to be done with Love, Peace, and Harmony.
UA: I send my Love, Gratitude, and Thanks to all who make this be so
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
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SETUP FOR FAILED PREGNANCY
Even though I understand that I have lost my child
I deeply and completely Love and accept my Total Being.
Even though I understand that I have lost my child
I deeply and completely Love the Soul of my lost child.
I humbly beseech the Soul of my lost child to understand that I cannot be its
good mother at this time, and ask that it now return to Heaven so
that it can have a better life in the future.
I humbly beseech the Angelic Beings in charge of Souls to take this Soul of my
lost child to Heaven so that it can have a better life in the future.
I humbly beseech all involved that all chords and connections between myself
and the Soul of my lost child be severed and removed with Love, Peace, and Harmony.
I send my Love, Gratitude, and Thanks to all who help this be so.
LEARNING MORE ABOUT EFT
We all work together in Love, Peace, and Harmony for the best of all involved
I deeply and completely Love and accept my total Being.
The EFT Training Library has
TAPPING:
been prepared by Gary Craig
TH: I have lost my child
http://www.emofree.com and
the complete set cost us
EB: The baby Soul to leave me now
US$250.
SE: The baby Soul to go to Heaven
We are authorized to give away
UE: Angelic Beings to care the baby Soul
a limited number of copies, and
UN: Angelic Beings to take the baby Soul to Heaven
so have loaded the complete
library (22 DVDs) onto a 250GB
Ch: All chords and connections between myself and this Soul be severed
USB Hard Drive together with a
CB: All this work to be done with Love, Peace, and Harmony.
lot of other ‘Goodies’.
UA: I send my Love, Gratitude, and Thanks to all who make this be so
This Hard Drive is now
Wr: Peace, Love, and Harmony to All
available for US$125 from the
Holistic Intuition Society by
special order - email
Sales@in2it.ca
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Simplified Radionics - Eradicating Diseases & Problems

Radionics is heavily discouraged by the medical authorities - it cannot be patented, so the pharmaceutical companies
(who, one way or another, control the medical system) cannot make a profit from it. They object as it avoids the use of
their drugs - and is free to use !
Unfortunately most of the Radionic systems tend to be expensive and rather hard to understand. The 'Paper Doctor' was
developed as a means of enabling wider use by individuals - but this was developed in the USA, and their 'Health ?'
authorities had the book banned.
Fortunately an even better Radionics system has been developed in India - it is very simple to use, and can be
downloaded (for free) from 'Sai Sanjeevini' and then the cards printed for use.
There are Radionic Healing Cards for 60 Body Parts and for 196 Diseases/Problems; they are very
simple to use - just select (by knowledge of the problem or by Dowsing) which cards are needed,
then place a glass of water on a card for at least 15 seconds, then repeat for the next card,
etc. This is like making a homeopathic medicine or using Flower Essences.
Take a sip of the treated water a few times each day (best to Dowse to find how often), or use the
Radionics Distant Broadcast Card to send the 'Vibrational Pattern' of the medicine to a person
living far away (the actual distance is no concern !)
We have prepared an even more simplified and concise version, with 9 cards fitted to a letter-sized
page to save printing (the normal layout is 6 cards/page) - just go to 'Sanjeevini' to download
the .pdf file.
The .pdf file has 34 pages - Index, instructions, Radionics Broadcast Card, and 29 pages of the
actual cards. You can place the card sheets in a folder - protecting them with plastic cover
sheets - or print them (by Laser printer) on special water-resistant paper such as 'Rite in the
Rain'. Alternatively you can cut them into business-card sized cards and store in numerical
order.
We have tested the 'Rite in the Rain' special paper and found it satisfactory; as a special service we can send you the
Broadcast and 29 Card sheets (printed by Laser printer on this special letter paper) for US$20 plus postage ($4 to
Canada or USA, $8 elsewhere) - email if interested, and we will send you a PayPal invoice; you can send a personal
cheque (US$ or CDN$) or money order, payable to John Living, should you not wish to use PayPal (but allow delays for
mail handling).
This is a Typical
Sanjeevini Card

Be Your Own Family Healer About the SS-Sanjeevini cards
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The SS-Sanjeevinis are subtle (spiritual) vibrations of all of Mother Nature's own healing forces.
These vibrations have been "harnessed" through focused prayers on to cards as printed patterns. Each Sanjeevini card
is a focused prayer to heal a particular body part or a disease.
The Sanjeevini cards have been prepared using the science of Radiesthesia. We have prayed for guidance to arrive at a
pattern which attracts the Healing Energies of Creation with the help of Angelic Beings:
Works with all known and unknown healing forces in Nature.
which will "heal" a particular Body Part or Disease at all levels of existence. This includes the physical, astral and
causal (or mental) levels; waking, dream and sleep levels; and body, mind and spirit levels.
which will heal causes, symptoms, and repercussions manifesting as Diseases in individual Body Parts. Since the
repercussions of ill health and disease go beyond the body and could include amongst other things - financial
repercussions - the prayers include these too.
The prayers include all this and much more.
A very important aspect of the SS-Sanjeevinis is the spirit of "surrender" in the prayer i.e. healing should take place only
if the Lord wills. Constant awareness that "Thy Will Be Done " has been the sum and substance of the attitude or
"bhava" in which these Sanjeevinis have been prepared.
There are a total of 256 Sanjeevinis at present :
60 Body Parts Sanjeevinis
196 Disease Sanjeevinis.
Body Parts Sanjeevinis: These are healing forces directed to specific body parts or body systems (regardless of the name
of the disease) e.g. Leg & Foot Sanjeevini, Respiratory Tract Sanjeevini, Heart Sanjeevini, Circulatory System Sanjeevini,
Immune System Sanjeevini, Lymphatic System Sanjeevini.
Diseases Sanjeevinis : These are healing forces directed towards :
• healing specific diseases or symptoms e.g. Cold and Sinus Sanjeevini, Diarrhoea/Dysentry Sanjeevini, Cancer
Sanjeevini, or Pain Sanjeevini, Numbness Sanjeevini, Shock Sanjeevini. (The "epidemic" Sanjeevinis like Cholera,
Malaria, Chicken Pox, Fevers & Flu etc. can be used as "prophylactic" Sanjeevinis as well as "treatment" Sanjeevinis).
• improving or developing certain very important mental and spiritual attributes like Shakthi Sanjeevini, Shanthi
Sanjeevini; completion in a natural and healthy way of important processes like Pregnancy Sanjeevini, Childbirth
Sanjeevini, Puberty (boys) Sanjeevini, Puberty (girls) Sanjeevini.
•
•

•
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How are the Sanjeevinis prepared for giving to a patient?

The Sanjeevini healing prayers (vibrations) can be easily transferred from the Sanjeevini cards (for a list of the Healing
cards please select Body Parts Sanjeevinis/ Disease Sanjeevinis Healing cards from the index alongside) into whatever
medium the healer chooses - sugar globules, vibhuthi, water - even juices, soups, daals, bread and rice. Each medium is
equally potent and effective.
The process of transferring the vibrations i.e. "charging" the medium with the Sanjeevinis is very simple. Simply put the
globules, water (or whatever you choose) into a bottle or glass or bowl (bread or rice in a plate) and place this container
on the relevant Sanjeevini card for 15 seconds.
If more than one Sanjeevini is required just move the bottle from one card to the next, taking care to keep it on each card
for 15 seconds. It is perfectly alright to keep it for longer - 15 seconds is the minimum required. It is good to chant a
prayer, mantra or affirmation while this is being done.
An improved method is to place a glass of water over the card and use your Pendulum over these in ’Input Mode’ (a
clockwise circle) to load the vibrational patterns from the card and into the water. When your stops swinging then the
vibrational patterns is loaded - so repeat with the next card needed.
If you keep the Sanjeevini cards in a binder, then you need to prevent cards below the one that is needed from causing
confusion by inputting vibrational patterns that are not pertinent. So either remove the sheet from the binder, or place a
‘blocker underneath the sheet being used - a sheet of white card wrapped in aluminium foil (taped to hold the foil in a
secure manner) has been found to make an effective blocker.

Different ways of healing with the SS-Sanjeevinis

The "charged" medium is then given to the patient in one or more of the following ways:
1. To be taken orally,
2. To be applied locally (use only water for local applications),
3. To be held in the hand a few minutes each day,
4. Broadcast at a distance (Using the SS-Sanjeevini Multiplication and Broadcasting card
Other ways of healing with the Sanjeevinis include :
Thinking of the relevant Sanjeevinis - a number of healers are using the power inherent in thought.
Sending the vibrational patterns with the help of a Pendulum - which magnifies the power of thought.
Giving photocopies of relevant Sanjeevinis to patients to:
• just hold reverently in their hands;
• put under their pillows at night;
• make up their own "remedies" by putting their food/water etc. on these photocopies.
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What is the Dosage for the Sanjeevinis ?

This can be very flexible. In chronic problems 3 doses a day. One globule, one pinch of vibhuthi, one sip of water is one
dose. If you take 10 globules together it is still only one dose.
In acute problems (like diarrhoea, pains, injuries, fevers etc.) a dose may be taken every 5 - 10 minutes. In acute
emergencies, make the Sanjeevinis in a glass of water and allow the patient to sip constantly - as in an asthma attack.
It is best to use your Pendulum to find the number of doses per day and for how many days.

How to decide which Sanjeevinis to give to a patient

(Index to Sanjeevini Cards is on the next page)

1. First of all understand and list out the symptoms and disease(s) of the patient (see example under instructions)
2. Then go through the list of Body Part Sanjeevinis and select the relevant body part Sanjeevinis for the patient.
3. Next go through the list of Disease Sanjeevinis and select the relevant Disease Sanjeevinis.
Remember that you can select as many Body Parts or Diseases Sanjeevinis as you feel are required for the patient.
Healing an ailment would therefore mean combining the relevant (one or more) Body Part Sanjeevini (BPS) with the
relevant (one or more) Disease Sanjeevini (DS).
Another way is to use your Pendulum to determine which cards are needed - always working through your own Heart,
linking Heart to Heart with the Heart of the patient.

Caution

Wrong diet and lifestyle are often the root causes of most ailments. Unless a patient becomes aware and brings about
corrective changes in his or her diet and lifestyle, permanent cures to several chronic ailments are going to be very
difficult.
Most diseases have occurred over a considerable time - so it may take time for cures to be effective, especially since the
disease may have become established in the body. Do not give up hope because the cure is not immediate ! Yes,
miracles do happen, but do not be disappointed if they pass you by. Remember that most medical cures are also long
term, and do not happen immediately after you take the prescribed medicine !
People recognize diseases by their symptoms - other problems may be developing but not yet manifested as disease; so do
not be surprised if unexpected cards are chosen when working with your Pendulum !
Remember that most diseases are connected with problems in the sub-conscious - this is why working with the subconscious (as described in ‘Tap Your Troubles Away) is extremely important.
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Index to Sanjeevini Cards
Body Parts

1 Abdomen
2 Alimentary Canal
3 Arm & Hand
4 Back
5 Blood
6 Body Tissues (All)
7 Bone
8 Brain
9 Breast
10 Chest
11 Circulatory System
12 Ear
13 Endocrine System
14 Eye
15 Face
16 Female
17 Gall Bladder
18 Glands
19 Gums
20 Hair
21 Head
22 Heart
23 Hip
24 Immune System
25 Kidney & U.T.
26 Knees

27 Leg & Foot
28 Liver
29 Lymphatic System
30 Male
31 Mind
32 Mouth
33 Muscles
34 Nails
35 Neck
36 Nervous System
37 Nose
38 Pancreas
39 Prostrate
40 Rectal
41 Respiratory Tracts
42 Shoulder
43 Sinuses (All)
44 Skin
45 Spine
46 Spleen
47 Teeth
48 Throat & Tonsils
49 Thyroid
50 Tongue
51 Appendix
52 Bone Marrow
53 Lungs

Radionics Simplified
54 Whole Body
55 Body - Left Side
56 Body - Right Side
57 Colon
58 Joints
59 Lips
60 Ovaries
Diseases

1 ACID: Acidity, Colic
& Indigestion
2 Addictions (All Types)
3 Adenoids
4 AIDS (All Types)
5 Allergies (All)
6 Anaemia
7 Angina
8 Anorexia (No Appetite)
9 Anti-Toxins
10 Arteriosclerosis
11 Asthma
12 Autism
13 Bedwetting
14 Bites & Stings
15 Bleeding / Haemmorhage
16 Blockages (All)
17 Blood Pressure HIGH
18 Blood Pressure LOW

Be Your Own Family Healer -

19 Blood Sugar Imbalance
20 Body Imbalance
21 Boils
22 Brain Power
23 Bronchitis
24 Bubonic Plague
25 Burns
26 Cancers (All)
27 Caries
28 Cataract
29 Chicken Pox
30 Childbirth (Delivery)
31 Cholera
32 Colitis
33 Coma
34 Constipation
35 Cough DRY
36 Cough WET
37 Cramps
38 Dehydration
39 Diabetes Adult
40 Diabetes Juvenile
41 Diarrhoea
42 Digestion
43 Diphtheria
44 Discharges (All)
45 Downe’s Syndrome
46 Drawing
47 Eczema
48 EMERGENCY
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49 Epilepsy (All)
50 Fevers & ‘Flu (All)
51 Filaria
52 Fissures
53 Fistula
54 Fitness
55 Frozen Shoulder
56 Glaucoma
57 Gonorrhoea
58 Hay Fever (Allergic Rhinitis)
59 Hearing & Deafness
60 Hole in Heart
61 Hernia
62 Herpes Zoaster (Shingles)
63 Hiccups
64 Hydrocele
65 Hyperthyroidism
66 Hypothyroidism
67 Incontinence
68 Infection
69 Infertility Male & Female
70 Inflammation
71 Injury
72 Jaundice (Hepatitis)
73 Leprosy
74 Leucoderma (Vitiligo)
75 Leucorrhoea
76 Lice
77 Lymphatic Disorders
78 Malaria (All Types)

-
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79 Marasmus
80 Measles (All Types)
81 Meniere’s Disease
82 Menopause
83 Menstrual Disorders
84 Migraine
85 Miscarriage
86 Multiple Sclerosis
87 Mumps
88 Muscular Dystrophy
89 Numbness
90 Obesity
91 Pain
92 Palpitations
93 Paralysis
94 Parkinson’s Disease
95 Piles
96 Pneumonia
97 Pnuemonic Plague
98 Polio
99 Polyps (All)
100 Pregnancy
101 Primary Complex
102 Prolapsed Uterus
103 Psoriasis & Itching
104 Puberty BOYS
105 Puberty GIRLS
106 Renal Failure
107 Retardation Mental
108 Retardation Physical
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109 Rheumatism /
Arthritis /Gout
110 Scar & Scar Tissue
111 Sciatica
112 Septicaemia
113 Shakti
114 Shanti
115 Shock
116 Sinus & Colds
117 Slipped Disk
118 Sore Throat
119 Speech
120 Spondylitis
121 Squint Eye
122 Stones -Gall Bladder
123 Stones -Kidney & UT
124 Suffocation & Wheeze
125 Swelling
126 Syphilis
127 Tearing Eye
128 Thought Management
129 Tinnitus
130 Tonsilitis
131 Tuberculosis
132 Tumours & Growths
133 Typhoid
134 Ulcers (All Types)
135 Urticaria
136 Veins & Arteries
137 Vision
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138 Vomitting
139 Warts
140 Water Retention
141 Whooping Cough
142 Worms, Parasites, & Fungus
143 SAFE: Scars of Abuse &
Fear Eradication
144 Sleep
145 Ahimsa (non violence)
146 Canine Distemper
147 Fungal Infections
148 Herpes (Simplex)
149 Osteoporosis
150 Scabies / Mange
151 Addictions ALCOHOL
152 Addictions CAFFEINE
153 Addictions NICOTINE
154 Addictions DRUGS
155 Anger
156 Antitoxin Heavy Metals
157 Antitoxin Dental Fillings
158 Anxiety
159 Better Memory
160 Bone Disorders Growths
161 Crohn’s Disease
162 Dandruff
163 Dementia
164 Dengue (All Types)
165 Depression
166 Entities

-
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167 Examination Stress
168 Flourosis
169 Forgiveness
170 Hypersensitivity
171 Indecisiveness
172 Leukaemia
173 Meningitis
174 Oxygenation
175 PFBD: Beak & Feather
176 Phobias
177 Poisoning (All Types)
178 Pre-menstrual Tension
179 Resentment
180 Schizophrenia
181 Soil Rejuvenation
182 Sweat Disorders
183 Tetanus
184 Ticks & Fleas
185 Vaccine Antidote
186 Vertigo
187 Dharma (Right Conduct)
188 Honesty
189 Prema / Love
190 Sathya / Truth
191 Anthrax
192 Ego / Aham Kara
193 Fear / Bhoyam
194 Greed / Lobha
195 Lust / Kama
196 Yellow Fever
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Make a medicine:

Place glass of water over card 15 seconds, repeat next card.

Make more of a previously prepared medicine:

1.Place the "sample" in the small circle
marked "sample" on the Multiplication
and Broadcasting card.
2.Place the bottle containing fresh pills or
vibhuthi in the circle marked "Output"
on the Multiplication and Broadcasting
card.
3.Leave for half a minute. Remember,
chanting a prayer, mantra or
affirmation while the Sanjeevinis are
being prepared is good for the patient
and the healer.
The medium in the "Output" circle is now ready, having been charged with all the vibrations that were in the original
sample.

Distance healing by broadcasting or transmitting the SS-Sanjeevinis is a dynamic way to heal. This way of healing is

the "first choice" of many healers.
1.Prepare the required Sanjeevinis for the patient in a glass, bottle or a paper bag.
2.Place this in the circle marked "sample" on the Multiplication and Broadcasting card
3.Write the name of the patient on a small piece of paper and place it on the circle marked "Output"
Leave it there as long as required in a spirit of surrender. This could be a few minutes in some cases where the response
is almost instantaneous or several days in other cases.

In order to keep many broadcasts going for different patients simultaneously, please make photocopies of the Multiplication
and Broadcasting card.

Print the ’Sanjjevini Cards Appendix’ (30 pages) to make the Multiplication and Broadcasting cards
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Scenar DENAS Healing Devices
DENAS is acronym for "Dynamic Electro Neuro Adaptive Stimulator".

The device recovers lost connections between your central nervous system and your internal organs,
launching a process of self-recovery in your body.

DENAS is your ‘Personal Doctor’ which helps to:

* Relieve Acute and Chronic Pain Quickly
* Restore Internal Bodily Functions
* Reduce Disability
* Create Prolonged and Striking Results
* Accelerate Recovery (it works synergetically with other treatments to
accelerate healing) - including burns and broken bones !
Scenar DENAS devices act in a natural way by supporting the regenerative
capacity of the body so helping the body to release its own healing
potential.
DENS-Therapy has become accepted worldwide as a new form of treatment
in prevention, therapy, and rehabilitation.
These Scenar DENAS devices were developed by the Russians to keep their astronauts healthy in space - and they are
now available for personal use at home - and used by Naturopathic Doctors and Healing Practitioners in their Clinics.
Whereas all the other aspects mentioned in ‘Be Your Own Family Healer’ are FREE (or very inexpensive) these devices
cost over $300 (and even more for the more complicated ones !) - but they are worthwhile for working with the physical
aspects of Healing. They may be cheaper than the cost of lost time going to Medical Clinics and of buying the drugs
prescribed - made by the pharmaceutical companies, who make billions from ’Health Care’ !
I have most of the Scenar DENAS devices, including the much more expensive original Scenar - but I use the simple
DENAS (or the DiaDENS T - the ‘next step up’) in preference to the others; they are simple to understand and use, and
just as effective ! You can add the Healing Pads (very useful for muscle pains) and Acupuncture Points (if you know how
to use them) to both of these devices.

See the ScenarDENAS Appendix for more about these tools - and details of actual treatment protocols.
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The DENAS

This is the most affordable Healing device - and the
easiest to use !
Ideal for home use - and as an extra Healing device for
therapists.
This pocket size and ergonomic device is your steady
personal Doctor no matter where you are.
The shape of your DENAS (and DENAS Plus) enable you
to easily reach most parts of your body - even the middle
of your back !
The DENAS, as well as being your 'all purpose Healing
device', has been designed for the first aid (injury, severe
pain, burns, asthma etc), and it can be also be very
effective for chronic diseases.
It has 2 modes - Therapy and Dosed Mode. Both of them
can be used for diagnostic and treatment.
The DENAS ADAPTER is needed to connect to
accessories such as pads, goggles, etc.
Therapy mode that works on universal frequency 77 Hz,
allows to find pathological points moving the device over
the skin. When you'll pass device over pathological
points, you feel sticking, painfulness, or reveal changing
of the skin color.
That means you diagnosed deviation spots, therefore stay there for a few minutes to cure this pathological areas and you
can get pain relief in 5-20 minutes.

Test mode that works on 10 Hz, also helps to find pathological spots measuring time of reply (when LED lights up).
Finding smaller time of reply you get these deviation points and now you are ready to treat them.
Accesories available for your DENAS device:
Massage Electrodes, DENS-glasses, DENS-applicator (Pads/Belt), Point
probe The DENAS Adapter is needed to hook up these electrodes.

Holistic Intuition Society - Special Price
(2010) $339 + $35 S&H, Total US$374
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DiaDENS-T is a reliable cost effective device with an LCD
screen - and with a therapeutic point probe included in
the package. This device was designed both for personal
users and entry level DENS therapists.
In comparison with the DENAS device, DiaDENS-T has
an improved form of built-in electrode and more
frequencies available for therapy.
DiaDENS-T can cure acute (injury, severe or slight pain,
burns, asthma etc), chronic conditions (chronic back
pain, bronchial asthma, stroke after-effects etc) and
make prophylaxis.
DiaDENS-T has 3 modes - Therapy, MED Mode
("Minimum Efficient Dose" - an Advanced Dosed Mode of
DENAS devices), and Screening Mode. Therapy and
Dosed mode can diagnose and treat, Screening mode can
only diagnose.
Therapy mode has different frequencies (10, 20, 60, 77,
140, 200 Hz) available; it allows you to find pathological
points by moving the device the device slowly over the
skin.
When you pass the DiaDENS-T over pathological points (keeping contact with the skin, of course), if you then feel
sticking or some pain, or see a change of the skin colour, it means that you diagnosed a deviation spot, therefore stay
there for a few minutes to cure this pathological areas - and you can get pain relief in 5-20 minutes.
MED mode works on 10 Hz, also helps to find pathological spots by measuring the time of response. In this case use the
first phase of the MED program. You can also use both phases of the MED program in order to do prophylaxis.
Screening Mode is a pure diagnostic mode. It allows you to find pathological points very quickly, getting digital indexes
from the device.
Accesories available for your DiaDENS T Healing device:
Holistic Intuition Society - Special Price
Massage Electrodes, DENS-glasses, DENS-applicator (Pads/Belt), Point
(2010) $469 + $35 S&H, Total US$504
probe
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THE DENS APPLICATOR / PADS / BELT

The "DENS Applicator" is special additional belt electrode for DENAS/
DiaDENS devices. It consists of two multiple-electrode strips and 1 belt
+ 3 cuffs (one wide and two narrow) which can be adjusted with Velcro
fasteners. The pads are designed to treat inaccessible zones of back, hip,
neck and shoulders. It is also useful for treating larger segments of the
body simultaneously.
Using the belt and cuffs to hold the pads where needed on the body
provides comfort during the therapy session: the patient can sit in a
comfortable position and apply DENS therapy at home.
You can adjust the power of the device used to be at the level that you
wish - the recommended length of any one treatment is about 1 hour.
John Living's comment: I found that I could have my DENAS held onto the
adaptor by a couple of elastic bands, then put it in my pocket with the
pads bound to my hip and plugged in to my DENAS - I was able to move
around without any trouble and do my normal work !

Note that the DENAS device needs the ‘DENAS Adapter’ to link to the
Applicator/Pads/Belt (and other tools) - $19 + $10 S&H, Total US$29
For up-to-date pricing and information on the other Scenar DENAS
Devices that are sold by the Holistic Intuition Society see our web page:

http://www.in2it.ca/ScenarDENAS.htm

Holistic Intuition Society - Special Price
(2010) $129 + $35 S&H, Total US$164
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The following statement is to be carefully read by you and then considered carefully.
If acceptable, ask your “Wisdom of my Being, the Wisdom of my Body, my Heart, and all that are involved in any way, to
accept and implement this intention with True Holy Love, Namaste, to be effective in all my life at all times and in all
circumstances” and then read it aloud three times to make it fully effective. You must be honest and sincere !
“I [name], with True Holy Love, Namaste, do hereby forgive all who have caused hurts, harm, problems, and emotional,
mental, and spiritual traumas to me and to all or any in my families, communities, and associations. I forgive you
completely in all ways and in all aspects, in all planes of existence, in all domains, and in all dimensions. Whatever has
been caused is now in the past and is of no importance to me now and does not matter to me any more. I am now free of
all such causes and their effects.”
“I [name] do humbly and sincerely apologize for all the hurts, harm, problems, and emotional, mental, and spiritual
traumas that I have caused to all life forms, including all that were knowingly or unknowingly, intentionally or
unintentionally caused, in all my life including all past lives of myself and all in my Soul families.”
“I [name] do humbly and sincerely ask forgiveness for all the hurts, harm, problems, and emotional, mental, and
spiritual traumas that I have caused to all life forms, including all that were knowingly or unknowingly, intentionally or
unintentionally caused, in all my life including all past lives of myself and all in my Soul families.”
“I [name] do humbly and sincerely ask Angelic help to Heal, clear, and remove from my total Being all emotional triggers
attached or linked to my cellular, aural, and other memories of all these hurts, harm, problems, and traumas, and to
keep me so free of non-beneficial emotional triggers in all nows and at all times.”
“I [name], with True Holy Love, Namaste, do hereby bring back to me all Energies and Soul parts that have left me or
been lost in any way, except those that I have sent to be and are beneficial to others, and do humbly and sincerely ask
Angelic help to Heal them with True Holy Love, Namaste, so that they can be in their rightful place”.
“I [name], with True Holy Love, Namaste, do hereby release all non-beneficial Energies and Soul parts that have come to
me in any way and for any reason, and do humbly and sincerely ask Angelic help to Heal them with True Holy Love,
Namaste, and take them to be in their rightful place”.
“I [name] do humbly and sincerely send my Love, Gratitude, and Thanks with True Holy Love, Namaste, to all who so
help and assist me in this forgiveness.”
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LIFE REVIEW

One of the biggest changes in my life came after I realized that instead of waiting to die before having to do a ‘Life Review’,
I could do it now - and benefit now !
As I was going to bed, I made an affirmation: “As I go to sleep, I will go through my life to review and correct all the ‘not
good’ actions that I have taken, doing so with True Holy Love, Namaste, going backwards in time to each and every
moment in my life”. I would suddenly be thinking of a situation; in most cases I would start by believing that all I did
was good - so why bring this up ?
Then I would think “How was this seen from the view of others who were involved ?” and realize that I had been at fault !
This is the old adage of ‘putting yourself in someone else’s shoes’, of ‘wearing the moccasins of the other person’.
It is best to undertake to do what can be done to correct the actual situation; but in most cases the action had occurred
many years past, and there was little that I could do now in the physical world.
So I then stated my apology and asked forgiveness; in some instances there were further points that I had missed, so
these were then repeated in my mind, so that these could be cleared as well.
As soon as this was completed, another situation would be brought to mind, and the process repeated.
This continued backwards in time until I reached babyhood. The good things that I had accomplished were not included
- so ego was ‘kept at bay’.
I did not go further back, to any past lives - but this would not be without gain, if appropriate.
For me the process took two nights - but from that time onwards I felt to be a very different person !
It was certainly a most worthwhile exercise, which I recommend to all who read this book.
To help in this, I have written the following program - which you can use as a guide.
Some aspects are explained later.

'Healing the Total Being' Program

‘We ask all parts of our Being, in all dimensions and in all our auric levels, to be open to good suggestions, and that our
belief systems do not block our progress. In all creation, in all heavens - all hypnosis is ended; we are free of all
hypnosis, and now able to exercise our own free will.
A good team leader identifies the problem, get suggestions from the team about needed actions, places these in context,
and develops a plan of action, and persuades all concerned that it is to their benefit to take the required action, which
they have helped to select.
We now ask all the parts of our Being, all the members of our team, to consider how their present actions affect the
overall performance and well being of our total Being.
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We ask all to regress together, day by day and year by year, to when they were formed - and to suggest the changes that
they need to make to ensure that they all have a positive influence in re-forming as a really good team, with all members
doing their correct job to help our total Being for the Highest and Best Good of All.
We go back together, year by year, stopping at events that had a major impact on our lives - to re-assess our
understandings of these events with our present knowledge, and decide any changes that are needed.
We accept the responsibility for our actions, apologizing for thoughts and actions that hurt others, asking to be forgiven,
and forgiving those that hurt us - perhaps they taught us a lesson and should be thanked !
We have personal and ancestral memories of events that cause problems with our understanding of our Beingness and
how we react to situations and occurrences. We now change our memories of the events to eliminate all such
detrimental attributes so that our reactions result in beneficial behaviour, and change the memories of our cells and of
our muscular systems to eliminate all memory of hurts and pains.
Thoughts that we sent to others are part of our own ‘Energy Being’ - we bring them home so that we again become
complete. We send the thoughts of others back to them with True Holy Love - so that those others can be complete, and
to prevent any interference with our team.
Influences from past lives of ourselves and others may have joined with us to seek recognition and Healing; perhaps
some ‘not good energies’ entered into our being; in some cases we may have been ‘possessed’ by others; it may be that
Soul parts of others have entered our Being. These are ‘not wanted on voyage’ and must now leave - so in True Holy
Love, Namaste, we ask ‘The System’ that they be taken ‘into the Light to be Healed with True Holy Love, Namaste, in the
way that is best for All Creation’.
We go back together to our youth, to our childhood, to our infancy, to before our birth, to before our conception learning all lessons as we regress, and releasing all emotional triggers.
Before we came into this world we may have made ‘Soul Contracts’ as a result of karma or to work with other to
overcome problems, to learn lessons, and to achieve success in missions. We send Healing with True Holy Love,
Namaste, to all involved in such karma and Soul Contracts.
Some of these ‘Soul Contracts’ may have been forced on us, been not for our Highest and Best Good, may involve causing
harm to others, or not be applicable to our present circumstances.
We now cancel and void all ‘Soul Contracts’ and other influences, including those from any other existence of any life
form, which are not now for our Highest and Best Good or could cause harm to others.
Let our total Being be cleansed by the Violet Flame, Healed by all needed colours of Light, and protected by layers of
Good Gold and Good Silver Light.
Our development may be such that we can now be entrusted with new missions for Good - we check and accept those
that we know we can achieve.
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Let all needed Healing be given in True and Holy Love to our Spirit, Higher Self, Lower Self, Soul, and other levels of
Beingness involved with us even without our conscious knowledge, and be given to all their associates and in their
families.
Let all our guides and other helpers always act in the Highest and Best Good of our Being and of All Creation, and that
any who act otherwise be immediately removed and Healed in the way that is best for All Creation.
If it be in the Highest and Best Good of ourselves and of All Creation then:
1. Let all constraints on our use of our Soul Senses be removed and that these be fully co-ordinated with our physical
senses, let us have full access to all knowledge that will help us in our life, and let our whole Being always be kept free of
damage, balanced, and fully operational in all aspects and in all dimensions - so that we are best able to accomplish the
tasks given to us, always acting in True Holy Love. This is to include all our Chakras, glands, organs, meridians, grids,
assemblage point, auric bodies, personal information fields, and other systems.
2. If any influences have mis-aligned our cells (or any other part of us) let this now be corrected, let all of us align with
the ‘Master Cell’. Let all of our cells always spiral good and be in communication with the ‘Wisdom of our Body’. Let
any of our genes that have been damaged be repaired, and all our repair and maintenance genes be made fully
operational.
3. For all time to come let all our reactions to others be in Harmony and True Holy Love, and our intuitive abilities be
fully operational including the removal of all blockages - by altering genes or by any other method, without causing any
effects that are not beneficial to our Being or that cause any hurt or harm to others.
4. Let all hooks and cords that we have used to link to others, and all that have been placed in our Being by others, be
removed. Let all implants, all imprints, all control devices, all interference, all thought forms, and all that has been sent
to us without True Holy Love be removed. Let protection be placed to prevent any re-installation of these or similar
things that are not beneficial to our Beingness.
We now pledge to operate at all times, in all ways, and in all aspects to help others with good intent for the highest and
best good of all - to so operate in True Holy Love, Namaste.
All changes are to be for the Highest and Best Good of our Being and of All Creation, and be effective in all planes of
existence, in all dimensions, in all domains, in all times, and in all ‘nows’.
In all cases our cellular memories are to be adjusted accordingly, and changes in genes are to be imprinted in all genes
and re-imprinted as needed.
Now we all agree to come together again in Harmony and True Holy Love, making sure that our Spirit, Soul, Ego, Higher
Self, Lower Self, Conscious Self, Sub-conscious Self, Unconscious Self, and Non-conscious Self and all other parts of our
Being are doing their correct jobs as members of the team, adjusting our intentions and our ways so that they are
compatible with working together as a well co-ordinated team for the Highest and Best Good of our Being and of All
Creation.
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We come back to conception, to before our birth, to our infancy, to our childhood, to our youth, to being an adult always stopping at events which had a major impact on our belief systems and memories, and taking the needed time to
put these into a correct perspective according to our current knowledge.
We now ask that screens of the required dimensions of good gold and of all other needed colours be placed with True
Holy Love within and around our Being, to protect and guard against all energies that are not in the Highest and Best
Good of our Being or of All Creation for all our life, and to Heal all such energies in the way that is best for All Creation.
End of program. Thanks.’

Using the Program

Having read the ‘Healing the Total Being’ program, now check with your Intuition (through your Heart) that it is clear,
non-contradictory, and without errors. Make any changes that are indicated, and re-check.
Ask permission to install the program; if granted, ask that it be installed now; check if the installation has been
successful and without error - and then run the program on yourself.
Expect that this program will take a few days (and nights) to run and do the needed Healing - depending on the amount
of corrective action to be taken. The key is to sincerely desire the corrections to be made and to be open to accepting the
errors that you have made.
We all make many mistakes - what is important is to recognize our errors, apologize for harm that we caused (to
ourselves and others), forgive others involved, understand the lessons that we can learn from our mistakes - and learn
those lessons, so we do not have to repeat our errors !
We have got rid of a lot of old rubbish, of junk discarded by others; we have had all treacherous ground removed; we
have taken the topsoil out of the way, so that it is not buried but can be re-used in our new and improved garden.
Our foundation has been corrected, and the building of our life improved. As we continue, we must always remember
that we are responsible for whatever we do.
This includes all actions which are indicated by our Intuition, Guides, or other helpers. Are these genuinely beneficial ?
One of the purposes of life may be to experience situations which give choices of action. If we believe that some action is
wrong, that it would cause harm to others, we alone take full responsibility for that action.
We all make mistakes, however, and these are acceptable if we act with good intent, and learn all lessons from
reconsidering the actions that we take - we can then forgive ourselves for mistakes made with good intent.
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In the 1925 Georges Lakhovsky in France developed a coil for the protection of trees; copper wire was stuck into the
ground, turns were made around the tree, and the loose end was pointed towards the sky as an aerial. In 1928 he formed
a variation of this that was geared to improve the health of humans, which he called the ‘multi-wave oscillator’, based on
his then new theory that cells are microscopic oscillating circuits.
This was successfully used in French, Italian, and Swedish clinics, and when Lakhovsky escaped to the USA in 1941 it
proved successful in a major New York hospital. Among problems successfully treated were cancerous growths from
Radium burns, goiters, arthritis, chronic bronchitis, congenital hip dislocation, and many others. (Tompkins & Bird:
‘Secret Life of Plants’).
Brian Cole, one of the founders of the Canadian Society of Questers, demonstrated a Lakhovsky coil at the Holistic
Intuition Society ‘Power of Thought’ convention. It was a single ring of 1/4 inch copper tubing, the ends not being joined
but having a small gap separated by a piece of plastic tubing.
Edward Bush, one of the Masters of Dowsing, developed an ‘improved Lakhovsky coil’, made by taking a long length of
copper wire which he bent back on itself a number of times and then twisted clockwise. The ends were then twisted
together and the last inch or so left pointing away from the coil as an aerial.
Slim Spurling, working independently on discoveries made
by a team of psychics, developed a series of ‘Light Life
Tools’ for healing, one of which is a ‘Light Life Ring’, made
in a number of different sizes, from twisted copper wire
having the ends brazed together - some rings being gold or
silver plated, and having 3 balls ‘for balance’.
“The properties are such that a ‘positive’ light field is
produced on both sides of the centre plane of the ring.” ...
“The light field imparts ‘livingness’ to water, which
enhances the ‘life force’ when consumed by humans,
animals, and plants.”

Design of the Rings

John Living made a number of different rings using
variations of the above; testing of the effect on glasses of
water showed little difference between the rings, provided
that clockwise spiralling of the energies is encouraged in
the rings - the same effect as used by Edward Bush and
by Slim Spurling.
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At the start, the water had a radiance of about 5KÅ (5,000 Ångstroms - the human body for a normal person is about 6.5
KÅ) which in 2 minutes increased to 20KÅ for the medium sized rings and 60 KÅ for the smallest ring - the effect is more
concentrated.
They are sturdy, attractive, and within the reach of most purses. So which ring type is best ? This depends on the use !
The bracelets and smaller rings #1, #2, and #3 are of twisted copper wire, having a small gap; a vinyl tube prevents the
copper from being in direct contact with your skin or marking a tablecloth. They give your blood the vibrational pattern
of copper, similar to the way a homeopathic remedy works.
This waterproof casing design permits easy cleaning, prevents corrosion, and allows
opening. These rings can be worn, or used to energize foods and drinks. The
medium ring, #6, is similar - it fits on most chairs for you to sit on.
The larger rings, #8, #10, and #12, are of 1/4 inch diameter copper tube (for
increased sturdiness) having a twisted wire connector in the gap to encourage
clockwise rotation of the energies in the tube. They are intended for healing the
energies in a body and in its aura.
The strongest effect is in the plane of the ring. It seems that 'not good' energies
cannot exist inside the ring; the effect is also 'transmitted' in a column above and
below this plane, expanding at about 45° and reducing in intensity as the distance
increases. For more details of these rings see our web page:

‘LOVE LIVING’ Bracelets

http://www.in2it.ca/tools.htm

The design is of vinyl encased copper wire, as described above. Its ends are sealed
with a lead-free metal bead, to increase its longevity.
To find which size LOVE LIVING bracelet fits you: Measure around your ankle / wrist
with a tape measure send it to us, and we will send you the correct size.
Wear your bracelet loosely - leave about 1/2 inch gap between the ends.
You can expect all the water in your body (over 75% of you !) to become potentized
with a high radiance.
Germs and viruses do not thrive in such an environment, so your LOVE LIVING
Bracelets helps to keep you healthy !

Holistic Intuition Society - Special Price
“John, the Bracelets really work. I’ve
(2010) $5 + $4 S&H, Total US$19
not had a cold since I started wearing
them.6 years ago” Chris, 2010MAY22
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For Books, Healing and Dowsing Tools, and DVDs on Intuition and Dowsing see our webpage: http://in2it.ca
An excellent program to help with all aspects of healing (including side effects of vaccinations and the release of toxins) is
to view the Quantum K Video 'Free Healing Experience' which takes about 25 minutes to watch ( I view it about twice a
week ! ) - see http://www.quantumk.co.uk to view.
We purchased the complete Emotional Freedom Techniques Libraries (Foundation, Intermediate, and Honors
Libraries) for $250 - and are allowed to give away a limited number of copies; we still have a few 'allowed' available.

Note that some of these library packages are 'Sold Out' on the EFT website !

These contain a total of 22 DVDs - each over an hour long ! You will need at least 30 hours of viewing time.
We have added extra useful data and loaded it all onto a 250GB USB Hard Drive, which you can buy for only $125 ! If
you would like one, on receipt of your payment we will order a Hard Drive for you, load it with the DVDs (it takes us over
3 hours just to load !) and then send it to you - Shipping and Handling are included in the price.
See http://in2it.ca/videos.htm to purchase this hard drive.

Thank you for supporting the Holistic Intuition Society !
Executive Secretary:

John Living, P.Eng.
RR#1 S9 C6, Galiano Island, British Columbia, V0N 1P0 Canada
Telephone 250-539-5807 or Toll Free (Canada & USA) 1-866-369-7464
Email: John@dowsers.ca

SAI SANJEEVINI RADIONIC CARDS
Body Parts
1 Abdomen
2 Alimentary Canal
3 Arm & Hand
4 Back
5 Blood
6 Body Tissues (All)
7 Bone
8 Brain
9 Breast
10 Chest
11 Circulatory System
12 Ear
13 Endocrine System
14 Eye
15 Face
16 Female
17 Gall Bladder
18 Glands
19 Gums
20 Hair
21 Head
22 Heart
23 Hip
24 Immune System
25 Kidney & U.T.
26 Knees
27 Leg & Foot
28 Liver
29 Lymphatic System
30 Male
31 Mind
32 Mouth
33 Muscles
34 Nails
35 Neck
36 Nervous System
37 Nose
38 Pancreas
39 Prostrate
40 Rectal

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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Respiratory Tracts
Shoulder
Sinuses (All)
Skin
Spine
Spleen
Teeth
Throat & Tonsils
Thyroid
Tongue
Appendix
Bone Marrow
Lungs
Whole Body
Body - Left Side
Body - Right Side
Colon
Joints
Lips
Ovaries

Diseases
1 ACID: Acidity, Colic
& Indigestion
2 Addictions (All Types)
3 Adenoids
4 AIDS (All Types)
5 Allergies (All)
6 Anaemia
7 Angina
8 Anorexia (No Appetite)
9 Anti-Toxins
10 Arteriosclerosis
11 Asthma
12 Autism
13 Bedwetting
14 Bites & Stings
15 Bleeding / Haemmorhage
16 Blockages (All)
17 Blood Pressure HIGH
18 Blood Pressure LOW
19 Blood Sugar Imbalance
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Body Imbalance
Boils
Brain Power
Bronchitis
Bubonic Plague
Burns
Cancers (All)
Caries
Cataract
Chicken Pox
Childbirth (Delivery)
Cholera
Colitis
Coma
Constipation
Cough DRY
Cough WET
Cramps
Dehydration
Diabetes Adult
Diabetes Juvenile
Diarrhoea
Digestion
Diphtheria
Discharges (All)
Downe’s Syndrome
Drawing
Eczema
EMERGENCY
Epilepsy (All)
Fevers & ‘Flu (All)
Filaria
Fissures
Fistula
Fitness
Frozen Shoulder
Glaucoma
Gonorrhoea
Hay Fever (Allergic Rhinitis)
Hearing & Deafness
Hole in Heart

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
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Hernia
Herpes Zoaster (Shingles)
Hiccups
Hydrocele
Hyperthyroidism
Hypothyroidism
Incontinence
Infection
Infertility Male & Female
Inflammation
Injury
Jaundice (Hepatitis)
Leprosy
Leucoderma (Vitiligo)
Leucorrhoea
Lice
Lymphatic Disorders
Malaria (All Types)
Marasmus
Measles (All Types)
Meniere’s Disease
Menopause
Menstrual Disorders
Migraine
Miscarriage
Multiple Sclerosis
Mumps
Muscular Dystrophy
Numbness
Obesity
Pain
Palpitations
Paralysis
Parkinson’s Disease
Piles
Pneumonia
Pnuemonic Plague
Polio
Polyps (All)
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100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

Pregnancy
Primary Complex
Prolapsed Uterus
Psoriasis & Itching
Puberty BOYS
Puberty GIRLS
Renal Failure
Retardation Mental
Retardation Physical
Rheumatism /
Arthritis / Gout
Scar & Scar Tissue
Sciatica
Septicaemia
Shakti
Shanti
Shock
Sinus & Colds
Slipped Disk
Sore Throat
Speech
Spondylitis
Squint Eye
Stones -Gall Bladder
Stones -Kidney & UT
Suffocation & Wheeze
Swelling
Syphilis
Tearing Eye
Thought Management
Tinnitus
Tonsilitis
Tuberculosis
Tumours & Growths
Typhoid
Ulcers (All Types)
Urticaria
Veins & Arteries
Vision
Vomitting
Warts
Water Retention
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141 Whooping Cough
142 Worms, Parasites, & Fungus
143 SAFE: Scars of Abuse & Fear
Eradication
144 Sleep
145 Ahimsa (non violence)
146 Canine Distemper
147 Fungal Infections
148 Herpes (Simplex)
149 Osteoporosis
150 Scabies / Mange
151 Addictions ALCOHOL
152 Addictions CAFFEINE
153 Addictions NICOTINE
154 Addictions DRUGS
155 Anger
156 Antitoxin Heavy Metals
157 Antitoxin Dental Fillings
158 Anxiety
159 Better Memory
160 Bone Disorders Growths
161 Crohn’s Disease
162 Dandruff
163 Dementia
164 Dengue (All Types)
165 Depression
166 Entities
167 Examination Stress
168 Flourosis
169 Forgiveness
170 Hypersensitivity
171 Indecisiveness
172 Leukaemia
173 Meningitis
174 Oxygenation
175 PFBD: Beak & Feather
176 Phobias
177 Poisoning (All Types)
178 Pre-menstrual Tension
179 Resentment
180 Schizophrenia
181 Soil Rejuvenation
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182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

Sweat Disorders
Tetanus
Ticks & Fleas
Vaccine Antidote
Vertigo
Dharma (Right Conduct)
Honesty
Prema / Love

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
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Sathya / Truth
Anthrax
Ego / Aham Kara
Fear / Bhoyam
Greed / Lobha
Lust / Kama
Yellow Fever

Make a medicine: place glass of water over card 15 seconds, repeat next card.
Make more of a previously prepared medicine:
1. Place the "sample" in the small circle marked "sample" on the Multiplication
and Broadcasting card.
2. Place the bottle containing fresh pills or vibhuthi in the circle marked
"Output" on the Multiplication and Broadcasting card.
3. Leave for half a minute. Remember, chanting a prayer, mantra or affirmation
while the Sanjeevinis are being prepared is good for the patient and the
healer.
The medium in the "Output" circle is now ready, having been charged with all
the vibrations that were in the original sample.

Distance healing by broadcasting or transmitting the SS-Sanjeevinis is a
dynamic way to heal. This way of healing is the "first choice" of many healers.
1. Prepare the required Sanjeevinis for the patient in a bottle or a paper bag.
2. Place this in the circle marked "sample" on the Multiplication and
Broadcasting card
3. Write the name of the patient on a small piece of paper and place it on the
circle marked "Output"
Leave it there as long as required in a spirit of surrender. This could be a few
minutes in some cases where the response is almost instantaneous or several
days in other cases.
In order to keep many broadcasts going for different patients simultaneously,
please make photocopies of the Multiplication and Broadcasting card.
Print the next page to make the Multiplication and Broadcasting cards

SAI SANJEEVINI RADIONIC CARDS
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Healing with Your
SCENAR / DENAS
Not only were the Russians first
into space, but they developed a
marvelous Healing tool to ensure
that their astronauts were healthy
when in space !
This tool is your Scenar/Denas !
The information given here is based
on the latest DiaDENS PCM
applicator, but will help you to get
the best value from whatever
applicator that you use.
Instructions to print this booklet
are included - a colour printer is
needed.
John Living
1-866-369-7464
John@dowsers.ca

www.in2it.ca

HEALING IN GENERAL
There is considerable evidence that many health
problems arise due to ‘emotional triggers’ and may be
signals from your sub-conscious mind that have been
ignored or mis-interpreted – especially since our
present medical culture is based on the physical
body, ignoring other aspects such as our auric bodies
(which can be observed by clairvoyants) and which
seem to have a great influence on our physical wellbeing.
Accordingly it is strongly recommended that the very
first action to be taken to ensure good health is to
work using the Emotional Freedom Techniques
developed by Gary Craig – see his website:
http://www.emofree.com download his free manual,
read it, and use it on yourself.
You may find watching EFT videos on YouTube to be
helpful - they show advances in the technology
beyond the basic steps shown in the free manual, and
are easier (and quicker) to use in most cases.
I suggest that you also work with an experienced
EMF practitioner - this can help you to become aware
personally of the great Healing that EFT tapping can
achieve - not only for emotional problems, but also for
many physical illnesses that seem to be linked to
problems, fears, and angers that are held in your own
sub-consciousness.
With best wishes - John Living
The Holistic Intuition Society
http://www.in2it.ca

Notes: PCM Operating Manual .pdf
This manual is included with the DiaDens-PCM in
hard copy, and is presented here in .pdf format for
your information – to help you decide the areas that
should be treated for various problems.
It is suggested that the top line on each page be
ignored – since ‘Express Mode’ is not available on
most of the DENAS devices.
Just use the
‘CONSTANT’ mode instead – for the time shown,
adjusting the power in the normal way.
Note that the various frequencies mentioned are only
available on the more advanced devices - so just use
the normal setting of your DENAS.

Printing this Booklet
This manual is presented in .pdf format, so that you
can print a booklet for yourself on a colour printer.
Use your .pdf PRINT utility for BOOKLET PPRINTING,
set for ALL PAGES; first print FRONT SIDE ONLY,
and when completed turn over the pages in your
printer; check the setting for ALL PAGES and then
print BACK SIDE ONLY.
When completed, you can staple the pages to be a
‘bound’ booklet.

More Information
The Holistic Intuition Society has the complete EFT
Library (Basic, Intermediate, and Honors) plus much
more loaded on a 200GB USB Hard Drive that you
can purchase for only US$125.

John Living’s Hints - on using your DENAS
I like to give my complete body a ’tonic boost’ first
thing in the morning. I strip, and use my DENAS in
therapy mode (switch it ON, hold the THERAPY
button down for a few seconds) then moving it slowly
over all my skin.
By slowly I mean about 2 inches per second. You will
hear a ‘BUZZ’ as it works - no buzz is heard if all is
OK; the stronger the buzz the more work is needed.
This is also the case if it ‘sticks’ (but it may also stick
where you use under-arm deodorant).
In giving this ‘tonic’ I use a power setting of about 5075%, except for the more sensitive areas (e.g. face,
finger & toe pads - places where a lot of meridian
points are located) where I use 20-30%. If at any time
the ‘tingling’ is too strong, just reduce the power - it is
best to start up at a low level and then increase the
level to be comfortable but still give a good ‘tingling’.
For the extra work needed move your DENAS far
more slowly (about 1/2” per second) ‘to & fro’ and ‘up
& down’ for a few minutes over all the areas where a
strong buzz was heard.
As you give yourself this ‘tonic’ day by day you will
find fewer where the places where strong buzzing is
heard - this demonstrates to you that you are
benefiting from your daily ‘tonic’ routine.
You will also find that you can get even more benefit
by increasing the power settings that you use - your
body has improved and can take a stronger dose !
You may find the ‘External Massage Electrode’ set to
be useful; this has a comb (stimulate hair growth,
help with headaches, improve blood circulation to

your head) and a flat rectangular massage head (as
used on the more advanced DiaDENS models) that is
held in your hand to get at awkward spots (excellent
for use on your face, toes, etc). Note that if you have
a DiaDENS it may not work in THERAPY made unless
this attachment is used.
If you have a nasty pain in a spot, hold your DENAS
on the spot for a few minutes - until relief is given or
the skin around the spots reddens.
For deep problems in joints and muscles the best
treatment is to use a fabric applicator. The set has
two pads - one about 5 inches by 4 inches with 9
electrodes, the other about 8 inches by 3 inches with
10 electrodes. These can be placed over the area that
needs treatment, and held in place by the excellent
elastic straps included with the set (they fit your
thighs, torso, etc.)
Use the strongest setting that is comfortable, for
about one hour in any one place. You can keep the
DENAS in a pocket, or use an audio extension to
place the DENAS on a desk (or in a drawer) while you
work.
I find that using garbage bag ties to secure a clear
plastic bag to a belt works fine; I locate and fix the
pad, place the DENAS in the bag, connect the pad,
switch on, and adjust the setting - I can see what I
am doing through the clear plastic, and can move
around in a normal way.
When using your DENAS you may find that you get
tingling sensations in other parts of your body; this is
excellent - it indicates that more garbage is being
cleared from other parts of the meridian being
treated.

How the Scenar/Denas Works
Not only were the Russians first into space, but they
developed a marvelous Healing tool to ensure that
their astronauts were healthy when in space ! This
tool is now available world-wide.
The original tool was called the Scenar, and has been
greatly improved - but it is expensive, costing
$US2,500 or more, depending on the version and the
selling agency.
Alternative models, more moderately priced at
US$400 and upwards, are called the Scenar/DENAS
and Scenar/DiaDENS [4] and although not quite so
powerful they are much more suited for home use.
Dr Irina Kossovskaia and Dr.Karasev have discussed
the working of the Scenar and DENAS devices; the
main points about them are:
The SCENAR feedback system’s sensitively helps the
body in its healing, to give it exactly what (and
where)is needed – so the body can make a quantum
leap toward health.
It does not change the polarity of cell membranes
directly, but changes the electrical potential of the
intercellular space.
There are two main types of electrical potentials in a
cell:
1. The membrane potential, which varies between
+0.1 and –0.1 volts, being the polarity of the cell.
2. The intercellular potential, being the voltage in the
intercellular space.
The SCENAR works mainly with the intercellular
potential
When the intercellular potential is lower than the
membrane potential, the cell is predominantly
absorbing substances from the intercellular space

(mostly oxygen, glucose, and other nutrients); when the
potential is higher, the cell is predominantly releasing
substances (mostly waste products).
The intercellular potential is very dynamic and
changes fast, thus allowing for quick switching
between the “absorbing” and “releasing” modes. With
age, however, the intercellular potential decreases and
its ability to change slows down, reducing the oxygen
and nutrients the cell receives and causing waste
products to accumulate.
The cell is progressively starving and polluting itself,
and becoming less and less responsive to the changes
in the surrounding environment (oxygen and insulin
levels in the intercellular fluid etc.) In a short time, the
cell has slipped into a vicious spiral of degeneration
and aging, and is headed toward death.
Therefore, to revive this suffering cell, we need to
increase the intercellular potential and speed up its
dynamics.
SCENAR provides for the accumulation and increase of
the intercellular potential and, as it exceeds the
membrane potential, the cell membrane changes
polarity and begins to release its accumulated waste
into the intercellular space, so that it can be taken
away by the lymph and blood. This begins the
rejuvenation process.
The cell is now cleaner and much more receptive to
receiving the necessary substances to heal and
survive.
There is a brief moment when the pendulum of the
cell’s biochemical reactions slow down and
momentarily stops in its lowest position before going it
the opposite direction - when the intercellular potential
becomes equal to the membrane potential, just before
the cell membrane changes polarity and switches to
the releasing / cleaning mode.

The SCENAR catches this moment to give you the dose.
This moment is the turning point in the healing
process, when ‘spring cleaning’ begins; cells now are
waking up, getting rid of accumulated waste, and
making room for the arrival of new life-building blocks.
Degeneration is becoming regeneration.
If you stop your treatment before this point, too few
changes will have accumulated to wake up sick and
tired cells - so your treatment would not be as effective.
To achieve the desired changes in the electrical
qualities of tissues, the SCENAR needs to be kept in
one place and not moved for a fairly long time.
If the area of the body you wish to treat does not want
to dose, then first dose some points around it.
You can imagine a star - either a 5 or 6 pointed star;
now start from the top point (above the point you
actually want to get treated), dosing each point in turn:
top - bottom left - bottom right - left - right, just as you
would draw a star on a piece of paper.
This should enable you to now be successful in dosing
the point where treatment is needed.
I find that the really advanced Scenar devices are
quite complicated to understand, so difficult to get
good value at home - but ideal for therapists.
For home use probably the best answer is the simple
DENAS - perhaps with the Applicator pad, massage
electrode, and eye sight goggle attachments.
Another alternative is the DiaDENS PCM, which can
use many frequencies. This is the latest model in the
DENAS range of products - but you may still need the
attachments recommended for the DENAS. The low
frequencies are most useful in treating some of the
more difficult problems.
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1BJOJOUIFBCEPNFO WPNJUJOH OBVTFB BCEPNJOBMEJTUFOTJPO
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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4UPNBDIBOEQBODSFBTQSPKFDUJPO
4UBCMFXJUI
NJOVUFTGPS
-JWFSQSPKFDUJPOJOUIFSJHIUBOEJO
MJHIUDPNQSFT
FBDI[POFVOUJM
UIFCBDL
$PNGPSUBCMF
TJPO NPWJOH
TZNQUPNTBSFSF
$PSSFTQPOEJOH[POFPG4V%KPLPO
UIFBQQBSBUVT
MJFWFE
QBMNT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
;POFPOUIFCBDLpPQQPTJUFqUIF
8JUIIFMQPG
NJOVUFTUXJDF
$PNGPSUBCMF
TUPNBDI
BQQMJDBUPS
BEBZ
.FOV→&YQSFTT→(BTUSPJOUFTUJOBMEJTFBTFT )[
4UBCMFXJUI
NJOVUFTGPS
MJHIUDPNQSFT
FBDI[POFVOUJM
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO
$PNGPSUBCMF
TJPO NPWJOH
TZNQUPNTBSFSF
UIFBQQBSBUVT
MJFWFE
'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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$POTUJQBUJPO

.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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-JWFSQSPKFDUJPOJOUIF -BCJMFXJUIMJHIUDPNQSFT
NJOVUFTGPS
SJHIUBOEJOUIFCBDL
TJPO.PWFUIFBQQBSBUVT
$PNGPSUBCMF
FBDI[POF CFUUFSJO
;POFPGGSPOUBCEPNJ DMPDLXJTFBMPOHUIFGSPOU
UIFNPSOJOH
OBMXBMM
BCEPNJOBMXBMM
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→(BTUSPJOUFTUJOBMEJTFBTFT )[
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDU
QSPKFDUJPO

-BCJMFXJUIMJHIUDPNQSFT
TJPO.PWFUIFBQQBSBUVT
NJOVUFTVOUJM
$PNGPSUBCMF
DMPDLXJTFBMPOHUIFGSPOU
TZNQUPNTBSFSFMJFWFE
BCEPNJOBMXBMM

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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%JBSSIFB
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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-BCJMFXJUIMJHIUDPN
-JWFSQSPKFDUJPOJOUIF
QSFTTJPO.PWFUIF
SJHIUBOEJOUIFCBDL
BQQBSBUVTBOUJDMPDL
;POFPGGSPOUBCEPNJOBM
XJTFBMPOHUIFGSPOU
XBMM
BCEPNJOBMXBMM
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NJOVUFTGPSFBDI
[POF XJUIBDVUFEJBS
$PNGPSUBCMF
SIFBSFQFBUUIFQSP
DFEVSFTFWFSBMUJNFT
BEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→(BTUSPJOUFTUJOBMEJTFBTFT )[
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSP
KFDUJPO

-BCJMFXJUIMJHIUDPN
QSFTTJPO.PWFUIF
BQQBSBUVTBOUJDMPDL
XJTFBMPOHUIFGSPOU
BCEPNJOBMXBMM

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTVOUJM
TZNQUPNTBSFSFMJFWFE

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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)FNPSSIPJET
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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1FSJBOBM[POF
1FSJOFVN[POF
;POFJOUIFCBTFPGUIF
SEBOEUIGJOHFSTPOUIF
CBDLTVSGBDFPGIBOET

4UBCMF XJUIPVU
DPNQSFTTJPO 
NPWJOHUIFBQ
QBSBUVT

$PNGPSUBCMF
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NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH
[POFTVOUJMDPNQMBJOUT
BSFSFEVDFE5SFBUNFOU
DPVSTFsEBZT

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQ
QMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDFBEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→(BTUSPJOUFTUJOBMEJTFBTFT )[
4UBCMF XJUIPVU
NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSP
DPNQSFTTJPO 
[POFTVOUJMDPNQMBJOUT
$PNGPSUBCMF
KFDUJPO
NPWJOHUIFBQQB
BSFSFEVDFE5SFBUNFOU
SBUVTDMPDLXJTF
DPVSTFsEBZT
'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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1BJOJOUIFKPJOUT BSUISJUJT BSUISPTJT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPOPG
UIFJOKVSFEKPJOU
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4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU $PNGPSUBCMF8JUIBDVUF
QBJOTsTFOTBUJPOTBSFPO
DPNQSFTTJPO
UIFCPSEFSPGQBJOGVM

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
/FDLBOEDPMMBS[POFsGPS
EJTFBTFTPGVQQFSFYUSFNJUJFT
8JUIIFMQPGBQ
$PNGPSUBCMF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POFsGPSEJTFBTFT
QMJDBUPS
PGMPXFSFYUSFNJUJFT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4ZNNFUSJDBM[POF
5IFTBNF[POFPOBIFBMUIZ 4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
KPJOUPGUIFTZNNFUSJDBMFYUSFNJUZ
DPNQSFTTJPO

$PNGPSUBCMF

.FOV→&YQSFTT→1BJOJOKPJOUT
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO
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4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU $PNGPSUBCMF8JUIBDVUF
QBJOTsTFOTBUJPOTBSFPO
DPNQSFTTJPO
UIFCPSEFSPGQBJOGVM
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5SFBUVOUJM
QBJOSFMJFG
NJO
VUFTUXJDFB
EBZ
NJO
VUFTUXJDFB
EBZ
5SFBUVOUJM
QBJOSFMJFG
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1BJOJOUIFOFDLBOECBDL TQJOBMPTUFPDIPOESPTJT EJTLPHFOJDSBEJDVMPQB
UIZ DBSSJBHFEJTPSEFST MVNCPEZOJB MVNCPTBDSBMSBEJDVMJUJT
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;0/&40'53&"5.&/5
#BDLTVSGBDFPGUIF
OFDL
1SPKFDUJPOPGUIFQBJO
JOUIFOFDL
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$PNGPSUBCMF8JUI
5SFBU[POFPGQBJOVOUJM
BDVUFQBJOTsTFO
FMJNJOBUJPOPGUIFDPN
TBUJPOTBSFPOUIF
QMBJOU
CPSEFSPGQBJOGVM
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
/FDLBOEDPMMBS[POF
8JUIIFMQPGBQ
NJOVUFTUXJDF
$PNGPSUBCMF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF
QMJDBUPS
BEBZ
.FOV→&YQSFTT→1BJOJOUIFCBDL )[
BOE[POFT
sMBCJMF XJUIMJHIU $PNGPSUBCMF8JUI
5SFBU[POFPGQBJOVOUJM
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDU
DPNQSFTTJPO
BDVUFQBJOTsTFO
FMJNJOBUJPOPGUIFDPN
QSPKFDUJPO
[POFTsTUBCMF  TBUJPOTBSFPOUIF
QMBJOU
XJUIMJHIUDPNQSFT
CPSEFSPGQBJOGVM
TJPO
4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
DPNQSFTTJPO

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPOPG
USBVNB QBJO JODJQJFOUFEFNB

4UBCMF NPWJOH
UIFBQQBSBUVT

$PNGPSUBCMF
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5SFBUVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
4FHNFOUBM[POFJOUIFCBDL
pPQQPTJUFqUIFQMBDFPGUSBVNB
/FDLBOEDPMMBS[POFsGPSJOKV 8JUIIFMQPGBQ
$PNGPSUBCMF
SJFTPGVQQFSFYUSFNJUJFT
QMJDBUPS
-VNCPTBDSBM[POFsGPSJOKVSJFT
PGMPXFSFYUSFNJUJFT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→5SBVNB
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO
4UBCMF
$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

5SFBUVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG
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4LJOBSPVOEUIFXPVOE

4UBCMF NPWJOH
UIFBQQBSBUVT

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUEVSJOHNJO
VUFTVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
/FDLBOEDPMMBS[POFsGPS
JOKVSJFTPGVQQFSFYUSFNJUJFT
-VNCPTBDSBM[POFsGPSJOKV
SJFTPGMPXFSFYUSFNJUJFT

8JUIIFMQPGBQ
QMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDFB
EBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→5SBVNB
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO

4UBCMF

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUEVSJOHNJO
VUFTVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG
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;POFPGUIFCVSO
4UBCMF TMJHIUMZ
4LJOBSPVOEUIFXPVOEsJG
UPVDIJOHXJUIUIF $PNGPSUBCMF
UIFSFJTBXPVOE
BQQBSBUVT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
4FHNFOUBM[POFJOUIFCBDL
DPSSFTQPOEJOHUPUIFCVSOFE
TLJO
8JUIIFMQPGBQ
/FDLBOEDPMMBS[POFsGPS
$PNGPSUBCMF
QMJDBUPS
JOKVSJFTPGVQQFSFYUSFNJUJFT
-VNCPTBDSBM[POFsGPSJOKV
SJFTPGMPXFSFYUSFNJUJFT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→5SBVNB
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO

4UBCMF TMJHIUMZ
UPVDIJOHXJUIUIF
BQQBSBUVT

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

5SFBUVOUJMQBJOSFMJFG
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1BJOJOUIFMPJOT QPMMBLJVSJBBOEQBJOGVMVSJOBUJPO QZFMPOFQISJUJT VSPMJ
UIJBTJT HMPNFSVMPOFQISJUJT DZTUJUJT VSFUISJUJT
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;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO
PGLJEOFZT
[POFTsMBCJMF XJUI
;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO
MJHIUDPNQSFTTJPO[POF
PGUIFVSFUFST
;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPO sTUBCMF XJUIMJHIUDPN
QSFTTJPO
PGUIFVSJOBSZCMBEEFS
;POFPGQFSJOFVN

$PNGPSUBCMF
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5SFBUFBDI[POFEVS
JOHNJOVUFT 
BMUFSOBUJOH VOUJMQBJO
SFMJFG

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

.FOV→&YQSFTT→6SJOBUJPOEJTPSEFS )[
[POFTsMBCJMF XJUI
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDU MJHIUDPNQSFTTJPO[POF
$PNGPSUBCMF
QSPKFDUJPO
sTUBCMF XJUIMJHIUDPN
QSFTTJPO

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ
5SFBUFBDI[POFEVS
JOHNJOVUFT 
BMUFSOBUJOH VOUJMQBJO
SFMJFG

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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.FOTUSVBMJSSFHVMBSJUJFT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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4VQSBQVCJD[POF
;POFPGQFSJOFVN

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
DPNQSFTTJPO

-VNCPTBDSBM[POF
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5SFBUFBDI[POFEVSJOH
NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH5SFBU
NFOUDPVSTFsEBZT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
8JUIIFMQPGBQ
$PNGPSUBCMF
NJOVUFTUXJDFBEBZ
QMJDBUPS
$PNGPSUBCMF

.FOV→&YQSFTT→.FOTUSVBMJSSFHVMBSJUJFT )[
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDU
QSPKFDUJPO

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
DPNQSFTTJPO

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUFBDI[POFEVSJOH
NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH5SFBU
NFOUDPVSTFsEBZT

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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1BJOJOUIFVOEFSCFMMZ JOGMBNNBUPSZBOEPUIFSEJTFBTFT
PGGFNBMFHFOJUBMPSHBOT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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4VQSBQVCJD[POF
;POFPGQFSJOFVN
;POFCFUXFFOSEBOEUI
GJOHFSTPOUIFQBMNTVSGBDF

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
DPNQSFTTJPO

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUFBDI[POFEVS
JOHNJOVUFT BMUFS
OBUJOH6OUJMQBJOSFMJFG

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDB
UPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→(ZOFDPMPHJDBMQBJOT )[
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFD
UJPO

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIU
DPNQSFTTJPO

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUFBDI[POFEVS
JOHNJOVUFT BMUFS
OBUJOH6OUJMQBJOSFMJFG

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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;POFPGEJSFDUQSP
KFDUJPOPGNBNNBSZ
HMBOET

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIUDPNQSFT
TJPO NPWJOHUIFBQQBSBUVT
BMPOHUIFBSSPXTPOUIF
QJDUVSF

$PNGPSUBCMF

%VSJOH
NJOVUFTCFGPSF
CSFBTUGFFEJOH

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
;POFPGTFHNFOUBM
SJOHPOUIFMFWFMPG
NBNNBSZHMBOET
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8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFT
UXJDFBEBZ
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1BJOJOUIFVOEFSCFMMZ JOUIF[POFPGFYUFSOBMJB QSPTUBUJUJT VSFUISJUJT PS
DIJUJT PSDIJFQJEJEZNJUJT
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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4VQSBQVCJD[POFBOEJOHVJOBM
SFHJPOT
;POFPGQFSJOFVN
;POFPGEJSFDUQSPKFDUJPOPG
LJEOFZT VSFUFST
;POFCFUXFFOSEBOEUIGJO
HFSTPOUIFQBMNTVSGBDF
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  [POFTsTUBCMF XJUI
MJHIUDPNQSFTTJPO
[POFsMBCJMF NPWJOHUIF $PNGPSUBCMF
BQQBSBUVTBTTIPXOPOUIF
QJDUVSF
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5SFBUFBDI[POF 
BMUFSOBUJOH EVS
JOHNJO
VUFT VOUJMQBJO
SFMJFG

.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF

NJOVUFT
UXJDFBEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→1PUFODZEJTPSEFST )[
  [POFTsTUBCMF XJUIMJHIU

5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSPKFD DPNQSFTTJPO[POFsMBCJMF 
$PNGPSUBCMF
NPWJOHUIFBQQBSBUVTBTTIPXO
UJPO
POUIFQJDUVSF

5SFBUFBDI[POF 
BMUFSOBUJOH EVSJOH
NJOVUFT 
VOUJMQBJOSFMJFG

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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4FYVBMGVODUJPOEJTPSEFST
.FOV→&YQSFTT→%JSFDU1SPKFDUJPO
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4VQSBQVCJD[POFBOE
JOHVJOBMSFHJPOT
4UBCMF XJUIMJHIUDPN
;POFPGQFSJOFVN
$PNGPSUBCMF
QSFTTJPO
;POFPGTDSPUVN
;POFCFUXFFOSEBOEUI
GJOHFSTPOUIFQBMNTVSGBDF
.FOV→&YQSFTT→4FHNFOUBM[POF
-VNCPTBDSBM[POF

8JUIIFMQPGBQQMJDBUPS

$PNGPSUBCMF
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5SFBUEVSJOH
NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH
UIF[POFT5SFBUNFOU
DPVSTFsEBZT

NJOVUFTUXJDF
BEBZ

.FOV→&YQSFTT→1PUFODZEJTPSEFST 
5IFTBNFBTJOEJSFDUQSP
KFDUJPO

4UBCMF XJUIMJHIUDPN
QSFTTJPO

$PNGPSUBCMF

5SFBUEVSJOH
NJOVUFT BMUFSOBUJOH
UIF[POFT5SFBUNFOU
DPVSTFsEBZT

'SFRVFODZNPTUPGUFOBQQMJFEJOUIFTFDBTFTJTTFU JUJTQPTTJCMFUPBQQMZPUIFSGSFRVFODJFT
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-JNJUFEBGGFDUFETLJOBSFBTOPMBSHFSUIBO
QBUJFOUoTQBMNTEVSJOHPOFQSPDFEVSF
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These are NOT official Sai Sanjeevini Cards, but have been prepared by
John Living with the guidance of Angelic Beings, 2010 MAY 30.
Use at your own discretion !

INTENT: To locate and then recover all lost or
disconnected Soul parts of the person, to
Heal them, and to reconnect them to the Soul
in Peace, Harmony, and Love, with the help
of Angelic Beings.

INTENT: To locate and identify in all planes
all possessing Souls, Soul parts, and their
Higher orders that are interfering with the
person, to remove them, to Heal them, and to
send them to their rightful place in Peace,
Harmony, and Love, and to protect against
any further intrusion or interference, with
the help of Angelic Beings.

INTENT: To locate and identify in all planes all
Shades, Shadows, Samskaras of deceased
Souls that are seeking refuge and often hiding
in the muscles and meridians of the person
and usually causing suffering, to remove
them, to Heal them, and to send them to their
rightful place in Peace, Harmony, and Love,
and to protect against any further intrusion or
interference, with the help of Angelic Beings

INTENT: To work with the Angelic Beings to
take the Souls of Babies, to Heal them, and
to send them to their rightful place in
Heaven with Peace, Harmony, and Love.
This for (a) Souls in unwanted pregnancies
(use with EFT tapping) and (b) Souls of
Babies that were not born (or died young)
and attached to their mother.

